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Abstract
This thesis centers upon the application of mathematical modelling, optimization theory
and uncertainty analysis to the problem of scheduling batch operations for large scale
industries. Over the years, decision making strategies such as scheduling, that deals with
allocation of plant resources, has been widely adopted by industries to efficiently carry out
their operations and achieve the desired targets. In this thesis, the focus is on scheduling in
the context of multijob, multitasking batch plants. This class of scheduling problems are of
practical importance, specially in the analytical services sector, where effective scheduling
models could increase the efficiency in carrying out the plant operations and may lead
to increased throughput, or reduced makespan, resulting in greater profits or customer
satisfaction.
One key factor that needs to be accounted while developing scheduling models are
uncertain parameters. Although scheduling has been a widely studied area, scheduling
under uncertainty remains a challenging topic due to the complexities that arise when
uncertain parameters are considered, particularly when these uncertainties are endogenous
that are dependent on model decisions. Existing stochastic approaches that accounts
for such decision dependent uncertainties often involves introduction of auxiliary binary
variables to enforce non-anticipativity and results in large intractable models that requires
decomposition/relaxation methods to handle the tractability issues. In order to address
the above issue, in this thesis, studies were conducted on developing stochastic approaches
that account for endogenous uncertainties without using auxiliary binary variables. A
novel two-stage scenario based stochastic approach was developed for scheduling of batch
operations under an endogenous uncertainty without using auxiliary binary variables or
explicit non-anticipativity constraints. The proposed stochastic model are presented in
this thesis along with the proof that shows careful formulation of the constraints enables
implicit non-anticipativity enforcement in the proposed approach. In order to ensure that
the model can capture the actual industrial setting more accurately, the two-stage approach
was modified and a node-based multistage stochastic approach was developed that does not
require auxiliary binary variables while also allowing multiple realizations for the uncertain
parameter through out the scheduling time horizon. The proposed approach was validated
using multiple case studies including an actual industrial case study and two case studies
from the literature. The computational studies conducted using the case studies depicts
significant benefits in terms of the value of stochastic solution (VSS). A comparison study
was also conducted between the node-based multistage approach and a conventional binary
variable approach from the literature. The results from the study shows upto 85% reduction
in computational time when using the proposed node-based approach.
iv

Along with scheduling of daily operations, a widely adapted policy by industries to
increase the efficiency of plant operations is developing long term strategies such as operational planning that focuses on optimizing the long term objective. Operational planning
and short term scheduling are interrelated activities. The decisions from such long term
planning models can be used to guide the scheduling of daily operations. However, due
to their disparate time scales and resulting complexities, the interaction between these
decision making levels remains a challenging problem. Hence, one of the focus areas of
this thesis includes developing an iterative integration framework for effective interaction
of planning and scheduling models for a large scale multijob batch plant. The effective
integration of a planning and scheduling model greatly depends on a planning model that
easily interfaces with the scheduling model and provide it with the required input parameters. However, due to the longer time horizons, the planning models often consider various
aggregation schemes and ignore detailed plant specifications such as the sequence effects of
tasks which results in planning decisions that are not achievable by the scheduling model.
Considering these limitations in the literature, a long term planning model was developed
for a multijob batch plant that considers approximated sequence constraints and provides
key planning decisions to the scheduling model. The study further proposes a calibration
scheme to ensure that the estimated information used in the planning model are reasonable and an iterative framework involving rolling horizon method to solve the integrated
planning and scheduling models. The proposed framework was validated using an actual
industrial case study and the computational results show an average increase of 8.27% in
terms of profit when the models are integrated via rolling horizon (RH) approach.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1

Motivation

Scheduling is one of the decision making strategies that deals with decisions involving
how and when to execute operations to optimize a chosen objective such as maximizing
profits or minimizing costs, subject to operational constraints such as resource limitations
or demands to be met. Over the years, scheduling based on mathematical optimization
has been widely adopted by industries to efficiently carryout their operations and achieve
the desired targets [5, 6, 7, 8]. Proper scheduling can greatly increase the efficiency of a
production plant and therefore is of great practical importance. Due to its wide scope,
developing optimization models for various scheduling applications has been a topic of
interest in process systems engineering and operations research for multiple decades now.
In this thesis, our focus is in scheduling in the context of a multijob, multitasking batch
plant from the analytical services sector.
The analytical services sector is focused on carrying out analyses on samples that are
ordered by clients for various purposes; for example, performing a nutritional analysis on
a food item to create the nutritional facts panel before bringing the product to market,
or performing air quality analyses to check for hazardous materials such as asbestos, or
conducting analysis on samples to determine its properties and chemical composition for
1

mining industries. Processing plants in the analytical services sector may receive in the
order of thousands of samples on a daily basis to be processed at their plant and as such
require a suitable method of scheduling operations.
A multijob batch plant is similar to a multiproduct batch plant that refers to industrial
plants capable of manufacturing multiple products simultaneously where each product
may have a specific recipe (sequence of tasks) to follow; for e.g., chemical industries.
What distinguishes a multijob plant is that they not only focus on fixed products and the
recipes to follow may vary with the customer specifications; for example, analytical services
industries (ASI), where each client order can be translated to a job with a set of samples
that needs to be processed through a sequence of tasks chosen by the clients. Jobs arrive
at the multijob plant and each job consists of a set of samples that needs to be processed
through a sequence of tasks, referred to as paths. Moreover, such multijob batch plants
often possess additional operational features such as multitasking where machines are able
to process multiple samples from multiple jobs simultaneously. The goal is to generate a
schedule for the plant, which dictates what samples to assign to which processes over the
length of time that is to be scheduled such that an objective is optimized, while abiding
by the operational constraints of the problem. For such industrial plants, an efficient
scheduling model that can provide decisions to effectively utilize all the available resources
and process large number of jobs in a timely manner could result in substantial increase
in the plant efficiency. However, the studies that consider scheduling of such multijob,
multitasking plants are quite limited in the literature [9, 2, 10, 11] and are worth exploring.
While developing scheduling models, it is highly unlikely that all the operational parameters are known a priori or remain constant through out the operational period. In
order to obtain more realistic and practical solutions, it is important to account for these
uncertainties in the scheduling model. Accounting for uncertainties in such process networks would increase the modelling challenges, but it will also result in more realistic
solutions [12, 13].
One of the common sources of uncertainty in analytical services industries (ASI) is
task outcome. For a process plant from an ASI sector, quality of analyses is of utmost
importance. When a large process plant capable of processing thousands of samples on a
2

daily basis is considered, it is highly unlikely that all available resources function perfectly
without any factors affecting its performance and provides a perfect outcome throughout
the operation period. Many factors such as resource malfunction, fluctuations in process
parameters, human intervention etc. could affect the performance of the tasks and may require some of the samples to repeat the whole/subset of its path. This possible fluctuation
in the task outcome could be accounted in the scheduling model as an uncertain parameter. However, accounting for uncertainties such as task outcome comes with additional
set of challenges as they fall under the category of endogenous uncertainties or decision
dependent uncertainties. An outcome of a task will only be realized if and when the model
decides to process that task. Accounting for such decision dependent uncertainties often
result in complex models that are computationally intensive. For instance, accounting for
such decision dependent uncertainties using the modelling approaches such as stochastic
programming [14, 15] results in a disjunctive scheduling model which are further linearized
using auxiliary binary variables [16]. Due to the introduction of binary variables and increased model size, it becomes difficult to solve the model directly; previous studies have
thus focused on the development of model size reduction methods or employed relaxation
or decomposition techniques to solve the otherwise intractable models [17, 18, 19, 20].
To the best of author’s knowledge, there are no studies available in the literature that
considers a stochastic programming approach which does not involve binary variables to
model endogenous uncertainties. Therefore, one of the main focuses in this thesis is to address this gap by developing a novel stochastic approach for scheduling of batch operations
for a multijob, multitasking plant while accounting for endogenous uncertainties such as
task outcome without any auxiliary binary variables.
Along with scheduling of daily operations, a widely adapted policy by industries to
increase the efficiency of plant operations is developing long term strategies that focuses
on optimizing the long term objective, referred to as planning [21]. While scheduling deals
with short term day to day operations, planning deals with longer time horizons spanning
over weeks or months or even years. If time horizons that span over weeks/months are
considered, in addition to the decisions that effect the daily operations, the model would
allow making decisions that could be strategic for the industrial plant in the long run. In
3

order to make such long term decisions, in addition to the information that are key to the
daily operations, other information needs to be considered. For e.g., any weekly/monthly
demands or processing requirements that should be met or if the plant consists of processes
that involve labour efforts, then the number of workers hired/available to work could also
play a key role in the functioning of the plant and meeting the targets. Moreover, with such
long term strategies, machine maintenance can also be strategically performed considering
the processing demands. In order to obtain the most accurate decisions, the planning
model should ideally account for all the information including the detailed specifications
required for scheduling of daily operations and the additional high level information such
as those mentioned above. However, when large scale industries are considered, scheduling
daily operations itself may result in models with hundreds of thousands of variables and
constraints. Hence, while accounting for longer time horizons, the common practice include
developing a planning model that comprises the high level information and aggregated
schemes to account for the plant specifications and a scheduling model that comprises
the detailed plant specifications [1]. With these models, the goal is to obtain a long
term plan that can be considered as the basis for the plant operations over the planning
horizon considered. Once there is a plan, the next step would involve obtaining the daily
plant operations via scheduling that attempts to follow the plan and help in achieving the
planning targets over the longer horizon.
The major drawback when the planning and scheduling models are solved and studied
separately is that the planning model, due to the aggregated schemes, tend to make inaccurate estimations of the capacity of the plant and result in sub optimal decisions and
planning targets that cannot be achieved by the scheduling model [22]. In order to address
this drawback, and ensure that the planning decisions are reasonable and achievable, adopting an efficient scheme to modify the planning decisions based on the scheduling model
components is necessary; this is referred to as integration of planning and scheduling.
Several studies have been carried out in the literature to develop planning models
for various applications. However, planning studies focusing on multijob batch plants
from ASI sector where the job recipes are highly dependent on the customer orders are
lacking from the literature. In addition, depending on the aggregation schemes employed,
4

most planning studies in the literature provide weekly/monthly decisions and studies on
operational planning models that can provide daily processing targets or decisions to guide
the scheduling operations are limited in the literature [23]. In this study, the aim is
to address this gap and develop an operational planning model for large scale multijob
batch plants that can provide daily operational decisions/targets, which can be further
used to guide the scheduling model decisions. The study further extends to proposing an
integration scheme that iteratively modifies the planning model in order to ensure that the
planning decisions are reasonable and achievable.

1.2

Research Objectives

In order to address the challenges and shortcomings in the literature mentioned above, the
current PhD study focuses on the following research objectives:
• Develop a novel two-stage stochastic programming approach to schedule batch operations under an endogenous uncertainty that does not involve using auxiliary binary
variables.
• Investigate the challenges associated with expanding the two-stage stochastic approach to a multistage approach and develop a multistage stochastic approach that
offers wider scope and flexibility in accounting for endogenous uncertainties.
• Develop a new long term planning model that considers sequencing effects and can
provide key planning decisions including the daily processing targets and number of
required workers to the scheduling model.
• Develop an iterative framework for integrating the planning and scheduling models
for a multijob multitasking large scale industrial plant.

5

1.3

Expected Contributions

The work conducted in this thesis is expected to have the following contributions.
• Provide insights to the challenges in developing stochastic scheduling models that
accounts for decision dependent (endogenous) uncertainties.
• Propose a novel two stage stochastic approach to account for an endogenous uncertainty for a multijob batch plant. The key contribution here is that the proposed
approach does not involve introduction of auxiliary binary variables and constraints
unlike the stochastic studies available in literature and therefore reduces the computational requirements.
• Propose a multistage approach to account for endogenous uncertainties that offers
more flexibility and accuracy towards capturing uncertainty in actual industrial settings.
A two-stage and multistage approach that does not require auxiliary binary variables
and constraints would be computationally promising for large scale industrial problems and could be adapted to solve a class of scheduling problems under endogenous
uncertainty commonly encountered in analytical or chemical industries.
• Present a novel operational planning model for large scale multijob batch plants that
could provide a plan to be followed in order to achieve the long term objective. The
key contribution of this study is that it considers large scale multijob batch plants
and takes into account the job sequence effects to provide the key planning decisions
including daily processing targets and required workers through out the planning
horizon.
• Present iterative integration schemes to effectively integrate the long term planning
and short term scheduling models to ensure that the planning model provides reasonable decisions to the scheduling model and to ensure that it consists of the capabilities
to account for the variations in the job arrival.
6

With such a long term operational planning model and integration schemes, the
operational efficiency of the industrial plants can be improved substantially.

1.4

Thesis Structure

This PhD thesis is organized as follows:
Chapter 2 provides the background information and literature review on the key
topics of this thesis including the type of uncertainty, uncertainty modelling techniques,
integration techniques for planning and scheduling models. The gaps in the literature and
the motivation for this research is discussed in detail in this section.
Chapter 3 presents the novel two-stage stochastic programming approach developed
for modelling endogenous uncertainty. The key novelties of the proposed approach are
also discussed in this chapter. The findings and the contributions of this study has been
published in Annals of Operations Research[24].
Chapter 4 presents the node-based multistage approach for modelling endogenous
uncertainties. The novelties and advantages of the approach are presented in this chapter
along with the results from multiple applications. This chapter is based on the manuscript
A novel multistage stochastic programming approach for short-term scheduling of batch
processes under type II endogenous uncertainty by Kavitha G.Menon, Luis A. RicardezSandoval and Ricardo Fukasawa, which has been submitted to INFORMS Journal on
Optimization and is currently under review.
Chapter 5 presents the developed operational planning model for large scale multijob batch plants. This chapter also presents iterative integration schemes to effectively
integrate the long term planning and short term scheduling models to ensure that the
planning model provides reasonable and achievable decisions to the scheduling model.
Chapter 6 summarizes the research contributions of this thesis and also provides
recommendations for potential future work in this area.
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Chapter 2
Background & Literature review
Over the last few decades, a large number of studies have been carried out on developing
efficient scheduling models and incorporating various aspects such as accounting for uncertainty and integrating with planning model for increasing the efficiency of large scale
operations. Due to these studies and the resulting progress, most of the process industries
today depend of such decision making strategies to effectively carry out their operations.
In this chapter, the review of those studies that are relevant to the focus areas of this thesis
are presented.
One of the fundamental aspects to be considered when developing scheduling models
is the choice of the time representation. Hence, this chapter begins with a discussion
on the time representation used in this study, followed by other relevant topics such as
uncertainty modelling technique employed, the type of uncertainty accounted and the
integration scheme adapted in the current study.
This chapter is structured as follows: Section 2.1 provides a brief overview on the time
representation used in the scheduling model. Section 2.2 provides the background and
review on the uncertainty modelling technique and the type of uncertainty considered in
this thesis. Section 2.3 provides the background and literature review on the planning
models for large scale operations and section 2.4 provides the background and literature
review on the integration frameworks considered in the literature for enabling interaction
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between the scheduling and planning models .

2.1

Time Representation

The time representation determines when operations may be scheduled, and can play a
large role in determining the computational cost of solving the model and the final solution
quality [25, 26]. Each point in time where an operation may be scheduled can be referred
to as a timepoint.Time representation can be generally classified into two: continuous time
representation and discrete time representation [27].
In continuous approach, the scheduling decisions occur at precise points in time during
the scheduling horizon and the model itself determines where these points should be placed
[28, 2]. Since the model is able to choose where the timepoints should be placed, the
continuous representation may provide the best solutions [25]. However, the modeller
must provide the model with a fixed number of timepoints to allocate as an input and
the solution quality may vary with the number of timepoints. With fewer timepoints, the
solution quality may decrease and with higher timepoints, the computational cost may
drastically increase. Overall, selecting a suitable number of timepoints for the model can
be challenging.
In the discrete representation models, the time horizon is discretized into a number of
time points with the greatest common divisor of all processing times being the discretization interval (uniform discretization) [29]. Even though a discrete formulation will restrict
any decision to be made only at pre-determined time points, the usage of very fine discretization interval can provide high quality solutions; however, this would increase the
model size and can result in very high computational time. To overcome the above mentioned drawback of discrete representation, a non-uniform time discretization (NUD) was
developed by the authors of [4]. Using this approach, events can occur at different times
for different tasks, effectively allowing the model to make decisions for a particular task
without adding unnecessary time points for the rest of the tasks. Figure 2.1 presents an
illustration of uniform and non-uniform time discretization. While uniform discretization
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Figure 2.1: Illustration of uniform and non-uniform time discretization
assign same number of time points for all the tasks in the process network, non-uniform
time discretization enables different discretization for different tasks.
The authors of [10] conducted a comparison study of the non-uniform discretization
approach and the continuous approach for a multijob multitasking batch plant and observed
that former representation obtained better trade off between the quality of solutions and
the computational time compared to the latter one. Since the current study also considers
a multijob multitasking batch plant that follows similar characteristics as that considered
in [10], a non-uniform time discretization is adopted for the scheduling purposes as it was
considered in [10].

2.2

Uncertainty

Uncertainty is often an inherent feature of many of the systems we aim to optimize. Some
of the factors, both internal and external, such as market demands, equipment malfunction,
task processing time, process parameters, product yield etc. may be subject to uncertainty.
These parameters could often result in suboptimal or even infeasible solutions if they are
10

assumed constant or when modelled deterministically using their nominal values. Hence,
accounting for parameter uncertainty is one of the important and challenging aspects of
industrial process modelling [13, 30, 31].
In order to better explain the challenges associated with accounting for decision dependent uncertainties, in the following discussion, the modelling techniques widely used to
account for the uncertain parameters are discussed first, followed by the discussion on the
features of the uncertain parameter considered in this study.

2.2.1

Modelling Approaches

Many of the uncertain parameters that are commonly encountered in the process industries can be explicitly taken into account using the preventive approaches such as robust
optimization techniques, and two-stage/ multistage stochastic programming approaches
[32].
In a robust optimization (RO) approach, the worst case is optimized while guaranteeing feasibility for all possible realizations of the uncertainty defined by the uncertainty set
[33, 34]. Multiple studies have developed robust optimization models to account for different uncertain parameters such as demands, processing time etc. in their model [35],[36].
The advantage of RO technique is that it guarantees solution feasibility for any value of
uncertainty within the defined set whereas the downside of this approach is that it results
in a conservative solution and does not allow any recourse action after the realization of
uncertainty. To alleviate this set back of the RO approaches, the study in [37] introduced
the concept of adjustable robust optimization (ARO), which include recourse in the form
of affine decision rules that are functions of uncertain parameters. The studies in [38]
and [39] applied ARO approach in production scheduling applications and reported higher
benefits in comparison to the traditional RO approaches. However, the downside of ARO
is that it does not allow adjusting those decision variables that are directly multiplied by
the uncertain parameters, as this leads to bi-linearity in the system [40]. This feature of
ARO affects the modelling efficiency and thereby limits the application of the approach.
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Stochastic programming is another widely used approach to model uncertain parameters. When the uncertain parameters are assumed to be discrete with a known probability
distribution, stochastic programming provides a solution that is feasible for all possible
parameter realizations while optimizing the given objective function [14],[15]. One of the
relevant advantages of this approach is the flexibility it offers in the decision-making process. In a stochastic programming approach, the modeler can fix a set of decisions (here
and now ) before the realization of the uncertain parameters, and upon the realization of
uncertainty, a set of decisions (wait and see) can be made as a corrective/recourse action.
In a two-stage stochastic approach, one set of here and now (first-stage) decisions are made
before the realization of the uncertain parameters, and, upon the realization of uncertainty,
wait and see (second stage) decisions are made as a corrective/recourse action.
In a multistage stochastic programming approach, uncertainty can be realized multiple
times throughout the time horizon. Hence, in this approach, apart from the here and
now decisions made at the beginning of the time horizon, recourse decisions can be made
at different stages according to the sequence in which the uncertainty is revealed. These
uncertainty realizations at each stage can be represented by a set of finite nodes. The
complete sequential realization of the uncertain parameter in a multistage approach can
be represented as a scenario tree of realizations. Figure 2.2 shows the scenario tree representation for a three-stage model, where the time horizon is divided into two time-periods
(a time-period is when some uncertainty gets realized) and the uncertainty realizations for
each time-period are represented as nodes. Root node represents the first stage decisions
independent of any value of realization. The nodes 2 and 3 represent the possible uncertainty realizations in the first time-period, nodes 4 to 7 represent the possible realizations
in the second time-period. Thus, if the time horizon is divided into two time-periods, it
results in a three-stage decision-making process including the here and now (first stage)
decisions and the second and third stage decisions made successively after the uncertainty
realization in the corresponding time-period. Accordingly, for a scheduling horizon with
M time-periods, the problem can be formulated as an M + 1 stage stochastic model.
One of the common stochastic linear programming (SLP) representation include formulating the problem for every possible scenario and adding constraints to ensure the
12

Figure 2.2: Scenario tree representation for a Three stage model

information structure associated with the decision process is honored [41]. The general
representation of a scenario based two-stage SLP can be represented as follows:

M in

X
(cxs + gs ys )ps

(2.1)

s∈S

s.t.

Ts xs + Ws ys ≥ rs
xs − x = 0

∀s ∈ S

∀s ∈ S

xs , ys ≥ 0 ∀s ∈ S

(2.2)
(2.3)
(2.4)

where, x and xs , ys represents the first and second stage decisions respectively, Ts and Ws
represents the coefficient matrices while rs represents the right hand side vector. The second
stage decision variables may vary with respect to the value of realization s but the first stage
decisions that are independent of any realization cannot vary. Hence, additional constraints
are defined that ensures that these first stage decisions remain the same for every scenario
s through constraint (2.3). These constraints are known as non-anticipativity constraints
(NACs). These NACs ensure that the solutions obtained are implementable, i.e., the
actions that must be taken at any point in time depend only on information that is available
at that time.
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Several studies have been conducted in the literature that utilizes the multistage stochastic programming approach for modelling the uncertain parameters in scheduling models
[42, 43, 44, 45]. The complexity associated with accounting for uncertainty parameters
vary with respect to the type of uncertainty involved in the problem. When the uncertainties involved are decision dependent in nature, there are multiple challenges that needs to
be addressed and this will be discussed in detail in the next section.

2.2.2

Types of Uncertainty

Uncertainties are often classified as exogenous or endogenous [46]. Exogenous uncertainties
are those that are independent of model decisions and only depend on external factors, e.g.
market demands that vary with respect to the customer requirements. On the other hand,
endogenous uncertainties are those that are dependent on the model decisions; these can
be further classified as type I and type II endogenous uncertainties [16]. Type I endogenous uncertainties are those where underlying probability distributions are dependent on
the model decisions, e.g. in a competitive market, a decision to increase the production
can have a negative impact on the product prices [47, 48, 49]. Type II endogenous uncertainties are those where underlying probability distributions do not vary, but the time of
uncertainty realizations are dependent on the model decisions. For instance, task outcome,
which will be realized only if and when the model decides to operate that task; or the quality and quantity of oil in an oil field is a random variable whose value does not depend on
any decision we make, but the precise time when the uncertainty is realized is not known
a priori and represents the time when we decide to analyze that oil field [16]. Endogenous
uncertainties are often more complex in structure and requires computationally intensive
models to obtain reasonable solutions. Most of the available literature on stochastic programming (SP) have focused on exogenous uncertainties. A review of studies conducted on
such areas can be found in [12] and [50]. Endogenous uncertainties have been considered
in relatively few stochastic programming publications and among them, only a handful of
studies have considered type II endogenous uncertainties. In this thesis, the focus is on
modelling scheduling problems with type II endogenous uncertainty.
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2.2.3

Type II Endogenous Uncertainty

One of the key factors of a stochastic programming approach is to ensure non-anticipativity
i.e., decisions made at any point in time should be based on the information available at
that point and without anticipating any information from the future. Defining NACs
becomes very challenging when the uncertainties are model dependent and the time at
which the uncertainty is realized is not known a priori. For any exogenous uncertainty,
where the time of uncertainty realization is known a priori, non-anticipativity can be
easily implemented by defining constraint (2.3) for all model decisions prior to the time of
uncertainty realization. However, when the time of uncertainty realization is not known,
it becomes challenging and results in a complex model. Such uncertain parameters result
in conditional non-anticipativity constraints with disjunctions [51, 52] that needs to be
reformulated. This challenge is commonly resolved in the literature by introducing auxiliary
binary variables. For detailed discussions on the scaling of computational cost for various
disjunctive formulations, see [51].
The study in [53] were one of the early studies to account for type II endogenous
uncertainties. Those authors presented an approach using auxiliary binary variables to
solve problems where the time of realization of uncertainty depends only on binary decision
variables; case studies involving small and medium size instances were presented in their
work. The authors of [46] presented a multi-stage approach with auxiliary binary variables
for a study on oil and gas field reserves with uncertainty in the reservoir properties (size).
Those authors proposed a decomposition-based solution strategy to solve a large model
as a sequence of two stage stochastic programming problems. A generalized approach
for problems with both exogenous and type II endogenous uncertainties using auxiliary
binary variables was proposed in [16]. The authors also explored theoretical properties
of the system to reduce the model size due to use of auxiliary binary variables and nonanticipativity constraints. These theoretical properties focus mainly on two aspects -1)
eliminating the redundant NAC’s 2) scenario reduction techniques to obtain the reduced set
of scenario pairs for which the NAC’s are required, in order to reduce the model size. Due
to the challenges because of the additional binary variables involved in reformulating the
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disjunctions in the conditional NACs, it often results in computationally-intensive models
that cannot be solved directly [54, 46, 55]. Major drawbacks of introducing auxiliary binary
variables and constraints linking them to the model decisions is that it results in large model
sizes, which further grows substantially as the number of possible realizations of uncertain
parameter (scenarios) grows. As a result, many studies have focused on developing solution
strategies and decomposition approaches to solve those reformulated disjunctive models.
Several studies have also modelled type II endogenous uncertainties using auxiliary binary variables and explicit NACs. In order to cope with the additional burden of binary
variables, these studies explored a number of theoretical properties and scenario reduction
techniques. The authors of [18] explored more theoretical properties for the model presented by [16] to address the issue of exponential increase in the NACs with increase in
the uncertainty realization. The authors further present solution strategies as the reduced
models are still large to be solved directly. The study in [17] considers models with both
exogenous and endogenous uncertainties and derive theoretical properties for reducing the
scenarios and NACs. They further present solution approaches including sequential scenario decomposition and lagrangean decomposition to solve the problem instances. The
authors of [56] presented an optimization model for the operations planning of an offshore
oil and gas field infrastructure. Those authors consider co-relations among the uncertain
parameters to reduce the dimensionality of the model and present a lagrangean decomposition method to solve the large instances. Also, they further presented new decomposition
algorithms to solve similar problems in [57]. The works, [58] and [55] presented disjunctive
models for synthesis of process networks and planning of offshore oil field infrastructure,
respectively. The authors present different decomposition strategies to solve the model
instances. Studies, [19],[59],[20] and [60] focuses on multistage stochastic formulation for
the planning of clinical trials in pharmaceutical R&D pipeline under endogenous uncertainties. Through these studies, authors present various theoretical properties and solution
approaches to solve the model instances. Although there are such handful of studies available in the literature that address the issue of uncertainties with decision-dependent time
of realization, due to the explicit NACs and the introduction of auxiliary binary variables,
it often results in large intractable models.
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To the best of author’s knowledge, most of the current studies available in the literature
introduce auxiliary binary variables to determine the time of uncertainty realization and use
them to define explicit non-anticipativity constraints and subsequently focus on developing
various solution strategies. The only exception that the author is aware of is the work of
[61] where binary variables already exist that can be used for that purpose. Despite its
modelling and computational complexities, addressing such uncertainties are inevitable for
developing efficient scheduling models [50]. Hence, in this thesis one of the first focuses is on
developing a novel two-stage stochastic approach for scheduling of batch operations while
accounting for type II endogenous uncertainties without any auxiliary binary variables or
explicit NACs.
As two-stage approach only allows the uncertain parameter to have one value of realization through out the time horizon, this may be a limiting assumption for many industrial
applications. In the actual industrial settings, the uncertain parameter may have multiple
realizations in the considered time horizon. Hence, the second focus in this thesis is to
study the challenges of expanding the two-stage approach to a multistage approach that
allows multiple realizations for the uncertain parameter [62]. Eventually, the goal is to
develop a novel multistage stochastic model for scheduling of batch operations under type
II uncertainty that does not require introduction of auxiliary binary variables.

2.3

Planning

Planning is a key decision making strategy widely used in process industries. Depending
upon the decisions involved, planning could be categorized as strategic planning or operational planning [23]. Strategic planning determines the long term direction of the industry
by considering the changing market and industry needs. With regards to process industries,
strategic planning involves time horizon in the order of years and decisions including the
building of new sites, adding or removing raw material suppliers and so on. Operational
planning, on the other hand, determines the required production rates or raw materials for
the industrial plant under consideration. These production rates are subsequently used in
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the scheduling level to determine/schedule the daily operations of the plant. In this thesis,
the focus is on operational planning.
The primary objective of an operational planning model is to provide realizable production targets, and therefore, such model needs to take into account not only the customer
orders/demands, but also the production capacity of the plant. One approach is to apply
the scheduling model over the entire planning horizon since the scheduling model rigorously takes into account the production capacity of the plant. However, model tractability
issues make this approach less viable. Hence, various types of aggregation or relaxation
schemes have been adopted when formulating the operational planning models.
The aggregation schemes employed in the literature can be classified as time based
aggregation schemes and unit based aggregation schemes. The authors of [63] proposed
a planning model that utilizes aggregation schemes involving discretization of time horizon into time periods and aggregating the scheduling level constraints and variables into
aggregate capacity, resource and variables. A similar time based aggregation scheme was
adapted in studies [64],[65] and [66], where the authors discretized the planning horizon
into commercial periods and then further discretized it into production periods and utilized
the aggregate information. The authors of [67] also proposed a similar time based aggregation scheme where the time horizon was discretized into time periods and the decisions
were only considered at the end of the time period. These time based aggregation schemes
provide a tight upper bound on the production capacity of the plant but does not rigorously
take the capacity into account. The study in [68] notes that a downside of the existing
planning models is that it utilizes aggregate plant capacity to obtain aggregate production
targets and fails to provide a daily production profile required by the scheduling model.
Another type of aggregation scheme proposed was the unit aggregation scheme which
involved plant modelling by its set of bottleneck tasks [69, 68, 70]. However, in this approach the model disregards any sequencing effects, implying that these models assume
that the bottleneck tasks can alone produce the final products without any upstream or
downstream processing. Modelling the planning problems in such manner with only considering the bottleneck tasks would result in overestimating the true production capacity
of the plant. The study in [69] noted that the most commonly used method in discrete
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manufacturing industries is unit aggregation method. The authors of [70] proposed an operational planning with production disaggregation model that can supply daily production
rates to the scheduling model. Those authors employ unit aggregation approach and estimate the capacity and processing time of an entire job recipe by adjusting the respective
parameters of the bottleneck task involved in the job. These estimation methods maybe
useful when the problem involves a multiproduct plant with fixed products or recipes, implying that the problem specification may involve multiple jobs that are designed to process
the same set of task sequences. When the job recipes could be highly dependent on the
customer order specifications, accounting for job sequence effects becomes more challenging
and the existing estimates of unit aggregation methods become unreasonable. A long term
planning model for such multijob batch plants that can provide the scheduling model with
daily production profile is a topic that has not been addressed in the literature and is worth
exploring (Note that as this thesis primarily focus on multijob batch plants from analytical
services sector, where samples obtained from the clients are analysed/processed, the terms
daily production profile and production targets may also be referred to as daily processing
profile and processing targets respectively in the later sections of the thesis). Therefore,
another focus of the thesis is to develop a long term planning model for a multijob batch
plant that accounts for the job sequence effects and supply the scheduling model with daily
processing targets.
Even with a planning model that considers the sequence effects and provides daily
processing targets, it is likely that the obtained decisions may not accurately reflect the
processing capacity of the plant, as planning models cannot rigorously account for the
plant’s processing capacity. Unless a scheme is adopted to refine the planning model
constraints based on the key scheduling model components, the planning model may lead
to suboptimal allocation of resources. Thus, integrating the planning and scheduling model
has emerged as a key step to address the inaccuracies within the planning model by allowing
interaction between the two models.
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Figure 2.3: Schematic Representation of the solution techniques for integrating planning
and scheduling models [1]
(a) Hierarchical Approach

2.4

(b) Iterative Approach

(c) Fullspace Approach

Integration of Planning and Scheduling

The challenge associated with the integration of the planning and scheduling lies in developing an efficient framework to enable the interaction between these models. Multiple
studies are available in the literature where different authors propose different solution approaches to solve the planning and scheduling models, allowing various levels of interaction
between the models [71, 72, 73]. The authors of [1] classifies these solution approaches into
three - hierarchical approach, full space approach and iterative approach. The schematic
representation of the approaches are presented in Figure 2.3.
The hierarchical approach provides a one way interaction where flow of information
is from the planning model to the scheduling model. In this approach, the planning and
scheduling models are integrated by providing the scheduling model with the processing
targets obtained from the planning model with a goal of obtaining a scheduling solution
[74, 75, 76]. Due to the one way interaction framework, this approach restricts the ability
to modify the planning problem with respect to the actual scheduling model components.
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Hence, the assumptions and approximations considered in the planning model could result in planning decisions that cannot be achieved by the scheduling model resulting in
an infeasible scheduling problem. Next approach is the full space approach which involves
solving the planning and scheduling model as a single problem where detailed scheduling sub problems are used for each planning period [77, 78, 79]. This approach often
requires the problem to be decomposable into master and sub problems as it utilizes decomposition/relaxation methods [80, 81] to solve the otherwise computationally intractable
problems.
The iterative approach provides a two way interaction between the planning and scheduling models [82]. The key decisions from planning model are provided to the scheduling
model followed by a feed back from the scheduling model to the planning model in order
to obtain better planning decisions. The authors of [83] proposed a bi-level decomposition algorithm for the simultaneous planning and scheduling of a multiproduct plant and
the authors of [84] developed a bi-level model formulation using service level constraints
to integrate the planning and scheduling models for multiproduct plants. The authors of
studies, [68] and [70] proposed iterative framework for integrating an operational planning
model and scheduling model for multiproduct batch plants using a rolling horizon (RH)
approach. Rolling horizon algorithms were proposed by [85] based on the concept of separating the scheduling problem in a sequence of iterations, each of which models only part
of the time horizon in detail, while the rest of the horizon is represented in an aggregate
manner. Multiple studies in the literature employs similar rolling horizon schemes while
developing long term planning/scheduling models or iterative frameworks for integrating
the planning and scheduling models [86, 87, 88, 89]. As it requires fewer iterations to
solve the problem, the rolling horizon method is generally efficient in the computational
manner. However, the approach can only ensure the feasibility of the final solution and
the quality of the solution depends on the estimates used in the planning problem. The
authors of studies [69] and [87] propose methods to derive the feasible production capacity
regions from the scheduling model and incorporate them to the planning problem which
can be further utilized in the integration of multiproduct batch plants using RH approach.
Although there are such iterative integration studies available in the literature, studies
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focusing on large scale multijob batch plants where there are no fixed products and where
the recipes are highly dependent on the job specifications are lacking from the literature.
Considering the above limitations, in this thesis, a long term operational planning
model was developed for a multijob batch plant, followed by a two-step iterative integration
framework involving the rolling horizon approach to enable effective interaction between
the planning and scheduling models.

2.5

Chapter Summary

In this chapter, detailed discussions on key topics considered in this thesis were provided.
Discussions on the time representation for scheduling operations and the type of uncertainties considered in this thesis were provided along with the uncertainty modelling techniques.
The discussions point out that the studies available in the literature for modelling a type
II endogenous uncertainty using a stochastic approach involves introduction of auxiliary
binary variables and results in modelling and computational complexities. To the best
of author’s knowledge, there are no studies available in the literature that does not require auxiliary binary variables to model type II endogenous uncertainties using stochastic
programming approach.
Further discussions on considering longer time horizons and developing an operational
planning model indicates that there is a lack of such studies in the literature for multijob
batch plants where there are no fixed products and where the job recipes are highly dependent on the customer specifications. The discussions are also provided on why integration
of long term planning model with a detailed scheduling model is necessary and points out
the lack of such studies conducted for large scale multijob batch plants. The gaps pointed
above motivated the studies conducted in this thesis.
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Chapter 3
Two Stage Stochastic Programming
Approach
This chapter presents the proposed stochastic programming approach for scheduling of
batch operations under type II endogenous uncertainties. The key novelty of the proposed
approach is that it enforces non-anticipativity without using any auxiliary binary variables.
To the best of author’s knowledge, this is the first study that proposes a scenario based
stochastic approach which does not require the utilization of auxiliary binary variables
to model type II endogenous uncertainties. The proposed model is followed by the proof
that demonstrates the implicit non-anticipativity enforcement of the proposed approach.
The two-stage approach proposed in this study is considered as a positive step towards
the direction of developing the multistage model (which can take into account multiple
realizations of the uncertain parameter) with implicit non-anticipativity. The proposed
framework is validated using an actual industrial case study from the analytical services
sector.
This chapter is structured as follows: Section 3.1 provides the description of the deterministic problem followed by the deterministic scheduling model. Section 3.2 defines the
uncertainty parameter and the modified process network. Section 3.3 provides the mathematical model and the subsequent proof that demonstrates implicit non-anticipativity
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enforcement. Section 3.4 provides the computational experiments and the results and
section 3.5 summarizes the findings and contributions of this chapter.

3.1

Deterministic Problem Description

Consider a process network with a set of tasks J and a set of jobs I. Each task j ∈ J
consists of a set of identical resources Rj that can perform the task and each resource has
a capacity Cj . Every job i ∈ I has to be processed through a sequence of qi tasks known
as a path, P i = {P1i , P2i , . . . . . . .Pqii }. Each job i ∈ I consists of Ai units that have to be
processed sequentially through all the tasks in the path P i . Note that the term units here
is a generic term and could represent any materials, goods, samples and objects that need
to be processed in a task. If a task j appears in the path of multiple jobs, a machine
b ∈ Rj can process units from different jobs simultaneously, given that the total number
of units does not exceed the available capacity. This operational feature of simultaneously
processing units from different jobs in a task is referred to as multitasking. The completion
time required by a task j is represented by ϕ(j) and is considered a constant. Regarding
the resource operations, the following assumptions are considered:
Assumption R1: There is no minimum working capacity for a resource, i.e. a resource
can start processing any number of units between zero and Cj and that the transfer time
between the tasks is negligible.
Assumption R2: The resources are non-preemptive; i.e., a resource cannot be interrupted
while carrying out a task, this implies that once a resource starts processing a batch of units,
the resource must operate until the completion time of the task without any interruption.
Accordingly, units being processed in a resource cannot be removed while it is still in
operation; similarly, new units cannot be added while the resource is in operation even if
there is capacity available.
This can be considered as a variant of the job shop scheduling problem [90, 91, 92, 93,
94]. Similar to a job shop scheduling problem, in this problem there are a set of jobs (I)
and a set of machines (∪j∈J Rj ) and each job consist of a set of operations that needs to be
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processed in order (path P i ). However,the current problem differs from the classical job
shop problem in the following aspects:
• In the classical job shop scheduling, each machine can only process one unit (job) at
a time, whereas, in the current problem, there are capacities and machines that can
process multiple units from different jobs at the same time (multitasking), as long as
capacities are respected.
• In classical job shop scheduling, each job consists of a single unit and in that sense,
a job and its single unit are one and the same. That single unit needs to go through
a sequence of tasks and it is finished whenever that single unit finishes all its tasks.
In the current context, each job can be processed in multiple units and they don’t
need to go through the sequence of tasks at the same time. A job is only finished
when all corresponding processing units finish all the required tasks.
Based on the above description of the process network, the goal is to generate a schedule
for the plant, which dictates what units to assign to which processes over the length of
time that is to be scheduled with an objective of maximizing the throughput. The solution
should ensure that the units from each job i ∈ I sequentially visits every task in its path
P i , such that each unit is processed at most by a single resource at a time and also the
total sum of units processed by any resource at a time does not exceed its capacity Cj .

3.1.1

Process Network

The process network of tasks can be represented using a series of directed graphs consisting
of vertices and directed edges [95]. As per definition, a graph G = (V, E) consists of two
sets V and E, where V represents the set of vertices and E represent the set of edges and
each edge is an ordered pair (v, w) of vertices. When directed graphs are used to represent
the process networks, the set of vertices V represent the set of tasks and the directed
edges E represent the flow of material from one task to another. This representation
can be extended for systems with multiple jobs by utilizing a series of directed graphs as
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G(i) = (Vi , Ei ) ∀i ∈ I , where the set of vertices Vi represents the set of tasks in the path
of job i (P i ) and the directed edge set Ei represents the flow of units from one task to
i
)
another. For every job i ∈ I and for any k = 1..qi−1 , there exist a forward edge (Pki , Pk+1
representing the transfer of units to the subsequent tasks. As per the standard notation,
+
the set of edges leaving a vertex v ∈ Vi of graph G(i) are denoted as δ(G(i))
(v),and the set
−
of edges entering a vertex v ∈ Vi of graph G(i) are denoted as δ(G(i))
(v). Similarly, for
any k = 1..qi , the set of tasks to which units are transferred from a task Pki are denoted
+
as N(G(i))
(Pki ) = {Phi ∈ Vi : ∃(Pki , Phi ) ∈ Ei } and the set of tasks from which units are
−
transferred to a task Pki are denoted as N(G(i))
(Pki ) = {Phi ∈ Vi : ∃(Phi , Pki ) ∈ Ei }. As the
definition of Pki clearly indicates the k th task of job i, in order to simplify the notations,
+
−
hereafter, in this work the sets N(G(i))
(Pki ) and N(G(i))
(Pki ) will be defined as NG+ (Pki ) and
NG− (Pki )

3.1.2

Time Discretization

A key factor in developing the scheduling model includes the time discretization scheme
employed in the model.
As mentioned in section 2.1, in this study, a non-uniform time discretization (NUD)
scheme was adapted for the scheduling model. In a discrete formulation, scheduling decisions can only be taken at a discrete set of timepoints within the scheduling horizon.
Specifically, for every task j ∈ J, ∆(j) is defined to be the interval between timepoints and
H
⌉. Additional definitions include:
define time point ε(j, t) := (t − 1)∆(j), ∀t = 1, . . . , ⌈ ∆(j)
H
H
ε(j, ⌈ ∆(j) ⌉ + 1) = H, and the set of all timepoints ε(j) := {ε(j, t) : t = 1, . . . , ⌈ ∆(j)
⌉ + 1}.
As multiple tasks with different process completion times are considered in this study,
to efficiently account for the flow of units within tasks, a function θ is introduced, which
will help in identifying the timepoints of a preceding task that would lead to that task
finishing between two timepoints of the following task. Consider a task Pki of job i and let
k ′ be a task from which units are transferred to the task Pki , i.e. k ′ ∈ NG− (Pki ). Let ε(Pki , t)
be the time at which Pki starts processing. Then, the units available to be processed in task
Pki includes the units from Pki′ that finished processing in the interval (ε(Pki , t − 1), ε(Pki , t)].
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Figure 3.1: Example time discretization of a task j with ∆(j) = 20 and a scheduling
horizon of 480

In order to obtain all the timepoints associated with the units transferred from every task
k ′ , the function θ is defined as follows:

θ(i, k, k ′ , t) = r ∈ ε′ (Pki′ ) : ε(Pki , t − 1) < ε(Pki′ , r) + ϕ(Pki′ ) ≤ ε(Pki , t) .
where ϕ(Pki′ ) represents the completion time (processing time) of task Pki′ .
As an example, suppose that the discretization of task 1 is exactly as shown in Figure 3.1. Moreover, suppose that ϕ(1) = 20 and units are transferred from task 1 to task 2,
which has a time discretization with a time step, ∆(2) = 60. Now, the total units available
for processing in task 2 at time point t = 6 (i.e. ε(2, 6) = 300) is equal to the number of
units that finished processing task 1 in time interval (240, 300]. This includes all the units
that begun processing task 1 in (220, 280], and so θ(i, 2, 1, 6) = {13, 14, 15}.

3.1.3

Deterministic Scheduling Model

The deterministic model for such large-scale multi-job multitasking facilities was first presented in [10].

Decision Variables
The key decision variables include:
• yikt - number of units processed in each task k of job i at timepoint t,
• xikt - number of units waiting to be processed in each task k of job i at timepoint t,
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• zjt - the number of resources to be operated at timepoint t for a task j ∈ J
The deterministic scheduling model (D1) is presented next.
Resource Constraint
Constraints (3.1) are the resource allocation constraints and it ensures that a resource
cannot be interrupted once it starts processing a batch of units. The summation on the
l.h.s takes into account the fact that once a resource (machine) starts processing a batch
of units, then it cannot start another batch until the current one is finished. For example,
consider a scheduling horizon with a time discretization of 1hr. Let the task 1 has a processing time of 2hrs and the available resources for task 1 be 4. Then, at t = 2, constraint
(3.1) can be represented as z11 + z12 ≤ 4.
X

zjφ <= |Rj | ∀j ∈ J, ∀t ∈ 1..|ε(j)|

(3.1)

φ∈ε(j):ε(j,t)<ε(j,φ)+ϕ(j)≤ε(j,t)+ϕ(j)

Capacity Constraint
Constraints (3.2) represent the capacity constraints, which enforces that the total number
of units from all job i ∈ I:j ∈ P i that can be operated in a task j (multitasking) at time
point t should not exceed the total capacity of all the resources available at that time point
to perform the operation.
X

X

yikt ≤ zjt cj

∀j ∈ J, ∀t ∈ 1..|ε(j)|

(3.2)

i∈I k=1..qi :P i =j
k

Initialization Constraint
Constraints (3.3) represent the initialization constraint that defines the flow balance at
the first time point. The amount processed in any task Pki of a job i at first time point
(yik1 ) is equal to the number of units available to be processed at the beginning of the time
horizon (Ai ). If the amount received exceeds the capacity of the task Pki , the difference
is considered as the waiting units (i.e. units from job i that are waiting to be processed
in task Pki , which is represented by xik1 . Thus, constraints (3.3) distributes the available
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units into amount that can be processed immediately and amount that is waiting to be
processed. Note that it is assumed, there is infinite storage availability, i.e. no restriction
is imposed on the number of waiting units; this assumption can be easily enforced with an
extra constraint if required.
xik1 = Ai − yik1

∀i ∈ I, ∀k ∈ 1..qi

(3.3)

Flow Balance Constraint
Constraints (3.4) represent the flow balance constraints for any task Pki of a job i at all time
points except the first. Note that the term flow balance here is a generic term and with
respect to the system under consideration, it can be referred to as mass balance or material
balance or state balance constraints. This constraint defines that the total amount of units
available for processing in task Pki of job i at time point t (including the units that have
been waiting at the previous time point (xikt−1 ) and those that have finished processing
previous tasks in the path (yik′ r ) is equal to the sum of units that can be processed at
time point t (yikt ) and the units that are waiting at time point t (xikt ). The summation
′
′
on the r.h.s over r ∈ θ(i, k, k , t) accounts for all the batches of task k that has finished
processing between the previous time point (t − 1) and the current time point (t). For
′
example, let the processing time of task k be 2hrs and that of task k be 1hr, then at t = 2
the constraint (3.4) can be represented as xik2 + yik2 = xik1 + ρik′ k (yik′ 1 + yik′ 2 ).
X

xikt + yikt = xikt−1 +

X

yik′ r

∀i ∈ I, k ∈ 1..qi , t ∈ 2..|ε(Pki )|

′
−
k′ ∈1..qi :P i′ ∈NG
(Pki ) r∈θ(ikk t)

(3.4)

k

Bounds Constraint
Constraints (3.5) defines that the decisions are non-negative.
xikt , yikt ≥ 0 , ∀i ∈ I, k ∈ 1..qi , t ∈ 1..|ε(Pki )|
zjt ≥ 0

, ∀j ∈ J, t ∈ 1..|ε(j)|

(3.5)

Objective Function
The objective function of the scheduling model aims at maximizing the through put/processing
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rate of the units by providing higher weights to the final tasks and minimum weights to
the initial tasks. The weights are defined by the ratio qki , where k varies from 1..qi . Thus,
the first task in the path where k = 1 possess the minimum weight which further increases
until the final task in the path where k = 1..qi . Note that it is possible that the processing
times of some tasks maybe higher than the scheduling horizon. As a result, the samples of
a job may not complete processing all the tasks in its path within the considered scheduling horizon. To address this issue, weighted tasks are considered in the objective function
instead of just the final task in order to ensure that the model allows processing of samples
even if the considered scheduling horizon is less than the minimum completion time of the
job.

M ax

X X

X

i∈I k∈1..qi t∈1..|ε(P i )|
k

3.2

k
yikt
qi

Uncertainty

When such process networks are considered, it is not expected that all the tasks perform in
an ideal way (where all available resources function perfectly without any factors affecting
its performance) and provides a perfect outcome throughout the operation period (time
horizon). For a scheduling problem, the outcome of a task that performs ideally would
result in 100% transfer of units to the succeeding task in a path/recipe. However, in actual
practice, many factors such as resource malfunction, fluctuations in process parameters,
human intervention etc. could affect the performance of the tasks, resulting in fewer
units being transferred to the succeeding task. Based on the performance of the tasks
(machines/resources), a certain fraction of the units may require additional processing
requirements and are therefore sent back to one of the previous tasks as recycle. This
recycled fraction of units Ai from job i ∈ I has to repeat all or a subset of the previous tasks
in its path. In order to account for the possibility of such unforeseen factors like machine
errors, operating conditions, human intervention affecting the task performance and the
obtained outcome, certain tasks can be considered as imperfect tasks, indicating deviation
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Figure 3.2: Illustration of a graph G(i) of a job i with four tasks in its path
in performance of these tasks from the perfect/ideal case. To account for uncertainty in
these tasks, the outcome of the task, i.e. the rate of units transferred from an imperfect
task to the subsequent task in the path is considered as an uncertain parameter. As
the time of the realization of uncertain parameter (outcome of the task) depends on the
model decisions such as the time at which the units finish processing previous tasks in the
path and time at which the imperfect task begins processing, it is considered as a type II
endogenous uncertainty with decision dependent time of uncertainty realization.

3.2.1

Modified Process Network

Based on the above description of uncertainty, in order to account for the uncertain parameter, the process network is modified to include the following additional features. Every job
′
i ∈ I may contain an imperfect task in its path, represented by Pji′ , where j ∈ 1..qi . From
an imperfect task Pji′ , a fraction of units (depending up on the realization of the task outcome) may have to be recycled back to one of the previous tasks in its path for reprocessing.
Thus, for an imperfect task Pji′ , apart from the forward edge, there exists, an additional
′
backward edge that enters the task to which units are recycled, i.e. (Pji′ , Pmi ) ∈ E : j > m.
Fig.3.2 presents an illustration of graph G(i) of a job i with four tasks in its path and edges
indicating the flow of units from one task to another. In the figure, vertices 1, 2, 3 and 4
represents the tasks in the path of a job, where units are processed and transferred from
task 1 to task 4, represented by a forward edge. After processing the imperfect task 3, few
units are recycled back to task 2 for reprocessing. This revisiting of task 2 is represented
using a backward edge.
For any job i ∈ I and any k = 1..qi , the fraction of units transferred from a task is
represented by ρikn , ∀n ∈ NG+ (Pki ). Note that allowing fractional values for ρikn , may end
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up with fractional number of units to be transferred within the tasks, even though the units
may be integer in nature. Fractional units are allowed to simplify the modelling; this may
be a limitation, but fractional units are allowed with the understanding that the model
is supposed to provide a plan to be followed and adapted once the actual realization is
observed. The sum of all the output rates from an imperfect task should be equal to unity,
P
+
i.e.
(n=1..|NG
(Pki )|) ρikn = 1 (referring back to Fig.3.2, consider task 3, as units are transferred to task 2 and task 4 from task 3, this expression can be defined as ρ132 + ρ134 = 1).
Regarding the process network and model features, the following assumptions are considered:
Assumption M1: a job can have at most one imperfect task and an imperfect task can
have at most one backward edge leaving from it. While this assumption may be restrictive,
it is accepted and valid for analytical services facilities or similar manufacturing applications where there usually include a quality checking task that determines if samples/units
should be re-tested/recycled.
Assumption M2: the transfer rate of units, ρikn of any forward edge should always be
greater than zero, i.e. for an imperfect task the fraction of units transferred via the backward edge should always be less than 1.
′
Assumption M3: once the actual realization of the uncertain parameter, ρikn : k = j for
an imperfect task Pji′ is realized, every single time the task is executed for the remaining
time horizon, the fraction of units transferred back via backward edge will be the same
(i.e. ρikn ).
The author notes that M3 is a limiting assumption, since every time an imperfect task is
executed, if there is a nonzero fraction of samples going back, it would imply that the task
would never be successfully completed. However, the time horizons considered here are
typically smaller than the time involved in completing the entire sequence of tasks. If the
task completion times are high, a smaller time horizon would also imply that the imperfect
task might be operated just once or twice. Thus, this assumption is not too restrictive, as
the model can be solved again in the next time horizon with different parameter choices.
Based on the above description of the process network and the uncertainty considerations, the aim is to search for feasible solutions to this problem that consists of a schedule
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(depending on the time horizon) for every realization of uncertainty (i.e. scenario), with
an objective of maximizing the expected throughput. The schedule would provide a set of
first-stage decisions irrespective of the realization of uncertainty. It includes decisions such
as the batch sizes (number of units processed in each task), the number of units waiting to
be processed in each task and the time at which a resource has to be operated. The schedule would also provide a set of second stage decisions that represent the recourse actions
enacted upon the realization of uncertainty, i.e. based on the resolved outcome of the task;
these decisions reflect the changes in the number of units transferred to subsequent tasks
in the path.

3.3

Proposed Two-stage Model

Based on the above descriptions, the mathematical model for the optimization of batch
operations under type II endogenous uncertainty via two-stage stochastic programming
with implicit non-anticipativity is presented here.
The first stage decisions and second stage decisions of the model are described next,
followed by the mathematical formulation.
As every job i ∈ I may consist of an imperfect task in its path, once the imperfect task
finishes processing the first batch of samples, uncertainty (the fraction of samples recycled)
will be realized and the flow of samples for the remaining time horizon would vary with
respect to the value of the realization (scenario). In this study, one possible realization of
all the uncertain parameters is referred to as a scenario, i.e. if every job i ∈ I contains an
imperfect task Pji′ in its path, a scenario s can be represented as (ρs1j ′ n , ρs2j ′ n , . . . ρs|I|j ′ n ).

3.3.1

Model Decisions

The key decisions of this problem consists of the flow decisions that represents the number
of samples to be processed from a job i in a task k of its path at a time t in a scenario s
s
(wikt
) and the number of samples waiting to be processed in a task k of job i at time t in a
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s
scenario s (vikt
). These decisions are referred to as the final implementable decisions. Similar to any other scenario-based stochastic model decisions [14, 96], one key requirement
is to make sure that these decisions are non-anticipative in nature and remain the same
for all scenarios until the time of uncertainty realization. As the uncertainty considered is
endogenous and the time of uncertainty realization is unknown, this becomes very challenging. In the studies available in literature that involves type II endogenous uncertainties,
in order to ensure the non-anticipativity of such final decisions, auxiliary binary variables
are introduced [53, 46, 16]. In the present study, these final implementable decisions are
s
defined as a combination of the decision variables xikt , yikt and xsikt , yikt
. Variables xikt and
yikt represent the flow decisions (units processed and units waiting respectively) that can
be made irrespective of any realization of the uncertainty, hence referred to as the first
s
stage decisions. Variables xsikt and yikt
represent the scenario based flow decisions that
has to be made as a recourse after the realization of uncertainty for every scenario s and
are referred to as second stage recourse decisions. These first stage and the second stage
recourse decisions are combined together to obtain the final implementable decisions at
any time t for a scenario s.

Obtaining the first stage decisions
One of the main challenges in this work is to obtain a set of first stage decisions that
are common to all the scenarios. As the time of uncertainty realization is unknown and
decision dependent, it is impossible to predetermine the time until which the decisions of
every scenario should be common; hence, in this study, the first stage decisions are defined
′
for the entire horizon based on a fixed value of the uncertain parameter (ρikn : k = j ).
The stage 1 decisions are defined in such a way with the understanding that these decisions
have to be modified once the uncertainty is realized (which is achieved using the second
stage recourse decisions). There are different possibilities for how this value of uncertain
parameter can be fixed to obtain the first stage decisions. Few of those possibilities are
presented here. First, by assuming the ideal case, i.e. the first stage decisions can be
obtained by assuming that all the tasks including the imperfect task behaves ideally and
there is a 100% transfer to the succeeding task from the imperfect task, implying that the
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value of ρij ′ n for the succeeding task is equal to 1 and for the recycled task is equal to zero.
In this case, the obtained plan based on first stage decisions would over allocate units to
the tasks succeeding the imperfect task. As it is highly likely that the actual uncertainty
realization (recycle rate) would be non-zero (resulting in lesser number of units being
transferred to the successive task), some of the decisions taken in the first stage have to
be undone in the second stage. This requires extending the bounds of the second stage
s
) that reflects the variations in flow due to the actual realization to
variables (xsikt , yikt
possess negative values as well.
Second, by assuming the worst case, i.e. the first stage decisions can be obtained by
′
assuming that the recycling rate from an imperfect task (ρikn : k = j ) is always equal
to its maximum value. For instance, if the possible uncertain realizations are (ρij ′ n =
{0.3, 0.5, 0.6}), then, in this case, the value of ρij ′ n for the recycled task is set equal to
0.6 and for the succeeding task is equal to 0.4. In this case, the obtained plan based on
first stage decisions might over allocate units to the tasks preceding the imperfect task.
Similar to the first case, in order to account for the actual realization, some of the decisions
taken in the first stage have to be undone and therefore the bounds of the second stage
s
) has to
variables that reflects the variations in flow due to the actual realization (xsikt , yikt
be extended to encompass the negative values as well. Third, by assuming an expected
(average) value, i.e. the first stage decisions can be obtained by assuming that the recycling
′
rate from an imperfect task (ρikn :k = j ) is always equal to its average value. Similar to
s
)
the first two cases, even in this case, the bounds of the second stage variables (xsikt , yikt
have to be extended to possess negative values in order to undo some of the decisions taken
in the first stage. Several tests were conducted using all these three cases (assuming the
ideal case, worst case and average case) as the fixed value for the uncertain parameter to
obtain the first stage decisions. However, these cases did not guarantee non-anticipativity
enforcement.
The fourth way to choose the fixed value is based on what is certain to happen as
per the known (guaranteed) aspects of the process operation. More specifically, for a job
i ∈ I, all tasks except the imperfect task consists of only one forward edge, therefore it is
certain that a complete transfer of units takes place from these tasks to its subsequent task.
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Whereas, once the imperfect task is processed, a certain fraction of units is transferred via
backward edge and the remaining units are transferred to the subsequent task, via forward
edge. Even though the value of realization is unknown, as the possible realizations of
the uncertain parameter are available, the maximum possible realization of the uncertain
parameter is known and can be defined as UB . Then, it is known for certain that from an
imperfect task, at least a fraction of (1-UB ) units will be transferred to the subsequent task
(via forward edge). Since it is not certain about the fraction of units transferred via the
backward edge, the lower bound of the possible realizations, denoted by LB is assumed for
the backward edge for the first stage decisions. Thus, for every job i ∈ I, for the imperfect
′
task, Pji′ , ρikn :k = j for forward edge and backward edge is defined as (1-UB ) and LB
′
respectively, whereas for all other tasks i.e. Pki :k ̸= j , ρikn for forward edge is defined as
1. Here, by choosing the fixed value based on what is certain to happen, in the first stage,
only the minimum number of units are allowed to transfer to the successive and recycled
tasks from an imperfect task. Therefore, when the actual uncertainty realizes, the second
s
stage variables (xsikt , yikt
) only have to account for the additional units transferred to the
successive tasks and the additional units recycled back to the previous tasks; hence, in
this case the bounds of the second stage variables can remain positive. The bounds of
the second stage variables is key in enforcing the non-anticipativity implicitly. This will
be discussed in detail following the model description and in the Theorem 1. Since this
fourth choice of fixed value based on what is certain to happen is the only option for which
implicit non-anticipativity can be guaranteed, this option is considered in this study and
the assumption is stated as follows.
Assumption M4: the first-stage decisions are obtained by fixing the value of uncertain
parameter, ρikn as follows:
′
• For the imperfect task of every job i ∈ I, i.e. Pji′ , ρikn : k = j is defined as 1 − UB
for the forward edge and LB for the backward edge, where UB is the maximum possible
realization of the uncertain parameter while LB is the minimum possible realization of the
uncertain parameter.
Note that as ρikn (defined in the first stage constraints) do not represent the actual
realization, but just what is known for certain to occur, the sum of the output rates for
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the imperfect task in the first stage constraint may not add up to unity. However, ρikn of
the first stage constraint and the actual realization, ρsi,k′ k of the second stage constraint
together ensures that all the units processed in an imperfect task are either transferred to
the successive task or the recycling task (task to which the units are sent back from an
imperfect task for reprocessing) in the path of job i.
Another model decision includes the number of resources to be operated (zjt ) at time
point t for a task j ∈ J throughout the time horizon. Note that once the uncertainty is
s
realized, the flow variables are adjusted based on the value of realization (xsikt , yikt
), but
the number of resources (zjt ) remains a decision obtained irrespective of the uncertainty
realization. This might be a restrictive assumption. However, zjt is allowed to be a
first stage decision as the current study does not account for personnel allocation. The
operation of machines is often tied to personnel allocation and to ensure smooth functioning
of operations, modifying the number of resources would require updating the allocation of
personnel as well. At this point, personnel allocation is beyond the scope of current study.
Therefore, the final model assumption is stated as follows.
Assumption M5: the number of resources is allowed to be a first stage decision and are
not modified with the realization of uncertainty.

3.3.2

Stochastic Model

The mathematical formulation is presented next, followed by the detailed description of
the model components.
Objective Function
max

XX X

X

s∈S i∈I k∈1..qi t∈1..|ε(P i )|
k

First Stage Constraints
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k s
w ψs
qi ikt

Constraints: (3.1) − (3.3), (3.5),

X

xikt + yikt = xikt−1 +

X

ρik′ k yik′ r

, ∀i ∈ I, k ∈ 1..qi , t ∈ 2..|ε(Pki )|

′
−
k′ ∈1..qi :P i′ ∈NG
(Pki ) r∈θ(i,k,k ,t)
k

(3.6)
Second Stage Constraints
X

X

s
yikt + yikt
≤ zjt Cj

, ∀s ∈ S, j ∈ J, t ∈ 1..|ε(j)|

(3.7)

i∈I k∈1..qi :P i =j
k

s
(xsikt + xikt ) + (yikt
+ yikt ) = (xsikt−1 + xikt−1 ) +

X

X

s
ρsik′ k (yik
′ + yik ′ r )
r

′
−
k′ ∈1..qi :P i′ ∈NG
(Pki ) r∈θ(i,k,k ,t)
k

, ∀s ∈ S, i ∈ I, k ∈ 1..qi , t ∈ 2..|ε(Pki )|
(3.8)
s
yik1
= xsik1 = 0 , ∀s ∈ S, i ∈ I, k ∈ 1..qi

s
yikt
, xsikt ≥ 0 , ∀s ∈ S, i ∈ I, k ∈ 1..qi , t ∈ 2..|ε(Pki )|

(3.9)

(3.10)

s
s
+ yikt
wikt
= yikt

, ∀s ∈ S, i ∈ I, k ∈ 1..qi , t ∈ 1..|ε(Pki )|

(3.11)

s
= xsikt + xikt
vikt

, ∀s ∈ S, i ∈ I, k ∈ 1..qi , t ∈ 1..|ε(Pki )|

(3.12)

s
The objective function is defined in terms of the final implementable decisions (wikt
)
s
that accounts for both the first (yikt ) and second stage (yikt ) variables involved in the
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model, and the probabilities associated with each scenario. The objective function is to
maximize the expected production/processing rate of the units by providing higher weights
to the final tasks and minimum weights to the initial tasks. The weights are defined by
the ratio qki , where k varies from 1..qi . Thus, the first task in the path where k = 1
possess the minimum weight which further increases until the final task in the path where
k = 1..qi . ψs represents the probability of each scenario s. Note that the primary focus of
this study is to demonstrate the implicit non-anticipativity enforcement of the proposed
approach without any auxiliary binary variables or explicit NACs. It will be demonstrated
later in this section that the key components in enforcing non-anticipativity do not involve
the objective function. Therefore, the proposed framework for implicit non-anticipativity
can be applied irrespective of the objective function considered (minimization of make
span /maximization of profit etc.). A detailed evaluation of the objective function was
considered beyond the scope of this study.
Constraints (3.1)-(3.6) represent the first-stage formulations. Constraints (3.1) - (3.3)
and (3.5) are same as that of from the deterministic model. Constraint (3.6) represents
the flow balance constraints for any task Pki of a job i at all time points except the first.
This constraint defines that the total amount of units available for processing in task Pki
of job i at time point t (including the units that have been waiting at the previous time
point (xikt−1 ) and those that have finished processing previous tasks in the path (yik′ r )) is
equal to the sum of units that can be processed at time point t (yikt ) and the units that
are waiting at time point t (xikt ). Note that the uncertain parameter is fixed for the first
stage flow constraint and ρik′ k represents the fixed value. As discussed previously, the fixed
value is based on what is certain to happen (based on the guaranteed aspects of the process
operation) and irrespective of the actual realization. Thus, constraint (3.6) together with
constraints (3.1), (3.2), (3.3) and (3.5) provide the first stage decisions irrespective of the
actual realization of uncertain parameters.
Constraints (3.7) to (3.12) represent the second-stage constraints. Constraints (3.7)
represents the capacity restrictions for the total number of units that can be processed at
any time t in a task j. To account for the actual realization of uncertainty and the variations
in flow of units based on the actual realization, a second-stage flow balance constraint
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is introduced. Constraint (3.8) represents the second-stage flow balance constraint with
s
the first and second stage variables (yikt , yikt
) coupled for every scenario s and the actual
s
realization of the uncertain parameter ρik′ k . Note that for any task other than the imperfect
′
task, i.e. Pki :k ̸= j , ρsik′ k = ρik′ k . Constraint (3.9) represents the initialization of the
second-stage variables. Second stage variables here are those that depicts the variations
in flow of units based on the actual realization of uncertainty. As this study considers
an endogenous uncertainty that depends on the model decisions, i.e. in order for the
uncertainty to realize, a decision has to be made before, implying that the earliest possible
time for the uncertainty to realize would be the second time point. Hence, the second-stage
variables are initialized to zero as there would not be any uncertainty realizations at the
first time point.
Constraint (3.10) defines that the second-stage variables for all the tasks should be
non-negative. As discussed earlier in this section, the bounds of the second stage variables
depends on the fixed value chosen for the uncertain parameters in the first stage constraint.
Since it is assumed that a minimum fraction of units, (1 − UB ) are transferred forward
from an imperfect task and a minimum of (LB ) units being recycled back, any realization
(actual) of uncertain parameter would result in addition of units to the successive tasks
of an imperfect task and to the tasks to which units may be recycled back. While the
first stage decision yikt represents the number of units being processed in a task Pki of job
s
i at time point t, a positive second stage decision yikt
implies that based on the actual
realization of uncertainty more units from job i are to be processed in task Pki at time
point t. For any task prior to the imperfect task, a positive second stage variable implies
that the value of uncertainty realization is greater than the minimum value and a batch
of units have been recycled back from the imperfect task for reprocessing. For any task
subsequent to the imperfect task, a positive second stage variable implies that the value
of uncertainty realization is less than the maximum possible realization (UB ) and higher
number of units can be transferred to the subsequent task from the imperfect task.
Furthermore, constraints (3.11) and (3.12) provides the final implementable decisions
s
s
(wikt
and vikt
) by considering both first stage decisions and the second stage recourse
decisions for every task Pki at every time point t, for every scenario s.
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s
s
Thus, the model provides a set of final implementable decisions (wikt
and vikt
) for every
scenario s, which is defined as a combination of the stage 1 (xikt , yikt ) decisions that provides the minimum number of units to be transferred to the successive tasks irrespective of
s
) that provides the
the uncertainty realization, and the stage 2 recourse decisions (xsikt , yikt
additional number of units to be transferred to the successive tasks based on the actual
uncertainty realization. Because of the way the stage 2 recourse decisions and constraints
s
) attain a non zero value only
are defined, the model ensures that these decisions (xsikt , yikt
after the uncertainty realization (see Theorem 1). Therefore, the final implementable decisions would become equivalent to:
s
s
• wikt
= yikt & vikt
= xikt (until the time of uncertainty realization)
s
s
s
• wikt = yikt + yikt & vikt
= xikt + xsikt (after the uncertainty is realized)

Thus, the definition of the stage 1 and stage 2 recourse decisions and the corresponds
s
ing constraints ensures that all the wikt
and vikt
decisions until the time of uncertainty
realization remain the same for every scenario s and thereby enforces non-anticipativity
implicitly without any auxiliary binary variables.
The proof for the implicit non-anticipativity enforcement is presented next.
s
s
Theorem 1. Assume the second-stage decisions xsikt , yikt
, wikt
satisfy constraints (3.8) (3.12) and the first-stage decisions xikt , yikt satisfy constraints (3.2) - (3.6) under the assumption that the first-stage decisions are obtained by fixing the value of uncertain parameter, ρikn as follows:
′
• For the imperfect task of every job i ∈ I, i.e. Pji′ , ρikn : k = j is defined as 1 − UB for
the forward edge and LB for the backward edge, where UB and LB are the maximum and
minimum possible realizations of the uncertain parameter, respectively.
′
• For all the remaining tasks Pki : k ̸= j of job i ∈ I, ρikn for the forward edge is defined
as 1.
′
Then, the final implementable decisions before the time of uncertainty realization (ti ) is
same as that of the first-stage decisions, i.e.

s
vikt
= xikt

′

∀t ∈ 1..|ε(Pki )| : t < ti , i ∈ I, k ∈ 1..qi , s ∈ S
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′

s
wikt
= yikt

∀t ∈ 1..|ε(Pki )| : t < ti , i ∈ I, k ∈ 1..qi , s ∈ S

′

where ti ∈ 1..|ε(Pki′ )| is the time at which yik′ r attains a positive value for the first time,
given Pki′ = Pji′

Proof. Rearranging the first-stage flow balance constraint (3.6) yields:
X

X

xikt − xikt−1 + yikt −
k

′

−
∈1..qi :P i′ ∈NG
(Pki )
k

ρik′ k yik′ r = 0

(3.13)

′

r∈θ(i,k,k ,t)

Rearranging the second-stage flow balance constraint (3.8) yields:
X

X

xikt − xikt−1 + yikt −

ρsi,k′ k yik′ r +

′
−
k′ ∈1..qi :P i′ ∈NG
(Pki ) r∈θ(i,k,k ,t)
k

xsikt

−

xsikt−1

+

s
yikt

X

−

X

s
ρsi,k′ k yik
′ = 0
r

(3.14)

′
−
k′ ∈1..qi :P i′ ∈NG
(Pki ) r∈θ(i,k,k ,t)
k

′

Let Pji′ be the imperfect task in the path of a job i ∈ I and ti be the first time point ∀i ∈ I
′
at which yik′ t attains a non-zero value. Thus, ∀t < ti , yik′ t = 0. Accordingly, in constraints
′
(3.13) and (3.14), ∀t < ti :
X
k

′

X

−
∈1..qi :P i′ ∈NG
(Pki )&P i′ =P i′
k
k
j

ρik′ k yik′ r = 0
′

r∈θ(i,k,k ,t)

X

X

ρsi,k′ k yik′ r = 0

(3.15)

′
−
k′ ∈1..qi :P i′ ∈NG
(Pki )&P i′ =P i′ r∈θ(i,k,k ,t)
k

k

j

′

(Note that depending upon the imperfect task, the value of ti may vary for each job i ∈ I
that considers at imperfect task. However, same proof can be applied to every job i ∈ I
′
and the corresponding ti ).
The theorem will be demonstrated by induction on t. Consider the flow balance equations
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′

∀t ∈ 1..ti − 1.
Base case:
t = 1: Constraint (3.9) implies that:
s
yik1
= xsik1 = 0 ∀i ∈ I, k ∈ 1..qi , s ∈ S

(3.16)

Induction step: Assuming the theorem holds true for time t − 1, consider time t (Note:
′
t ∈ 1..ti − 1):
t = t: Substituting (3.15) in equation (3.13) yields:
X

xikt − xikt−1 + yikt +
k

′

X

−
∈1..qi :P i′ ∈NG
(Pki )&P i′ ̸=P i′
k
k
j

ρi,k′ k yik′ r = 0

(3.17)

′

r∈θ(i,k,k ,t)

Now, substituting equations (3.15) and (3.17) in equation (3.14) yields:
X

s
xsikt − xsikt−1 + yikt
−
k

′

−
∈1..qi :P i′ ∈NG
(Pki )
k

X

s
ρsi,k′ k yik
′ = 0
r

(3.18)

′

r∈θ(i,k,k ,t)

As the theorem holds for t − 1:
s
xsikt−1 = 0 & yik
(r ∈ 1. . . t − 1)
′ = 0
r

(3.19)

Substituting (3.19) in equation (3.18) yields:
s
=0
xsikt + yikt

(3.20)

Applying the bounds constraint (3.10) in the above equation yields:
s
xsikt = yikt
=0

(3.21)

Equation (3.21) shows that all second stage decisions for any task Pki of job i and time
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′

t < ti are equal to zero in every scenario s. Substituting equation (3.21) in constraints
(3.11) and (3.12) gives:
s
vikt
= xikt
(3.22)
s
wikt
= yikt

(3.23)
′

Equation (3.22) and (3.23) shows that, for any task Pki of job i and t < ti , the final
implementable decisions for every scenario s ∈ S is the same as that of the first stage
decisions and is independent of any realization of uncertain parameter, which proves that
non-anticipativity is guaranteed by the present framework.
Even though the model consists of other constraints, non-anticipativity can be guaranteed using constraints (3.2) – (3.12), as stated in the theorem. Thus, this approach can
be applied to other problems with a similar set of constraints and can be adapted under
similar situations as long as the following conditions hold:
• The uncertain parameter can be accounted for in the model using flow balance constraints.
• The value of the uncertain parameter in the first stage constraint is fixed as described in
the above section.

3.4

Computational Experiments

In this section, the stochastic model presented in section 3.3.2 is applied to an industrial
case study and discuss the obtained results. The proposed two-stage programming framework has been used to model the scheduling of batch operations for the industrial plant
from the analytical services sector.
The industrial plant consists of over 180 tasks and each task has a number of identical machines to perform the task. Thousands of samples, hundreds of tasks and several
identical machines to perform each task, results in a very large model. The capacities and
processing times of the individual processes vary greatly. The largest capacity among all
processes is over 1,300 times the size of the smallest capacity, similarly the processing times
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Figure 3.3: A simplified representation of the process network of the plant [2]
of the processes vary from a few minutes to several days. Due to the confidentiality agreement, the actual plant data cannot be presented here; however, in the Appendix A, the
normalized data to indicate the main characteristics of the plant under study is provided.
Figure 3.3 is only included to convey to the readers the structure of the process networks,
where A through Y represent the tasks. The actual plant consists of hundreds of tasks
resulting in a complex network of processes. Note that the data from the same industrial
plant will be utilized in the computational experiments for the later chapters of this thesis
as well.
In a recent study, [10] compared non-uniform time discretization (NUD) and continuous
time formulations for scheduling of batch processes. Based on the observations, those
authors reported that a scheme of NUD60 has better tradeoff between computational time
and solution quality. In a NUD60 discretization scheme, the maximum allowed time-step
(the time elapsed between two consecutive time points, which is usually set equal to the
completion time of the task) for any task is 60 time-units; i.e. if the task completion time
is less than 60, time step is same as the completion time of that task and is equal to 60
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otherwise. Based on those results, the scheduling horizon in this work was discretized using
a scheme of NUD60.
If there exists an imperfect task in the path of a job i, every time when an imperfect
task finishes processing a batch of units, a fraction of those units are recycled back to
a previous task in the path, depending on the realization of the uncertain parameter.
Six possible discrete recycling rates are considered for an imperfect task, i.e. ρsi,k′ k ∈
{0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5}. In this case, as the maximum possible realization of uncertainty
is 0.5, in the first stage constraint, the value of the fraction of units transferred from an
imperfect task (1 − UB ) was fixed as 0.5 to the subsequent task (via forward edge) and 0
to the recycling task (via backward edge).
In this computational study, one scenario represents a possible recycling rate for the
imperfect task of each of the jobs considered. For instance, if the number of jobs considered
are 5, then a scenario can be represented as (0, 0.3, 0.1, 0.4, 0.2), which denotes that the
recycling rate for the imperfect task in job 1 is 0%, while the recycling rate for the imperfect
task in 5th job is 20%. Note that the time of uncertainty realization for each job may be
different, i.e. the time at which the imperfect task of job 1 finish processing the first batch
of samples may differ from the time at which the imperfect task of job 2 finish processing
the first batch of samples.
As mentioned in section 3.2.1, one of the key assumptions considered in this study is that
there can be at most one imperfect task in the path of a job. To illustrate the significance of
the assumption, a counter example is presented where the non-anticipativity was violated
in the two-stage approach when multiple imperfect tasks were considered. Consider the
path of a job as: [1,2,4,5,175,166,103,56,187]. Task 103 and Task 187 were considered as
the imperfect tasks. Two scenarios were considered as follows: scenario1 – (0.1, 0.2) and
scenario2 – (0.1, 0.4) (Note that a scenario (0.1,0.2) here represents the recycle rate of
imperfect tasks, i.e., Task 103 and Task 187 respectively). The model was solved for this
instance and in this case, the second stage decisions after the uncertainty realization of
task 103 until the uncertainty realization of task 187 should be the same in order to ensure
non-anticipativity. However, the second stage model decisions for these two scenarios were
different, thus violating non-anticipativity. Therefore, with the current approach, this
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assumption is a key factor to enforce non-anticipativity.
All the computational experiments were performed on an i7-3.40GHz Windows machine
with 16GB RAM using IBM ILOG CPLEX Optimizer 12.7.1.

3.4.1

Results

The model has been solved for different instances. Instances of 5, 15 and 25 jobs were
considered, where each job considers one imperfect task in its path and for every job,
the time of uncertainty realization can be different depending upon the number of tasks
preceding the imperfect task in the path of a job and the processing times of these tasks.
The most frequent jobs at the facility were chosen for these instances, i.e. an instance
of 5 jobs include the most frequent 5 jobs received at the facility. All the 5 jobs consists
of at least 8 tasks in its path. This can be considered as one of the smallest instances
as it does not encompass the entire process network. To involve more processes and to
increase the process network to an actual industrial scale, instances of higher number of
jobs (15 and 25) were also considered. Similar to the first instance, the most frequent 15
jobs and 25 jobs were chosen for these instances. There are 57 and 69 tasks present in
the 15 and 25 job instances, respectively. The paths of these job instances are provided
as supplementary information and the characteristics of the tasks involved (normalized
data) are presented in Appendix A. Some of the jobs consist of tasks with relatively high
processing time, due to which it is likely that the uncertainty might not even realize if
smaller scheduling horizons were considered. Therefore, to ensure that the model takes in
to account the actual realizations and provide the necessary recourse decisions, scheduling
horizons of 16hrs and 24hrs are considered in this study. Note that increasing the time
horizon also extensively increases the model size; however, as the proposed approach does
not require auxiliary binary variables, relatively larger (industrial) instances can be solved
using the proposed framework.
The benefits in using a two-stage stochastic approach was quantified by calculating
what is referred here as a modified value of stochastic solution (VSS) for every instance. As
noted in [14], the definition of classical VSS is the difference between the expected values
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obtained from implementing the solution yielded by the proposed two-stage stochastic
formulation and the solution obtained by a deterministic formulation that substitutes the
uncertain parameters with their mean/expected values. Hence, the mean value of the
uncertain parameters are used to estimate the VSS. While the classical VSS uses the
objective function of the problem, evaluation is carried out for the proposed approach by
calculating the expected values using a modified objective function and hence the difference
between the expected values is referred as modified VSS. The detailed explanation of the
modified approach and justification of using a different objective function to evaluate is
given in the next paragraph.
Note that one of the important goals of a two-stage model is to identify a first-stage
solution that is pertinent to all possible observations of the uncertain parameters. Therefore, in this study, the first stage decisions obtained from the deterministic and two-stage
model are evaluated and the obtained results are used for calculating the modified value
of stochastic solution (VSS). The evaluation procedure can be summarized as follows:
1. Solve the deterministic model and obtain the first-stage decisions.
2. The first-stage decisions are provided as inputs (pre-determined decisions) to the
modified two-stage model (described below) and solve the model independently for
every scenario.
For evaluation purposes only, the two-stage model was modified in order to account
for the decisions from the deterministic model. Note that the deterministic model is
solved for the average value of the uncertain parameters, whereas the actual realization could be less than or greater than the average value. Therefore, to evaluate the
first stage decisions, the two-stage model is modified such that:
• First stage decisions from the deterministic model are provided as inputs;
• Positive and non-positive values for the second stage variables are allowed;
Note that deterministic decisions were based on the average value and the actual
realization could be greater than or less than the average value. Therefore, for the
evaluation of the decisions obtained from the deterministic model, the negative values
are allowed as well (E.g. Lets consider that the deterministic decisions were obtained
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based on the average value of 25% recycle and actual realization was 10%, then, the
recourse action here requires to correct the previous decision of 25% and in order to
accomplish that the second stage variables should possess a non-positive value).
• It includes a penalty term in the objective function to penalize the negative second
stage variables;
Since negative variables are allowed, a penalty term is included in the objective function to penalize the negative variables in order to restrict the variables to attain a
negative value only when necessary to ensure feasibility.
3. Estimate the average value of the throughput (total number of units that finished
processing of all tasks in its path) for all the simulations.
As there are the penalty terms in the objective function of the modified two-stage
model, the focus is on the value of throughput instead of the value of objective
function so that the comparison between the two-stage and the deterministic model
remains reasonable and irrespective of the weights used for the penalty term.
The same evaluation procedure can be used to evaluate the first stage decisions obtained
from the original two-stage model. However, note that if the same set of scenarios were used
to evaluate the decisions, the throughput obtained from evaluating the two-stage model
will be same as that obtained from the original model. Calculating the modified VSS would
depict the benefits (in terms of throughput) in using the stochastic approach rather than
the deterministic approach. For convenience, hereafter, in this work, the modified VSS is
referred as VSS.
The deterministic model was solved by setting the recycling rate of units equal to
the average value of all possible rates, i.e. in this case 25%. The evaluation results of
both deterministic and two-stage model were used for calculating the VSS and the results
obtained for randomly chosen 50 scenarios of the corresponding instances are reported in
the Table 3.1.
As shown in Table 3.1, the VSS for all the instances shows significant benefits in using
the proposed two-stage stochastic model in comparison to the deterministic model with
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Table 3.1: Comparison results obtained from different instances
Scenario

Instance

Through put
Deterministic Two Stage Model

VSS

50

5Jobs 16Hrs
5Jobs 24Hrs
15Jobs 16Hrs
15Jobs 24Hrs
25Jobs 16Hrs
25Jobs 24Hrs

62.65
140.55
152.37
254.53
182.5
249.32

8.05%
10.95%
6.45%
14.18%
5.91%
15.9%

68.14
157.84
162.88
296.62
193.98
296.6

average value for the uncertain parameter. This table also shows that, as the time horizon
increases, the value of VSS increases. This shows that as the time horizon increases, there
is more scope for improvement and therefore results in higher benefits in using the proposed
two-stage stochastic model.
One of the key features of the framework is that it allows multiple jobs, where each
job can have a distinct time of uncertainty realization. To illustrate this feature of the
framework, the time of uncertainty realization for each of the five jobs of the smallest
instance (5Jobs 16Hrs) considered in this case study are presented in the Table 3.2. As the
time of uncertainty realization depends on the number of tasks preceding the imperfect
task in the path of a job and their task processing times, for some jobs, it takes longer time
for the uncertainty to realize. For shorter time horizons, this may result in the imperfect
task being operated maybe once or twice. As the time horizon increases, the chances
of the imperfect task being operated for multiple times also increases. This could be one
contributing factor for observing improved VSS when longer time horizons were considered.
The computational times required to obtain the optimal solution for various instances
are provided in Table 3.3. As the number of jobs, scenarios and the time horizon increases,
the model size increases and results in higher computational times, as shown in Table 3.3.
Although the model could solve for instances with 25 jobs and 50 scenarios for a time
horizon of 24hrs, a further increase in the number of jobs or scenarios could be challenging to
solve. For instance, the current model (with the specified computational machine settings)
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Table 3.2: Time of uncertainty realization for different jobs in the instance 5Jobs 16Hrs
Job
Job
Job
Job
Job
Job

Time of uncertainty realization (minutes)
1
2
3
4
5

480
600
900
780
660

Table 3.3: Computational times of different instances
Instance
5Jobs 16Hrs
5Jobs 24Hrs
15Jobs 16Hrs
15Jobs 24Hrs
25Jobs 16Hrs
25Jobs 24Hrs

Computational Time (sec)
5 scenarios 25 scenarios 50 scenarios
24.99
73.89
143.5
50.16
136.39
255.84
119.9
435.28
917.34
208.82
920.36
1997.9
120.49
510.5
1125.6
222.79
976.02
2563.93
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was unable to provide a solution for an instance of 40 jobs with 50 scenarios for a time
horizon of 24hrs. Introduction of decomposition strategies or relaxation strategies may be
required to solve such larger instances. Using such strategies may also further reduce the
computational time for the current instances. As the main objective of this study was
to address the challenge of enforcing implicit non-anticipativity for a type II endogenous
uncertainty, introducing decomposition strategies are considered outside the scope of this
work.
To further elucidate the potential benefits of the proposed approach, an estimate of
the number of auxiliary binary variables that would have been necessary to enforce nonanticipativity, if the non-anticipativity would had been enforced via introduction of auxiliary binary variables is provided next. The information available in the literature to
estimate the number of auxiliary binary variables is used for the estimation. In order to
ensure non-anticipativity, the following logic condition has to be enforced [19]:
′

′

{t < ts,s } =⇒ {Ct,s = Ct,s′ } ∀s, s , t
′

′

where, ts,s is the time period/time point at which two scenarios s and s become distinguishable and Ct,s represents the vector of optimization decisions at time period t in a
scenario s.The conversion of the above logic condition to MIP constraints can be achieved
by introducing O(|S|2 |T |) auxiliary binary variables (before applying any scenario reduction properties or strategies) and O(|S|2 |T |M ) constraints [19, 60], where |S| represents
the total number of scenarios and |T | represents the total number of time periods or time
points and M represents the cardinality of vector Ct,s . Let us simplify the above expression
even further to include any other possibilities and consider that at least O(|S||T |) auxiliary
binary variables and O(|S||T |M ) constraints will be required to enforce non-anticipativity
via this approach. Note that the above logic is with respect to a single job, i.e. if there
are multiple jobs and each job has a different time of uncertainty realization, then the
time at which two scenarios become distinguishable would be different for different jobs.
To account for such job specific time of uncertainty realizations, the number of auxiliary
binary variables based on the simplified case would be O(|S||T ||I|), where I represents
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Table 3.4: Estimated number of auxiliary binary variables
Instance
5Jobs 16Hrs, 50 scenarios
5Jobs 24Hrs, 50 scenarios

Number of auxiliary binary variables
4,250
6,250

the number of jobs. Based on the simplified representation, if the approach involving the
binary variables were to be applied for this current case study, the number of required
auxiliary binary variables for various instances are provided in Table 3.4. From the table,
it can be observed that for one of the small instances considered in this case study (5Jobs,
16hr horizon and 50 scenarios), an estimated 4,250 auxiliary binary variables would have
been necessary to add to the model to enforce non-anticipativity, if non-anticipativity was
enforced via auxiliary binary variables. In addition, enforcing non-anticipativity using
auxiliary binary variables would also require explicit definition of non-anticipativity constraints O(|S||T |M |I|) utilizing each of the introduced binary variable, which can often
result in a large computationally expensive model, even for small/medium scale problems.
For instance, considering the same instance (5Jobs 16Hrs, 50 scenarios), the value of M
would be 32, resulting in an additional 136,000 constraints that would need to be added
to the two-stage model to enforce non-anticipativity. As the proposed approach involves
implicit non-anticipativity, it eliminates the requirement of these 4,250 additional auxiliary
binary variables or 136,000 explicit non-anticipativity constraints.

3.5

Chapter Summary

This chapter presented a novel two-stage stochastic programming approach for scheduling
of batch processes with endogenous uncertainty where the time of uncertainty realization is
model dependent. The proposed approach accounts for non-anticipativity implicitly without introducing any auxiliary binary variables or explicit non-anticipativity constraints.
While developing decomposition/relaxation strategies and scenario reduction techniques
constitute most of the literature studies on type II endogenous uncertainty, in this study,
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using the proposed approach, it is shown that the model can solve large scale case studies
in reasonable times without any decomposition or relaxation strategies. However, using
such strategies would further improve the performance of the model and allow solving
such larger instances at even smaller computational times. The proposed approach can be
adapted to other problems with similar characteristics and those that satisfies the set of
constraints (constraints (3.2) – (3.12)) that are key to enforcing non-anticipativity. The
computational results from the case study depicts the applicability of the proposed approach in industrial scale optimization problems with type II endogenous uncertainties.
Computational studies exhibited a VSS (value of stochastic solution) of 9% on average,
confirming the benefits in using the proposed stochastic approach to model uncertainty.
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Chapter 4
Node-based Multistage Stochastic
Programming Approach
In the previous chapter, a novel two-stage stochastic programming approach for scheduling
of batch operations under type II endogenous uncertainty was presented. Even though the
proposed two stage approach has its novelties and applications, one limitation of the proposed model is that it assumes that the uncertainty realization remains constant throughout
the time horizon and only allows two sets of decisions. This may not often be the case in
an actual industrial setting. Governed by various operating factors, uncertainties in industrial processes (e.g., recycle rate, product yield) are unlikely to have only one realization
throughout the operating time horizon. The two-stage approach is thus unable to capture
the entire feature of the system and restricts the model capability in making efficient decisions. Moreover, the proposed two-stage approach was validated and proved under the
assumption that for every job there can be at most one task that is uncertain. Although
it is a restrictive assumption, it was required to guarantee implicit non-anticipativity. In
this chapter, the previous two-stage approach is improved to propose a node-based multistage model accounting for type II endogenous uncertainty with implicit non-anticipativity,
while addressing the two major limitations of the previously proposed two-stage approach
(first,multiple realizations for the uncertain parameter; second, possibility of multiple tasks
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that are uncertain in the same sequence (job)).
This chapter is structured as follows: chapter begins with a discussion on the challenges
in simply extending the scenario based two-stage approach into a multistage approach in
section 4.1. Section 4.2 provides the discussions on the novel features and considerations
in the process network. Section 4.3 presents the proposed node-based stochastic model
and section 4.4 presents an alternative process network representation. Finally, section 4.5
presents the results and discussion from the computational experiments and section 4.6
summarizes the contributions from this chapter.

4.1

Scenario-based formulation & challenges

In the previous study, a scenario-based two-stage approach was used to model the type
II endogenous uncertainty [24]. In that approach, a path from the root node to the leaf
node is considered a scenario and it can be implemented by generating copied variables for
each scenario. This can be represented by the alternative representation of the scenario
tree. Alternative representation of the scenario tree in Figure 2.2 is shown in Figure 4.1,
where each scenario is presented as a distinct path and the dotted lines represent the
copied variables [30]. When using such approaches involving copied variables, we need
to ensure that these copied variables have the same values for all scenarios until these
scenarios become distinguishable [96, 41]. This is usually accomplished by introducing
NACs that force these copied variables to be same until the scenarios are distinguishable.
However, this implementation becomes complex when type II uncertainties are involved as
the time of uncertainty realization is unknown. In the two-stage model, this challenge was
addressed by ensuring that the second stage variables for every scenario were set to a value
of zero until the time of uncertainty realization and these variables attained non-zero values
only to represent the required actions after the realization of uncertainty. However, when
considering a multistage approach, this becomes even more challenging as the uncertainty
is realized sequentially in every time-period. In case of the scenario-based approach, for the
first time-period (i.e., second stage), the non-anticipativity can be ensured if all the second
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Figure 4.1: Alternative Scenario representation for a three-stage model (Scenario-based
approach)

stage decisions prior to the first uncertainty realization are zero, but for the later timeperiods this cannot be enforced as the uncertainty has already been realized in the previous
time-period and the corresponding stage decisions possess a non-zero value to account for
the uncertainty realized. To ensure that these non-zero stage-wise decisions taken in each
time-period is non-anticipative of the future realizations, additional conditions are required
at every stage for a scenario-based approach. When the time of uncertainty realization is
decision dependent, this may require introduction of auxiliary variables and explicit NACs.
Hence, the previously proposed scenario based two-stage stochastic approach with implicit
non-anticipativity enforcement cannot be readily extended to a multistage approach as
ensuring the multistage variables possess a zero value until the realization of uncertainty
at every stage becomes challenging. To address the above challenge, the current study
consider a node-based multistage formulation.
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4.2

Problem Description

The plant features and the nature of uncertainty remains the same as that of described in
sections 3.1 and 3.2. Hence, only the additional information required for the multistage
approach are included here.
As mentioned in section 4.1, in this study, the uncertainty is modelled based on a
node-based approach, where there is a scenario tree [97] and each node of the scenario
tree corresponds to a possible realization of the uncertain parameter. Even though the
plant features and the nature of uncertainty remains the same, the assumptions for the
process networks are different for the multistage approach. It is no longer assumed that
there can be only one imperfect task per job. The current study also allow the process
network to be more general and flexible by not imposing any restrictions on the number
of forward/backward edges that can leave/enter any task.
The aim is to search for feasible solutions to this problem that consists of a schedule
(depending on the time horizon) that accounts for the uncertainty realizations at every
stage, with an objective of maximizing the expected throughput. The schedule would
provide a set of first-stage decisions irrespective of the realization of uncertainty. It includes
decisions such as the batch sizes (number of units processed in each task), the number of
units waiting to be processed in each task and the time at which a resource has to be
operated. The schedule would also provide a set of multistage decisions that represent the
recourse actions enacted at every stage upon the realization of uncertainty, i.e. based on
the resolved outcome of the task; these decisions reflect the changes in the number of units
transferred to subsequent tasks in the path.
To account for the uncertainty in the multistage framework, the scheduling horizon
[0, H] (where H represents the length of the horizon) is partitioned into time periods
(time intervals). M := {1, . . . , |M |} represent the set of indices of such time periods
[l1 , u1 ], (l2 , u2 ], . . . , (l|M | , u|M | ] where l1 = 0, u|M | = H, li+1 = ui , ∀i = 1, . . . , |M | − 1. For
simplicity, we will abuse notation and refer to m ∈ M to either denote the index of a time
period, or its actual corresponding time interval, where the meaning should be clear based
on the context.
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The main idea behind splitting the time horizon into |M | time periods is as follows.
In the two-stage model [24], it was assumed that once the uncertain parameters ρniks get
realized within the scheduling horizon, all other realizations of such uncertain parameters
(i.e. recycle rates or yields) will be the same throughout the scheduling horizon. This assumption allowed ensuring that non-anticipativity was satisfied in the two-stage stochastic
programming approach. However, this may be a limiting and unrealistic assumption in
several applications. Therefore, in the multistage approach, the scheduling horizon is partitioned into time periods where uncertainty parameters in time period m will correspond
to nodes in the scenario tree of depth m, as illustrated in Figure 4.2. The new assumption
is:
• once the uncertainty is realized in a time-period, it remains constant throughout that
time-period, i.e., if an imperfect task completes processing multiple times in the same
time-period, it will have the same value of uncertainty realization.
Note that this may still be a limiting assumption; however, this starts becoming a much
more reasonable assumption if the expectation is that time periods are short enough that
uncertainty would get realized at most once in a time period.
Thus, the scheduling problem with |M | time periods will be modelled as a (|M | + 1)
stage MILP problem, where the first stage represents the decisions obtained irrespective
of the realization of uncertainty and the recourse decisions in time period m represent the
(m + 1)-th stage decisions.
In addition to the time discretization discussed in section 3.1.2, the following sets are
defined for the multistage approach.
• ε(j)m represent the timepoints for task j that are in time-period m ∈ M .
• For a set of timepoints ε(j) or ε(j)m , ε′ (j) or ε′ (j)m represent the set of indices corresponding to those timepoints.
For illustrative purposes, figure 4.3 shows an example of a task j with ∆(j) = 20
and a scheduling horizon with H = 480, divided into 4 time periods. In this example, ε(j) = {0, 20, 40, . . . , 440, 460, 480}, ε(j)1 = {0, 20, 40, 60, 80, 100, 120} and ε(j)2 =
{140, 160, 180, 200, 220, 240}. Also, ε′ (j) = {1, 2, 3, . . . , 24, 25}, ε′ (j)1 = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7}
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Figure 4.2: Illustration of how time periods relate to uncertainty stages.

and ε′ (j)2 = {8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13}.
In order to ensure better understanding, few additional notations are defined here that
will be needed later on. Let α(n) be the path from root node to the current node, e.g., for
Figure 4.2, α(4) = (1, 2, 4), α(8) = (1, 2, 4, 8). Given a node n:
• p(n) - denotes the node in α(n) that precedes n, that is, node n’s parent node.
For example, in Figure 4.2, for n = 12, p(n) = 6.
• n(r) - denotes the node in α(n) that corresponds to time period m′ where m′ is the
time period containing r. If r is larger than any of the time periods in α(n), then
n(r) = n.
For example, in Figure 4.2, for n = 12 and r = 5, then n(r) = 6
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Figure 4.3: Example time discretization of a task j with ∆(j) = 20 and a scheduling
horizon of 480, divided into 4 time periods

4.3

Proposed multi-stage model

As discussed in Section 4.2, a node-based approach is considered to model uncertainty and
each time-period will correspond to a certain stage in the multi-stage stochastic program.
With such an approach, all we need to ensure here is that, in every time-period, the
decisions taken for nodes with the same preceding node has to be the same until the time of
uncertainty realization in that time-period. As this study deals with a type II endogenous
uncertainties where the time of uncertainty realization is not known a priori, enforcing
these non-anticipativity constraints remains a challenging problem. In order to address this
challenge, the multistage variables are defined and the formulation is designed in such a way
that the model would implicitly ensure non-anticipativity at every stage. The key features
of the proposed node-based approach include how the flow decision variables are defined
and the subsequent design of flow balance constraints. The key idea here is that the final
action that can be implemented at any time is divided into a combination of three decisions:
1) a decision that can be made irrespective of any realization of uncertainty throughout
the time horizon, 2) a decision that can be made in the current time-period based on the
past realization of uncertainty but irrespective of any current or future realizations 3) a
decision that can be made in the current time-period after the realization of the uncertain
parameter. These decisions are represented in the model by the first stage and multistage
decision variables. In the following discussion, a high level overview of what is the idea
behind how the stages relate to each other is presented first. A detailed explanation of all
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model variables and constraints will be given later.
The key decision variables of the node-based approach are as follows (note that for
simplicity and to focus on better understanding of the proposed approach, the variables
are represented with just the time and node indices in the discussion below; complete
representation of variables are presented in the later sections):
• First stage flow variables (xt , yt , zt ): these variables represent those decisions that
are made before the realization of uncertainty and that remain feasible irrespective
of any uncertainty realization. They are defined for the complete time-horizon.
• Multistage decision variables: The multistage decision variables consists of the
following:
– Flow variables (xnt , ytn ): these variables represent the necessary recourse actions
at a timepoint t based on the realization of uncertainty at node n. These
variables are defined for two consecutive time periods, more precisely, if node
n is at time period m, then these variables will be defined for time period m
and m + 1 (if it exists). The idea is that these variables provide the required
recourse actions based on the uncertainty realization in the current time-period
and continue providing recourse actions until the uncertainty is realized in the
subsequent time-period.
– Final implementable decisions (Wtn , Vtn ): these decisions represent the final action that needs to be taken at time point t and node n. These final implementable decisions include the first stage decision and the multistage decisions
active in the current time-period. For a node n ∈ Nm , the decision variables
that are active in time-period m include the first stage decisions that are made
irrespective of any realization throughout the time horizon, the decision variables from node n (m + 1-th stage decisions) and the decision variables from
node nm−1 (m-th stage decisions).
Figure 4.4 shows a diagram of which variables are defined in each time period.
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Figure 4.4: Illustration of how multistage variables are defined in the node-based approach

4.3.1

Detailed decision variables

A complete definition of all variables that are involved in the multistage model is given
below.
The first-stage variables are as follows:
• zjt : number of resources to be operated for a task j ∈ J at timepoint t ∈ ε′ (j),
• yikt : number of units from a job i ∈ I to be processed in the task Pki at time t ∈ ε′ (Pki ),
for k = 1, . . . , qi ,
• xikt : number of units from a job i ∈ I waiting to be processed in the task Pki at time
t ∈ ε′ (Pki ), for k = 1, . . . , qi .
The multi-stage flow variables for a node n ∈ Nm are as follows:
n
• yikt
: number of units from a job i ∈ I to be processed in the task Pki at time
t ∈ ε′ (Pki )m ∪ ε′ (Pki )m+1 , for k = 1, . . . , qi , based on uncertainty realization of node n,
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• xnikt : number of units from a job i ∈ I waiting to be processed in the task Pki at time
t ∈ ε′ (Pki )m ∪ ε′ (Pki )m+1 , for k = 1, . . . , qi , based on uncertainty realization of node n.
(note that, in the above notation, if m = |M |, (Pki )m+1 = ∅).
The multi-stage final implementable decisions for a node n ∈ Nm are as follows:
n
• Wikt
: number of units from a job i ∈ I to be processed in the task Pki at time
t ∈ ε′ (Pki )m , for k = 1, . . . , qi , based on uncertainty realization of node n,
n
• Vikt
: number of units from a job i ∈ I waiting to be processed in the task Pki at time
t ∈ ε′ (Pki )m , for k = 1, . . . , qi , based on uncertainty realization of node n.

These final implemental decisions will be a combination of first stage decisions and the
recourse decisions (multi-stage flow variables).

4.3.2

Stochastic Model

The proposed multistage stochastic programming model is presented in this section.
The first constraints that are defined to obtain the decisions irrespective of any value of
uncertainty realization are defined as same as that of the two-stage model. The constraints
included are (3.1) - (3.3) and (3.6). The detailed discussion on these constraints can be
found in sections 3.3.1 and 3.3.2.
Before presenting the constraints involving the multistage variables, note that, to simplify the exposition, the constraints will be presented in their most generic form, with the
understanding that any terms which are not defined in them, for certain values of the
p(n)
parameters will become zero. For instance, if a term like yikt appears, for some n ∈ N1 ,
n(t−1)
this term would be equal to zero. Likewise, xikt−1 for t = 1 would be equal to zero.
Constraints (4.1) represent the initialization constraint for the multistage decision variables. The multistage variables of the first time-period are initialized to zero as there would
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not be any uncertainty realizations at the first time point as this study focuses on type II
endogenous uncertainty, where the realization depends on an already made model decision.
n
= xnik1 = 0 , ∀n ∈ N1 , i ∈ I, k ∈ 1..qi
yik1

(4.1)

n
n
) by
and Vikt
Constraints (4.2) - (4.3) provide the final implementable decisions (Wikt
considering the first stage flow decisions and the multistage recourse decisions for every
task Pki at every time point t and node n.

p(n)

, ∀m ∈ M, n ∈ Nm , i ∈ I, k ∈ 1, . . . , qi , t ∈ ε′ (Pki )m

(4.2)

p(n)

, ∀m ∈ M, n ∈ Nm , i ∈ I, k ∈ 1, . . . , qi , t ∈ ε′ (Pki )m

(4.3)

n
n
Wikt
= yikt
+ yikt + yikt
n
Vikt
= xnikt + xikt + xikt

Constraints (4.4) represent the total flow balance at any time-point throughout the
n
n
time horizon. It can be seen as a version of the constraint (3.6) for the Wikt
and Vikt
variables, but now considering the actual realization of uncertainty.

p(n)

n(t−1)

p(n(t−1))

(xikt−1 + xikt−1

+ xikt−1 ) +

p(n)

n
(xnikt + xikt + xikt ) + (yikt
+ yikt + yikt ) =
X
X
n(r)
p(n(r))
ρnik′ k (yik′ r + yik′ r + yik′ r )
−
k′ ∈NG
(Pki ) r∈θ(i,k,k′ ,t)

(4.4)

, ∀m ∈ M, n ∈ Nm , i ∈ I, k ∈ 1, . . . , qi , t ∈ ε′ (Pki )m
Before presenting the next set of constraints, the motivation behind them are discussed
here. The idea behind the first stage flow-conservation constraints (3.6) was to make a
plan throughout the whole time horizon based on what was certain to happen, in such
a way that any first stage decisions could be implemented. Now, when a certain node
n ∈ Nm is considered, at any point in time during time period m, there are already a lot
more uncertainty that has been realized before that time period, namely the uncertainty
of all nodes preceding n in α(n). Therefore, the idea is that, at this point, it is possible to
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make a plan throughout time period m based on any realizations of uncertainty that have
happened before node n. However, note that any such plan cannot involve variables xn , y n
since these are variables defined for the current node n for which it is not known when
uncertainty will be realized yet. The idea then is to use the variables xp(n) , y p(n) to make
such a plan for period m, since these are variables that were defined for uncertainties that
have been realized already. Making this plan for time period m was precisely the purpose
of defining variables for two consecutive time periods as was shown in Figure 4.4 and was
discussed at the beginning of this section. Similar to what was done in constraints (3.6),
the plan will take into account only transfer rates that are sure will happen. Thus, the
n
n
term βik
′ k is defined as zero for an imperfect task and is equal to the actual rate ρik ′ k for
n
the perfect tasks (since there is no uncertainty associated with those). Formally, βik
′ k is
defined as:

n
βik
′k

=


0,

if Pki′ ∈ ℑi

ρn ′

otherwise

ik k

, ∀m ∈ 1, . . . , M, n ∈ Nm , i ∈ I, k ∈ 1, . . . , qi , t ∈ ε′ (Pki )m

The flow balance equations are defined considering the above definition; this can be
seen as versions of (4.4) substituting ρ by β and removing all terms that use xn or y n
variables, and also the first stage variables (since these were already considered in (3.6)).
This will therefore give a plan that can be followed based on just the uncertainty that is
already known at time period m. Formally this leads to the following constraints.

p(n)

p(n)

p(n(t−1))

n(t−1)

xikt + yikt = xikt−1
+ xikt−1 +
X
X
n(r)
p(n(r))
n
βik
),
′ k (yik ′ r + yik ′ r
−
k′ ∈NG
(Pki ) r∈θ(i,k,k′ ,t)

∀m ∈ 2..M, n ∈ Nm , i ∈ I, k ∈ 1, . . . , qi , t = ε′ (Pki )m
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1

(4.5)

p(n)

X

X

p(n(r))

n
βik
′ k yik ′ r

−
k′ ∈NG
(Pki ) r∈θ(i,k,k′ ,t)

X

+

p(n)

p(n(t−1))

xikt + yikt = xikt−1 +
X
n(r)
n
βik
′ k yik ′ r ,

−
k′ ∈NG
(Pki ) r∈θ(i,k,k′ ,t)\ε′ (Pki )m

∀m ∈ 2..M, n ∈ Nm , i ∈ I, k ∈ 1, . . . , qi , t ∈ ε′ (Pki )m \ ε′ (Pki )m

(4.6)


1

Note that (4.5) is just defined for the first timepoint of period m and (4.6) is defined
for all other timepoints in period m. The reason for this difference is because different
variables may be or not defined as xn and y n variables depending on t.
The next set of constraints are capacity constraints, which enforce that the total number
of units from all job i ∈ I : j ∈ P i that can be operated in a task j (multitasking) at time
point t should not exceed the total capacity of all the resources available at that time point
to perform the operation.
X

X

i∈I

k∈1,...,qi :Pki =j

n
Wikt
≤ zjt Cj

, ∀m ∈ M, n ∈ Nm , j ∈ J, t ∈ ε′ (j)

(4.7)

Finally, the objective function (4.8) is defined in terms of the final implementable
n
n
) variables
) that accounts for both the first (yikt ) and second stage (yikt
decisions (Wikt
involved in the model, and the probabilities ψn associated with each node. Note that the
ultimate goal is to maximize throughput (number of units that finished their complete
path of tasks), but due to a short-term scheduling horizon, many units may not actually
be able to fully finish their path. Thus, the following objective function, which has been
studied and validated previously [10] to add incentive for units to go as close as possible
to finishing completely by providing higher weights to the final tasks and smaller weights
to the initial tasks.
max

qi
X X XX

X

m∈M n∈Nm i∈I k=1 t∈ε′ (P i )m
k
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k n
)ψn
( Wikt
qi

(4.8)

The final model is therefore:
P

max

qi
P PP

P

m∈M n∈Nm i∈I k=1 t∈ε′ (P i )m
k

s.t.

n
)ψn
( qki Wikt

(3.1) − (3.3), (3.6), (4.1) − (4.7)
x, y, W, V ≥ 0
z ≥ 0 and integer

(M)

The key development in model (M) is to be able to choose the right set of constraints so
that there is no need to enforce nonanticipativity explicitly by using additional binary variables. The careful model design is, therefore, a key contribution, and the formal statement
of the theorem that guarantees that it achieves its purpose is below.
Theorem 2. Assume (x, y, W, V ) ≥ 0 satisfies to constraints (3.1) - (3.3),(3.6), (4.1)-(4.7).
Define
(

n(r)

t′ikm := min t ∈ ε′ (Pki )m :

p(n(r))

yik′ r ∨ yik′ r ∨ yik′ r > 0,
for some k ′ ∈ NG− (Pki ) ∩ ℑi , r ∈ θ(i, k, k ′ , t)

)
(4.9)

that is, t′ikm is the first timepoint of task k that comes after an uncertain task in NG− (Pki )
has finished during period m. Define
τim := min {ε(t′ikm ) : k = 1, . . . , qi } ,

(4.10)

that is, the first time when any uncertain task in P i has finished during period m.
Then ∀n, n′ ∈ Nm such that p(n) = p(n′ ):
′

n
n
Wikt
= Wikt
′

n
n
= Vikt
Vikt

, ∀m ∈ M, n ∈ Nm , i ∈ I, k ∈ 1..qi , t ∈ ε′ (Pki )m : ε(Pki , t) < τim
, ∀m ∈ M, n ∈ Nm , i ∈ I, k ∈ 1..qi , t ∈ ε′ (Pki )m : ε(Pki , t) < τim

(4.11)
(4.12)

Note that, in the statement above, τim represents the time at which uncertainty is
realized for job i in time period m. Also, if τim = ∞ (for instance if all y variables are
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zero throughout time period m), this means that nonanticipativity holds throughout time
period m.
Proof. Recall the flow balance constraints.
The first-stage flow balance constraints (3.6), will be rewritten as:
X

xikt + yikt − xikt−1 −

X

ρik′ k yik′ r = 0 , ∀i ∈ I, k ∈ 1, . . . , qi , t ∈ ε′ (Pki ) \ {1}

−
k′ ∈NG
(Pki ) r∈θ(i,k,k′ ,t)

(4.13)
The multistage flow balance constraints (4.4), (4.5) and (4.6) will be rewritten as:
xikt + yikt − xikt−1 −

X

X

ρnik′ k yik′ r +

−
k′ ∈NG
(Pki ) r∈θ(i,k,k′ ,t)

p(n)

p(n)

p(n(t−1))

xikt + yikt − xikt−1

X

X

−
k′ ∈NG
(Pki )

r∈θ(i,k,k′ ,t)

X

X

−
k′ ∈NG
(Pki )

r∈θ(i,k,k′ ,t)

n(t−1)

− xikt−1 −

xnikt

+

n
yikt

−

p(n(r))

ρnik′ k yik′ r

+
(4.14)

n(r)
ρnik′ k yik′ r

=0

, ∀m ∈ M, n ∈ Nm , i ∈ I, k ∈ 1, . . . , qi , t ∈ ε′ (Pki )m

p(n)

X

p(n)

p(n(t−1))

n(t−1)

xikt + yikt − xikt−1
− xikt−1 −
X
n(r)
p(n(r))
n
βik
) = 0,
′ k (yik ′ r + yik ′ r

(4.15)

−
k′ ∈NG
(Pki ) r∈θ(i,k,k′ ,t)

∀m ∈ 2..M, n ∈ Nm , i ∈ I, k ∈ 1, . . . , qi , t = ε′ (Pki )m

p(n)

X

X

−
k′ ∈NG
(Pki ) r∈θ(i,k,k′ ,t)

p(n(r))

n
βik
′ k yik ′ r

−

X

p(n)


1

p(n(t−1))

xikt + yikt − xikt−1 −
X
n(r)
n
βik
′ k yik ′ r = 0,

−
k′ ∈NG
(Pki ) r∈θ(i,k,k′ ,t)\ε′ (Pki )m

∀m ∈ 2..M, n ∈ Nm , i ∈ I, k ∈ 1, . . . , qi , t ∈ ε′ (Pki )m \ ε′ (Pki )m
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1

(4.16)

The following claim will be proved for a fixed m, by induction on t:
n
Claim: xnikt = yikt
= 0 for all t ∈ ε′ (Pki )m : ε(Pki , t) < τim

Note that if ε(Pki , t) ≥ τim , ∀t ∈ ε′ (Pki )m , there is nothing to be proved. Hence, only
t ∈ ε′ (Pki )m : ε(Pki , t) < τim is considered here.
BASE CASE: t = (ε′ (Pki )m )1
If m = 1, then t will be the very first timepoint in ε(Pki ), that is, t = 1. Therefore (4.1)
n
implies xnikt = yikt
= 0, so the claim is true.
If m > 1, then replacing (4.15) and (4.13) in (4.14) yields:

X

X

−
k′ ∈NG
(Pki )

r∈θ(i,k,k′ ,t)

X

X

−
k′ ∈NG
(Pki )

r∈θ(i,k,k′ ,t)

(ρik′ k − ρnik′ k ) yik′ r +
X

X

p(n(r))

n
n
(βik
′ k − ρik ′ k ) yik ′ r

+

n(r)

n
n
n
n
(βik
′ k − ρik ′ k ) yik ′ r + xikt + yikt = 0

(4.17)

−
k′ ∈NG
(Pki ) r∈θ(i,k,k′ ,t)

, ∀n ∈ Nm , i ∈ I, k ∈ 1, . . . , qi ,
n
n
Moreover, if k ′ ∈
Now note that, if k ′ ∈ NG− (Pki ) \ ℑi , then βik
′ k = ρik ′ k = ρik ′ k .
p(n(r))
n(r)
NG− (Pki ) ∩ ℑi , then yik′ r = yik′ r = yik′ r = 0, for all r ∈ θ(i, k, k ′ , t) by definition of τim .

Therefore all the summation terms in (4.17) will be equal to zero, so those equations
can be rewritten as:
n
xnikt + yikt
= 0 , ∀n ∈ Nm , i ∈ I, k ∈ 1, . . . , qi ,

n
Now (4.18) and the nonnegativity constraints imply xnikt = yikt
= 0.

INDUCTION STEP: t > (ε′ (Pki )m )1 , ε(Pki , t) < τim
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(4.18)

For m = 1, (4.14) can be simplified as:
X

n(t−1)

xikt + yikt − xikt−1 − xikt−1 −

X

ρnik′ k yik′ r +

−
k′ ∈NG
(Pki ) r∈θ(i,k,k′ ,t)

X

X

−
k′ ∈NG
(Pki )

r∈θ(i,k,k′ ,t)

n
xnikt + yikt
−

n(r)

ρnik′ k yik′ r = 0

(4.19)

, n ∈ N1 , i ∈ I, k ∈ 1, . . . , qi
Replacing (4.13) in (4.19) yields:
n(t−1)

−xikt−1 −

X

X

(ρnik′ k − ρik′ k ) yik′ r +

−
k′ ∈NG
(Pki ) r∈θ(i,k,k′ ,t)

n
xnikt + yikt
−

X

X

−
k′ ∈NG
(Pki )

r∈θ(i,k,k′ ,t)

n(r)

ρnik′ k yik′ r = 0

(4.20)

, n ∈ N1 , i ∈ I, k ∈ 1, . . . , qi ,
But then, in this case, n(t − 1) = n, and n(r) = n for all r ∈ θ(i, k, k ′ , t). Thus, by
n(t−1)
n(r)
induction xikt−1 = yik′ r = 0. But also, if k ′ ∈ NG− (Pki ) \ ℑi , then ρnik′ k = ρik′ k . Moreover, if
k ′ ∈ NG− (Pki ) ∩ ℑi , then yik′ r = 0, for all r ∈ θ(i, k, k ′ , t) by definition of τim . Thus, (4.20)
can be simplified to
n
xnikt + yikt
= 0 , n ∈ N1 , i ∈ I, k ∈ 1, . . . , qi ,

which together with nonnegativity implies the result.
Finally, for m > 1,
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(4.21)

Replacing (4.16) and (4.13) in (4.14) yields:
X

X

(ρik′ k − ρnik′ k ) yik′ r +

−
k′ ∈NG
(Pki ) r∈θ(i,k,k′ ,t)

X

X

p(n(r))

n
n
(βik
′ k − ρik ′ k ) yik ′ r

−
k′ ∈NG
(Pki ) r∈θ(i,k,k′ ,t)

X

n(t−1)

−xikt−1 +

X

n(r)

n
n
(βik
′ k − ρik ′ k ) yik ′ r +

−
k′ ∈NG
(Pki ) r∈θ(i,k,k′ ,t)\ε′ (Pki )m

xnikt

+

n
yikt

−

X

X

−
k′ ∈NG
(Pki )

r∈θ(i,k,k′ ,t)∩ε′ (Pki )m

(4.22)
n(r)
ρnik′ k yik′ r

=0

, ∀n ∈ Nm , i ∈ I, k ∈ 1, . . . , qi ,
n
n
Now note that, if k ′ ∈ NG− (Pki ) \ ℑi , then βik
Moreover, if k ′ ∈
′ k = ρik ′ k = ρik ′ k .
n(r)
p(n(r))
NG− (Pki ) ∩ ℑi , then yik′ r = yik′ r = yik′ r = 0, for all r ∈ θ(i, k, k ′ , t) by definition of τim .
Therefore (4.22) can be rewritten as:

n(t−1)

n
−xikt−1 +xnikt +yikt
−

X

X

n(r)

ρnik′ k yik′ r = 0 , ∀n ∈ Nm , i ∈ I, k ∈ 1, . . . , qi ,

−
k′ ∈NG
(Pki ) r∈θ(i,k,k′ ,t)∩ε′ (Pki )m

(4.23)
Once more, in this case, n(t − 1) = n and n(r) = n for all r ∈ θ(i, k, k ′ , t) ∩ ε′ (Pki )m .
n(r)
n(t−1)
Therefore by induction yik′ r = xikt−1 = 0. Thus
n
xnikt + yikt
= 0 , ∀n ∈ Nm , i ∈ I, k ∈ 1, . . . , qi ,

(4.24)

and so nonnegativity once more implies the result of the claim.
Now, to finish the proof of Theorem 2, note that using the above claim, (4.2) and (4.3)
can be rewritten as:
p(n)

n
Wikt
= yikt + yikt

, ∀m ∈ M, n ∈ Nm , i ∈ I, k ∈ 1, . . . , qi , t ∈ ε′ (Pki )m : ε(Pki , t) < τim
(4.25)
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p(n)

n
Vikt
= xikt + xikt

, ∀m ∈ M, n ∈ Nm , i ∈ I, k ∈ 1, . . . , qi , t ∈ ε′ (Pki )m : ε(Pki , t) < τim
(4.26)

Thus, if two nodes n, n′ have p(n) = p(n′ ), their W, V variables will be equal up until
uncertainty gets realized in time period m.

4.4

State Task Network Representation

In this thesis, to conveniently define the incoming and outgoing streams of a task and the
assumptions considered, the standard graphs are used to represent the process network.
However, the process network can be denoted using state task network (STN) representation as well. The key difference of graph representation from STN representation is that
it does not involve an explicit representation for the units (materials) inventory.
The proposed model can be adapted to an STN representation by performing the
following steps:
• Introduce the concept of states and replacing the first stage and multistage flow decisions,
i.e., replace xikt (the number of units waiting to be processed in the task Pki ) by the state
variable Sis′ t (where s′ represents the state) and yikt (the number of units to be processed
in the task Pki ) by the batch variable Bikt . Similar replacements need to be made for the
multistage decisions as well.
• As shown in the figure, in an STN representation, if there are b tasks, there exist (b + 1)
states. Therefore, introduce an extra constraint for the final state.
For better understanding, Figure 4.6 presents the corresponding STN representation of the
example job given in Figure 4.5. This figure considers an STN representation of job i with
six tasks in its path (recipe). There are seven states (represented by circles) including the
final product state. To illustrate the transformation of the proposed approach to an STN
representation, a case study presented in section 4.5.2 was implemented using the STN
representation.
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Figure 4.5: Illustration of a graph G(i) of a job i with six tasks in its path

Figure 4.6: Corresponding STN illustration of a job i with six tasks in its path (recipe)

4.5

Computational Experiments

In this section the results from the computational experiments conducted using the proposed multistage stochastic framework are presented. The framework was tested using the
industrial case study from ASI sector. Though this model has been developed focusing on
the multijob plant from the analytical services sector, it can be easily adapted for other
applications. In order to show the adaptive capabilities of the proposed approach, the
multistage model was also tested using two other case studies chosen from the literature.
These two case studies were chosen as they would allow us to represent those production
systems where type II uncertainties such as variations in recycle rate or product yield may
occur frequently. Following the discussion on the case studies and the corresponding results, the results from the comparison study conducted between the proposed approach
and an approach involving auxiliary binary variables to define the NACs are presented.
The comparison study is conducted using the large scale industrial case study. All the computational experiments were performed on an i7-3.40GHz Windows machine with 16GB
RAM using IBM ILOG CPLEX Optimizer 12.7.1.
Before presenting the case studies, a detailed description is provided first on how the
evaluation of benefits in using the multistage stochastic programming has been carried out.
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4.5.1

Evaluation of multistage stochastic programming

The benefits of using a stochastic programming model can be quantified by the Value of the
Stochastic Solution (VSS). The VSS is the difference between the expected values obtained
from implementing the solution yielded by the stochastic formulation and the solution
yielded by a deterministic formulation that substitutes the uncertain parameters with their
nominal values [14]. The expected value is calculated by solving the problem, implementing
the here and now decisions, and evaluating the decisions using a large number of uncertainty
realizations. To be more specific, for each case study, the multistage stochastic model was
formulated, and the expected value is calculated by carrying out the following steps:
(i) Solve the stochastic problem for a randomly chosen set of nodes.
(ii) Obtain the multistage decisions.
(iii) Fix the obtained decisions of each time-period before the uncertainty realization and
evaluate them over a large number of events, ne . An event here refers to one set of
sequential nodes throughout the time horizon with one unique uncertainty realization
in each time-period. The model is then solved individually for each event. Note that,
though the multistage decisions are obtained by solving the stochastic problem for a
chosen set of discrete realizations (i.e., step i), for the evaluation of these decisions,
the events are chosen randomly from all the possible realizations, in other words, the
evaluation is done using out-of-sample events.
(iv) Obtain the mean throughput value of all the simulations (considering the above
example, mean value of all the ne simulations).
The above evaluation procedure is based on the random set of nodes that were chosen
initially in step (i). To attain a more reasonable analysis, the above procedure is repeated
for multiple sets of nodes, ns and the average throughput of all the random sets is considered
as the expected value of the stochastic formulation, which is further used in the calculation
of the VSS. Similarly, the expected value of the deterministic formulation can be obtained
using the same procedure with the following differences:
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(a) Solve the deterministic formulation by setting the uncertain parameters to their nominal values.
(b) Allow positive and non-positive values for the multistage decision variables.
Note that the deterministic model is solved using the nominal values and the actual
realization could either be greater or lesser than the nominal value. Therefore, in
order to ensure the feasibility of the system, the model is allowed to undo some
of the decisions made by allowing non-positive values for the multistage decision
variables. For example, assume that the deterministic decisions were obtained based
on the average value of 25% recycle but the actual realization was 10%. Thus, the
recourse action requires to correct the previous decision of 25%, to accommodate this
condition, the multistage variables may possess a non-positive value.
(c) Modify the objective function by including an additional penalty term for penalizing
the non-positive decisions.
As non-positive variables are allowed, a penalty term is included in the objective function to penalize the non-positive variables in order to restrict the variables to attain
a non-positive value only when necessary to ensure feasibility. The objective remains
the same as that given in section 4.3.2, i.e., to maximize the expected throughput
with an additional term with negative weights for the non-positive decisions. This
is referred to as the modified objective function. In order to assure the consistency
in the estimation of the expected value for both stochastic and deterministic formulations, the evaluation of the decisions (i.e., step iii of the above procedure) is
carried out using the modified objective function. As there is a penalty term in the
modified objective function, the focus is on the value of throughput instead of the
value of objective function for calculating the VSS so that a fair comparison is made,
irrespective of the weights used for the penalty term. Note that this modified VSS
[24] is different from the classical VSS, since the latter uses the objective function
of the problem and the events used to solve the stochastic program (in-sample), and
the former uses a modified objective function and out-of-sample events. Nonetheless,
to simplify the language it is referred to as VSS from this point forward.
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The evaluation procedure described above is used in estimating the expected values
and thereby quantifying the benefits of using the proposed multistage stochastic approach
by calculating the VSS for all the three case studies. As the initial set of nodes in step
(i) are chosen randomly, for a reasonable analysis, rather than establishing the results and
observations based on one chosen set of nodes, for all three case studies, ns random sets
are chosen (e.g.,ns =500) and for each set the whole evaluation procedure (with randomly
chosen 1500 events, i.e., ne = 1500) is repeated.

4.5.2

Results for case study I

The authors of the study,[3] presented a case study involving the production of two products
1 and 2 from three different feed stocks A, B and C that follows a specific recipe. The
production process network is presented in Figure 4.7. This process represents a single
job process network, as shown in Figure 4.7. Those authors presented the process network
as a deterministic case study. In order to demonstrate the applicability of the proposed
approach, an uncertainty is assumed in the recycle rate of intermediate AB (Int AB) that
are recycled back from the separation task (the recycle stream is highlighted in red in the
Figure 4.7). Six possible discrete realizations were considered for the recycle rate from task
separation - {0,0.05,0.1,0.15,0.2,0.25}.
To incorporate the features of the present case study, the proposed framework was
modified to allow a single resource to perform multiple tasks and thereby allowing different
task completion times with respect to the task being processed by the resource. However,
these modifications in the constraints does not affect the non-anicipativity enforcement
and therefore can be easily adapted to accommodate the required modifications.
Following the modifications involved in transforming the proposed framework into a
State Task Network (STN) form mentioned in section 4.4, the materials (feeds, intermediates and products), represented by circles in Kondili’s STN representation are explicitly
considered in the network as states. The first stage flow decisions here include S1s′ t , the
state variable (the number of materials in each state s′ at time t) and B1kt , the batch
variable (the number of materials processed in task k at time t). Similarly, the second
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Figure 4.7: The production process network 1 from [3], considering uncertainty in the
recycle stream represented by dashed lines from the imperfect task separation

n
n
stage flow decisions include B1kt
, S1s
′ t for every node n. In an STN representation, the flow
balances are considered based on states, therefore, an additional constraint was included
for the final states (product 1 and product 2).
The stochastic model was thus formulated, and the model was solved for a scheduling
horizon of 12 hrs. The process parameters used in the model such as equipment capacity, storage capacity, processing time and initial inventory were obtained from [3]. As the
processing times of the tasks involved range from 1-2hrs, a uniform discretization (UD) of
time was used for this case study, with timestep (∆(j)) equal to 1hr.
The time horizon was divided into multiple time periods and the problem was solved for
two, three and four stages with 3, 9 and 27 nodes respectively in the first, second and
third time periods. For this small case study with single job and 5 tasks, the model was
solved in less than 2 seconds. For each case, the VSS was calculated using the procedure
explained above. The results for this case study are presented in Table 4.1. The mean
value of the evaluation of the 500 random sets are considered to calculate the VSS. The
frequency distribution of the throughput value obtained after the evaluation of the 500
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Table 4.1: VSS for the production process network 1
Deterministic
Two Stage
Three Stage
Four Stage

Average Throughput
248
262
272
276

VSS(%)
5.6
9.6
11.29

randomly chosen sets is presented in Figure 4.8. The mean and standard deviation of the
frequency distribution are 262 and 12.9 for the two stage, 272 and 13 for the three stage
and 272 and 13.18 for the four-stage model respectively. The coefficient of variance which
indicates the extent of variability of the samples with respect to the mean of the population
is less than 5%. Note that higher the coefficient of variation, greater the level of dispersion
around the mean. As the dispersion rate is less than 5%, the mean value of the frequency
distribution i.e., the mean throughput value from all the 500 instances is used to compute
the VSS. Thus, the throughput presented in Table 4.1 represents the average throughput
from the 500 instances.
As shown in Table 4.1, there is a significant improvement in the VSS as the number of
stages are increased from two to four. There is an 11.29% increase in the throughput when
compared to the deterministic formulation. These results show that there are significant
advantages in using the proposed multistage approach in comparison to the deterministic
approach or the two-stage approach, which only improved throughput by 5.6%.

4.5.3

Results for Case Study II

The authors of the study, [4] presented a fermentation process network where the operation
takes place in three phases, a fermentation process followed by purification and packaging.
The process network is shown in Figure 4.9. The first phase (fermentation) includes tasks
T11, T12; the second phase (purification) includes tasks T21, T22, T23 whereas the third
phase (packaging) includes tasks T31, T32, T33 and T34. The network provides the production recipe for the products P1 to P5. This case study was adapted to demonstrate
the applicability of the proposed multistage approach, i.e., uncertainty was assumed in the
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Figure 4.8: Frequency distribution of the mean throughput value from 500 instances for
process network 1 and different number of stages
(a) Two stage

(b) Three stage

(c) Four stage

product yield of task T11 (highlighted in red in Figure 4.9). Five discrete possibilities were
considered for the product yield (uncertainty parameter) - {0.6,0.7,0.8,0.9,0.1}. This implies that the maximum fraction of materials that can be lost due to incomplete processing
in the imperfect task (task T11) is 0.4.
Those authors solved the case study for different instances considering varying processing times. The processing times considered in this study for the three phases of tasks
shown in the Figure 4.9 are 2, 1 and 0.5hrs respectively for the 1st, 2nd and 3rd phases of
tasks in the process network. A uniform discretization (UD) of time was used for this case
study, with timestep (∆(j)) equal to 0.5hr. All the process parameters such as storage
capacity, initial inventory, prices, and demands required to solve the model were adopted
from [4]. The model was solved for a time horizon of 12hrs.
The time horizon was divided into multiple time periods and the problem was solved
for two, three and four stages with 3, 9 and 27 nodes respectively in the first, second and
third time periods. The computational time for this case study involving a single job and
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Figure 4.9: Production process network 2; [4], where T11 is considered as the imperfect
task (represented with a dashed red line)

10 tasks, including 1 imperfect task ranged from 0.5- 3 seconds. To calculate the VSS, 100
sets of nodes were randomly chosen and for each instance, the multistage decisions were
evaluated using 1,500 events. The frequency distribution of the mean throughput value
obtained after the evaluation of the 100 chosen sets are presented in Figure 4.10. The mean
and standard deviation of the distribution are 251.15 and 9.87 for the two stage, 260.23
and 11.22 for the three stage and 268.85 and 11.89 for the four-stage model, respectively.
As the coefficient of variance less than 5% for each, the mean throughput value of the 100
instances was used to calculate the VSS and are presented in the Table 4.2. The results
from this case study also depicts a significant increase in the VSS, which further increases
up to 9.59% with increase in the number of stages from two to four.

4.5.4

Results from Large Scale Industrial Case study

The performance of our node-based multistage framework was also tested using the actual
industrial-scale study from the analytical services sector. The description of the industrial
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Figure 4.10: Frequency distribution of the mean throughput value from 100 instances for
process network 2 and different number of stages
(a) Two stage

(b) Three stage

(c) Four stage

Table 4.2: VSS for the production process network 2
Deterministic
Two Stage
Three Stage
Four Stage

Average Throughput VSS(%)
243
251.15
3.24
260.23
6.61
268.85
9.59

plant and specifications is provided in section 3.4.
In this study, as the processing times of the tasks involved ranges from a few minutes to several hours, a non-uniform discretization scheme (approach NUD60 in [10]) was
used, where the maximum allowed time-step (the time elapsed between two consecutive
timepoints, which is usually set equal to the completion time of the task) for any task is
60 time-units. This implies that if the task completion time is less than 60, time step is
same as the completion time of that task and is equal to 60 otherwise. If there exist an
imperfect task in the path of a job i, every time when an imperfect task finishes processing
a batch of units, a fraction of those units is recycled back to a previous task in the path,
depending on the realization of the uncertain parameter. Six possible discrete recycling
rates are considered for an imperfect task, i.e., ρnik′ k ∈ {0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5}. The model
has been solved for different instances. Cases of 5 and 10 jobs were considered, where
each job considers 10-12 tasks in its path including multiple imperfect tasks. Each job has
at least one imperfect task in its path. There are 24 and 39 unique tasks present in the
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5 Job and 10 Job instances, respectively. With at least one imperfect task in every job,
there is a total of 9 imperfect tasks (4 jobs with 2 imperfect task and one job with one
imperfect task in its path) and 16 imperfect tasks (6 jobs with 2 imperfect tasks and 4
jobs with 1 imperfect task in its path) in the cases with 5 jobs and 10 jobs, respectively.
For every job, the time of first uncertainty realization can be different depending upon
the number of tasks preceding the imperfect task in the path of a job and the processing
times of these tasks. The most frequent jobs at the facility were chosen for these instances,
i.e., an instance of 5 jobs include the most frequent 5 jobs received at the facility. Some
of the jobs consists of tasks with relatively high processing time, due to which it is likely
that the uncertainty might not even realize if smaller scheduling horizons were considered.
Therefore, to ensure that the model takes in to account the actual realizations and provide
the necessary recourse decisions, a scheduling horizon of 24hrs was considered in this case
study. Note that larger time horizons extensively increase the model size; however, as the
proposed approach does not require auxiliary binary variables, our node-based framework
is able to solve relatively larger (industrial) instances. In order to provide an insight to
the size of the model we are dealing with, we note that the number of real variables and
constraints in a two stage model for an instance of 10 jobs and a scheduling horizon of
24hrs is 117163 and 191425, respectively. Note that the size of the model increases with
increase in number of stages.
The results for this case study are presented in Table 4.3. The throughput presented in the
Table 4.3 is the average throughput of the 500 instances. Similar to the previous case studies, this problem was also solved up to four stages. It can be noted that, for this large-scale
case study as well, there is a similar trend in terms of the VSS when the number of stages
is increased from two to four. It can also be noted that as the number of jobs increases,
the benefit in using the proposed multistage approach also increases. The computational
time for solving the multistage model (two-stage to four-stage) for the first case of 5 jobs
and 9 imperfect tasks ranged from 10-40 seconds, and for the second case of 10 jobs with
16 imperfect tasks, the computational time ranged from 50-160 seconds.
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Table 4.3: VSS for the large-scale industrial case study
Instance
Average Throughput
5Jobs24Hrs-Deterministic
985.2
5Jobs24Hrs-Two Stage
1021.84
5Jobs24Hrs-Three Stage
1052.34
5Jobs24Hrs-Four Stage
1083.68
10Jobs24Hrs-Deterministic
1106.6
10Jobs24Hrs-Two Stage
1154.77
10Jobs24Hrs-Three Stage
1196.91
10Jobs24Hrs-Four Stage
1231.72

4.5.5

VSS(%)
3.58
6.38
9.08
4.17
7.54
10.15

Comparison Study – Proposed approach against binary
variable approach

To better quantify the computational advantage of avoiding the use of binary variables, a
comparson study has been conducted between the proposed approach and an approach that
uses binary variables to enforce non-anticipativity. Note that these types of approaches that
use binary variables have been used in several other works in the literature [16, 58, 19, 17].
The industrial case study from section 4.5.4 was chosen to perform the comparison study
as it allows analyzing the model performances with respect to the variation in number of
stages and also variation in number of jobs, in addition to being a large scale model. For
convenience, in the following discussion, the model involving binary variables is referred
to as binary variable approach. The key modifications required for non-anticipativity
enforcement using the binary variable approach are included in Appendix B. The same
set of instances of 10 jobs from Table 4.3 were solved using the node-based approach and
the binary variable approach. In order to obtain a better analysis, the smallest instances
with a single job were also solved using both the approaches. All the instances were solved
to optimality using both the approaches. While both the approaches returned the same
objective value for smaller single job instances, the objective value varied up to 6% for
larger instances of 10 jobs. This can be attributed to the value of Big-M constant chosen
in the constraints (B.2) in the binary variable approach which sets a lower bound for the
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Table 4.4: Comparison results - Node-based approach Vs Binary variable approach
Instance
1Job Two Stage
1Job Three Stage
1Job Four Stage
1Job Five Stage
10Jobs Two Stage
10Jobs Three Stage
10Jobs Four Stage
10Jobs Five Stage

Computational Time(Sec)
% Reduction
Binary Variable Approach Node Based Approach
0.228
0.152
33.33%
0.358
0.225
37.15%
0.703
0.404
42.53%
1.289
0.667
48.25%
87.43
54.8
37.32%
202.05
99.65
50.68%
806.07
156.235
80.61%
1752.16
255.02
85.44%

batch variables. A preliminary sensitivity analysis on the values of Big-M indicate that
the change in M values does not cause significant changes on the computational costs.
Since our key focus is to analyze the computational prospects in avoiding binary variables,
a detailed study on choosing the Big-M value is beyond the scope of this work. The
values used for M in the computational studies are presented in the Appendix B. The
computational time required to solve the instances by both the approaches are provided in
the Table 4.4. It can be noted that for the smallest instance of 1 job and three stages, the
reduction in computational time while using the node-based approach is more than 33%.
The computational gain in using the node-based approach increases with the number of
stages and number of jobs. For the instance of 10 jobs and five stages, the reduction in
computational time increases to more than 85%. Finally, note that the solution method
for both approaches was just to solve the corresponding formulations using CPLEX, and
more advanced solution methods have been studied in the literature that could be applied
to speed up the solution times. However, it can also be noted that since both formulations
were solved without the use of more advanced solution methods, the comparison that is
made is still a fair one. Detailed discussions on the model performance and how it scales
with increase in number of stages are provided in Appendix B.
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4.6

Chapter Summary

In this chapter, a novel multistage stochastic programming approach was presented to
model scheduling problems with type II endogenous uncertainty. The proposed model
follows a node-based solution approach and allows the necessary flexibility to the model
in capturing the time-dependent variability in the system behavior. The proposed multistage approach allows sequential realizations of the uncertain parameter throughout the
time horizon and enforces implicit non-anticipativity without introducing auxiliary binary
variables or explicit NACs. In addition, the current approach allows the possibility of
multiple tasks of a job to be uncertain. In this study, the definition of multistage variables
and the design of flow balance constraints are the key components in enforcing implicit
non-anticipativity.
The proposed approach depicts significant benefits in terms of VSS. The model was validated using three different case studies including an actual large-scale industrial plant
and two case studies adapted from the literature. Each case study exhibited significant
increments in the VSS as the number of stages was increased. A comparison study was
also conducted between the node-based approach and the conventional binary variable
approach (from the literature). The results from the study shows up to 85% reduction
in computational time while using the node-based approach in comparison to the binary
variable approach.
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Chapter 5
Planning and Scheduling of batch
operations
As mentioned in chapter 1, the different aspects that can be incorporated with scheduling to
enhance the efficiency of an industrial plant include uncertainty modelling and considering
long term strategies. In chapters 3 and 4, the approaches to account for uncertainties in a
scheduling model were discussed and two stage and multistage formulations for scheduling
batch operations were presented. In this chapter, the focus is on the long term strategies
that are adapted by the industries in order to plan ahead and achieve the long term objectives. Multiple studies in the literature developed such strategies for various multiproduct
batch plants, where there are fixed products and recipes [98, 78, 70]. However, studies
considering multijob batch plants such as industrial plants from ASI sector, where there
are no fixed products/recipes and where the job specifications including recipe depends on
the customer specifications are lacking from the literature.
The main objective of this study is to develop a long term planning model and an
integration framework to solve the planning and scheduling models for a large scale multijob batch plant. An operational planning model that can consider the jobs arrived in
the plant and provide the daily processing profile (which indicates how to carry out the
daily plant operations in order to achieve the long term objective), could help enhance
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the efficiency and economic prospects of the industrial plant. However, there are a few
major challenges associated with this. First, when longer time horizons are considered,
a planning model with detailed plant and job specifications could become intractable. In
order to address this challenge, the current study considers various approximations while
accounting for resource (machine) utilization and job sequence (recipe) effects. The second
major challenge is that, as this study considers multijob batch plants where the job recipes
are dependent on the customer specifications, it is challenging to ensure that the estimates
or approximations used in the planning model are reasonable. To address this challenge, a
calibration scheme is employed in the current study that helps to ensure that the approximations used in the planning model and the resulting planning decisions are reasonable.
The third major challenge here is that when longer time horizons are considered for the
multijob batch plants, the job arrival distributions for the future weeks/months are not
known a priori and cannot be easily predicted. This challenge is addressed by using an
iterative integration approach involving the rolling horizon method. Thus, the key parts
of the proposed integration framework include: 1) the calibration scheme for ensuring that
the estimates used in the planning model are reasonable, 2) iterative integration scheme
involving the rolling horizon method for the integration of the planning and scheduling
models. The proposed framework is validated using an actual industrial case study from
the analytical services sector.
This chapter is structured as follows: section 5.1 presents the detailed problem statement and section 5.2 presents the model formulation for the planning and scheduling problems. Section 5.3 provides the integration framework for the effective interaction between
the planning and scheduling models. Finally, section 5.4 provides the results and discussion
from the computational experiments followed by the chapter summary in section 5.5.

5.1

Description of relevant problems

As discussed previously in section 2.3, while incorporating long term strategies for industrial operations, most often such problems are solved as an aggregated planning model and
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a detailed scheduling model that are further integrated to obtain meaningful and feasible
solutions. In order to provide better understanding of the problems under consideration,
in this section, the overall problem is described first, followed by the detailed description
on why and how the planning and scheduling problems are defined as two problems that
are later integrated to obtain the final solutions.
Similar to the discussion in section 3.1, the multijob multitasking batch plant consists
of a set of J tasks and receives a set of I jobs (customer orders). Each job i ∈ I has a
specific number of units (samples or materials), Ai that needs to be processed through a
specific sequence of tasks, P i (referred as paths) and each task j ∈ J has multiple machines
Rj with a capacity Cj to perform the task. The processing time and associated labour time
for a task j is Φj and Lj respectively. In addition to the plant specifications in section
3.1, the economic aspects are also considered here. The jobs arrived generate a revenue of
Ri when their processing is completed within the due date, which is a week from the day
of its arrival. All units (samples) from the jobs that do not complete processing within
the due date are considered as backlogged samples. These backlogged samples generate a
′
discounted revenue Rj that are less than the one that would have received when completed
within the due date. The utility cost associated per task j ∈ J is Uj and LC represents
the labour cost per hour.
The main goal is to obtain all the key decisions required to carryout the plant operations
for a longer time horizon, such as the number of units (samples) to be processed from a
job i ∈ I in a task j ∈ J at a time t; the number of machines (resources) of task j ∈ J
to be operated at a time t; and the number of workers required to operate these tasks, in
order to maximize the long term profit.
However, there are a few challenges associated with the above goal. First, when a
large multijob batch plant is considered for longer time horizons, an optimization model
that consists of all the detailed plant and job information could become intractable. For
instance, for the multijob industrial plant from the ASI sector (section 3.4), scheduling 300
jobs (where each job has a set of samples to be processed through a sequence of tasks)
for an 8hr horizon results in a scheduling model (section 3.1.3) with 100,876 variables and
54,851 constraints. Accordingly, if we were to consider an optimization model spanning
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over months, for example: 60 days, then it would consist of at least 6,052,560 variables
and 3,291,060 constraints. Note that the model in section 3.1.3 does not account for the
economic aspects and the labour information. With these additional details, the number of
variables and constraints for a long term model would be even higher and thus results in an
intractable model. Second, the future demands or the job arrival rates are unknown. The
specifications (path and units) and the number of jobs that may arrive in the future weeks
or months are not known a priori and cannot be easily predicted. Due to these challenges,
solving a single optimization problem for obtaining the long term decisions for the batch
plant becomes less viable. Therefore, in order to solve the problem under consideration,
the problem is split into two: an operational planning problem and a detailed scheduling
problem. By breaking the problem into two, in addition to addressing the model tractability
issue, it will also allow flexibility in the model formulation allowing different assumptions
and objectives for both models. Though being influenced by the planning problem, the
scheduling problems can make decisions autonomously to optimize their model objectives,
which can be different from the economic objective of the planning problem. As noted
previously, it is difficult to predict the future demand or jobs arrivals. Hence, these features
would also allow the scheduling model to accommodate the variations in job arrivals or
rush order arrivals in the plant. These are all key components when it comes to a multijob
batch plant where jobs (customer orders) and its specifications may vary with respect to
the customer requirements. The operational planning problem and the scheduling problem
are described next.
The operational planning problem overlooks certain details and consists of aggregated
plant and job information in order to provide the key decisions involved in attaining the
objective of maximizing the long term profit. In order to obtain these decisions, the
planning problem considers the following. Consider a planning horizon, P , discretized into
nw weeks. Each week w ∈ nw is further discretized into dw days as shown in the figure 5.1.
P
nd represents the total number of days, i.e., nd =
dw . The planning model considers a
w

set of Iw jobs every week w ∈ nw . It is assumed that all jobs Iw for a week w ∈ nw are
available on the first day of the week. Each job i ∈ Iw consists of Ai units that has to
be processed sequentially through a set of of qi tasks in its path P i . In order to account
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Figure 5.1: Discretization of planning horizon
for the plant capacity information, the maximum number of times a task can be operated
in a day d ∈ 1..nd is estimated by considering the task processing time Φj and the daily
horizon S, i.e., Nj = (S/Φj ). Every machine (resource) for a task j ∈ J can be operated
at most Nj times per day (explained in detail in section 5.2.1). Unlike other multiproduct
batch plants often considered in the planning and scheduling literature [68, 70, 22, 87], the
multijob batch plants considered in this study do not consist of fixed products (or recipes)
and the processing demand for any task depends on the jobs (customer orders) arrived.
Hence, it is important to account for job sequence effects in the planning problem. As
the finest discretization of the planning horizon constitutes the discretization into days,
the detailed sequence effects involving the processing time of the tasks in the job path
(P i ) cannot be accounted for in the planning problem. However, an approximation of the
sequence effects can be considered in the problem. That is, the total number of units
processed in a task k in the path of job i, i.e., Pki ∈ P i is at most the total number of units
i
processed in the previous task in the path of job i, Pk−1
.
When supplied with the job arrival information for the entire horizon, the process
information (aggregated capacity information and the labour time information) and the
economic information for regular samples/units (units that complete processing within the
due date), backlogged samples/units, labour cost and utility cost, the operational planning
model determines the key decisions such as the number of regular units processed in a task
w
j on a day d of week w (Bjd
); the number of backlogged units processed in a task j on
w
a day d (BBjd
); the number of workers required to achieve these targets (N W ), where
each worker’s shift length is SL hrs per day; and the number of times a task j can be
w
operated on a day d of week w (Zjd
). The total number of regular units and backlogged
units processed in a task j on a day d constitutes the processing target for task j for a
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day d, and is referred as the daily processing target for a task j, Bjd . These decisions,
Bjd and N W obtained from the planning model indicate what the daily processing rate
(processing target) of a task should be and what are the number of required workers in
the batch plant, in order to maximize the long term profit. These decisions could act as a
basis for scheduling daily plant operations and can be supplied to the scheduling model to
guide the scheduling decisions.
The scheduling model for the multijob batch plant is similar to the model discussed in
section 3.1.3 with an objective of maximizing the throughput. It accounts for the detailed
plant specifications (Rj , Cj , Φj ), job arrivals (I, Ai ), complete job sequences (P i ) and
follows a finer time discretization for the daily scheduling horizon S (refer to section 3.1.2
for time discretization details). In addition, the detailed scheduling model accounts for the
decisions supplied by the planning model (processing targets Bjd for each task j ∈ J on a
day d ∈ 1..nd and the number of workers (N W )). While accounting for the detailed job
and plant specifications and the decisions from the planning model, the scheduling model
attempts to achieve the processing targets and provide daily schedules for the batch plant.
The modifications required for the scheduling model in order to account for the planning
decisions are discussed in detail in section 5.2.2.
Even though there are benefits in breaking the problem into two and supplying decisions
from the long term planning model to the detailed scheduling model, it may not be most
effective unless the planning decisions are accurate. Due to the approximations considered
in the planning model for the capacity utilization and the job sequences, the planning
decisions might not be accurate and could even become infeasible. In addition, the planning
model determines the decisions for a given job distribution for the entire horizon and does
not account for the variations in the job arrival information. This leads to a third challenge
in addition to the two challenges discussed in the beginning of this section. In order to
address this challenge, the current study considers the following: 1) a calibration scheme
that aims at modifying the task capacity bounds in the planning model to reflect more
accurately the actual plant capacity, 2) an iterative integration scheme involving the rolling
horizon approach that allows accounting for the variations in the job arrivals in the planning
model.
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In order to ensure proper understanding, the planning and scheduling models are presented first in the next section 5.2, followed by the detailed discussion of the calibration
scheme and the iterative integration method in section 5.3.

5.2
5.2.1

Model Formulation
Operational Planning problem

Before presenting the detailed mathematical model, the decision variables in the planning
model are highlighted below.
w
Bjd
- the batch of units processed in task j on day d of week w
w
Sjd - the amount of units waiting to be processed in task j on day d of week w
w
BCikd
- Number of units processed in task k of job i on day d of week w
w
BBjd
- Number of backlog units processed in a task j on day d of week w
w
BLjd - Number of backlog units waiting to be processed in task j on day d of week w
w
Zjd
- Number of times a task j is operated in day d of week w
w
LTjd - Labour time required for task j in day d of week w
N W - Required number of workers
The detailed planning model is presented next.
Capacity Constraints
The planning model uses an aggregated capacity information for determining the planning
decisions. Constraints (5.1) ensure that the number of times a task j can be operated in
day d should always be less than the maximum number of times that task can be operated
in that period. Nj provides the maximum number of times a resource of task j can be
operated in any day. Constraints (5.2) ensure that the total number of units that can be
w
processed in a day d (including both the new samples Bjd
and the backlogged samples
w
BBjd
) does not exceed the available capacity for the task.
w
Zjd
≤ Rj Nj

∀j ∈ J, ∀w ∈ 1..nw , ∀d ∈ 1..dw
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(5.1)

w
w
w
Bjd
+ BBjd
≤ Cj Zjd

∀j ∈ J, ∀w ∈ 1..nw , ∀d ∈ 1..dw

(5.2)

Job Path Approximation Constraints
In order to provide the model with an aggregated information on the sequence of tasks
through which the units from a job should be processed, the job path approximation
constraints are defined. Constraints (5.3) specify that the number of units to be processed
w
in the first task in a path of job i (BCi1d
) should not exceed the total units in that job (Ai ).
Constraints (5.4) specify that the number of units processed in a task k of job i should not
exceed the number of units processed in the preceding task of the job. Constraints (5.5)
define that the number of units processed in a task j in day d is equal to the total number
of units from all job i with task j in its path that were processed in day d.
X

w
BCi1d
≤ Ai

∀i ∈ Iw , ∀w ∈ 1..nw

(5.3)

∀i ∈ Iw , ∀k ∈ 2..qi , ∀w ∈ 1..nw

(5.4)

d∈1..dw

X

w
BCikd
≤

d∈1..dw

w
Bjd
=

X

w
BCik−1d

d∈1..dw

X

X

w
BCikd

∀j ∈ J, ∀w ∈ 1..nw , ∀d ∈ 1..dw

(5.5)

i∈Iw k=1..qi :P i =j
k

Batch Constraints
Constraints (5.6) - (5.10) refer to the general flow balance across the planning horizon.
Constraints (5.6) distribute the total number of units available to be processed in a task
w
j in week w as the number of units processed in task j in day 1 of week w (Bj1
) and the
w
sum of units waiting to be processed in task j in day 1 of week w (Sj1
). Constraints (5.7)
represent the flow balance constraint for all days of the week except the first. Constraints
1
(5.8) define the backlog units (BL1jd ) and the number of backlog units processed (BBjd
)
in the first week. As there are no backlogs in the first week, these variables are equated
to zero in the constraints (5.8). Constraints (5.9) provide the flow balance for the backlog
units for the first day of a week w. They define the total backlogged units for a task j in
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first day of a week w (BLw
j1 ) as a combination of the backlogged units from the previous
day, i.e. the last day dw of the previous week w − 1 (BLw−1
jdw−1 ) and the unprocessed units
w−1
among the sample arrivals of the previous day (Sjdw−1 ) and the number of backlogged units
w
). Constraints (5.10) provide the flow balance for backlogged
processed in the day d (BBjd
units across the days.
w
w
Bj1
+ Sj1
=

X

X

∀j ∈ J, ∀w ∈ 1..nw

(5.6)

∀j ∈ J, ∀w ∈ 1..nw , ∀d ∈ 2..dw

(5.7)

Ai

i∈Iw k=1..qi :P i =j
k

w
w
w
Sjd
= Sjd−1
− Bjd

1
BL1jd = BBjd
= 0 ∀j ∈ J, ∀d ∈ 1..d1

w−1
w−1
w
BLw
j1 = BLjdw−1 + Sjdw−1 − BBj1

w
w
BLw
jd = BLjd−1 − BBjd

∀j ∈ J, ∀w ∈ 2..nw

∀j ∈ J, , ∀w ∈ 2..nw , ∀d ∈ 2..dw

(5.8)

(5.9)

(5.10)

Labor Time Constraint
w
Constraints (5.11) provide the total labour time required for a task j in day d (LTjd
).
Constraints (5.12) provide the number of workers required throughout the planning horizon
based on the processing requirements.
w
w
LTjd
= Zjd
Lj

P
NW ≥

∀j ∈ J, ∀w ∈ 1..nw , ∀d ∈ 1..dw

(5.11)

w
LTjd

j∈J

60 ∗ SL

∀w ∈ 1..nw , ∀d ∈ 1..dw

Objective Function
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(5.12)

The objective function of the planning model aims at maximizing the long term profit.
The timely completion of jobs are the key to generating the maximum revenue. Hence the
long term objective of the planning problem is defined as follows:
M ax

X

X X

BCiqwi d Ri +

X X

X X

′

w
Rj −
BBjd

w∈1..nw d∈1..dw j∈J

w∈1..nw d∈1..dw i∈Iw

X

X

w
Zjd
Uj − LC(N W ∗ SL ∗ nw ∗ dw )

w∈1..nw d∈1..dw j∈J

The units that have completed processing the final task (qi ) in the path of a job i within a
week of its arrival generate the maximum revenue (BCiqwi d Ri ) while the units that are
′
w
processed after the weekly due date generates a discounted revenue (BBjd
Rj ). The
w
Uj ) and the labor cost
objective function also takes into account the utility cost (Zjd
(LC(N W ∗ SL ∗ nw ∗ dw )).
The proposed operational planning model provides the key decisions that can be used
to guide the scheduling model decisions. These decisions include:
• The processing targets for each task j ∈ J - Bjd (this includes the processing of regular
w
w
samples and backlogged samples, i.e., Bjd = Bjd
+ BBjd
)
• The number of workers available to perform the plant operations - N W

5.2.2

Modified Scheduling Model

As mentioned above the scheduling model is similar to the one presented in section 3.1.3.
In this chapter, the presented model in section 3.1.3 is modified to account for the planning
decisions so that scheduling model can provide schedules for daily plant operations while
attempting to follow the plan and achieve the planning targets. In this section, the focus
is on those modifications followed by the complete scheduling model that accounts for the
planning decisions.
Recall that scheduling model accounts for the detailed process information and sequence
of tasks in the path of a job i via specific resource constraints (3.1), capacity constraints
(3.2) and flow balance constraints (3.3),(3.4) to provide decisions including the task and
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batch allocation at any time over the scheduling horizon. The key scheduling model decisions include the amount of units processed in task k of job i at time t (yikt ), the amount of
units waiting to be processed in task k of job i at time t (xikt ) and the number of machines
to be operated for task j at time t (zjt ).
The additional constraints included in the modified scheduling model are:
Labour Time Constraint
Constraint (5.13) specifies that the total labour time cannot exceed the available labour
hours.
X X
zjt Lj ≤ N W ∗ SL ∗ 60
(5.13)
j∈J t∈1..|ε(j)|

Processing Target Constraint
Constraint (5.14) accounts for the processing target supplied by the operational planning model. U Ojd represents the difference between the processing target (Bjd ) obtained from the planning model and the processing rate achieved by the scheduling model
P P
P
(
yijt ) for a task j ∈ J on a d ∈ 1..nd .
i∈I k:P i =j t∈1..|ε(j)|
k

Bjd −

X X
i∈I

k:Pki =j

X

yikt = U Ojd

(5.14)

t∈1..|ε(j)|

Objective Function
The objective function of the scheduling model is modified as follows.

M ax

X X

X

i∈I k∈1..qi t∈1..|ε(P i )|
k

X
k
yikt − ω
U Ojd
qi
j∈J

With the above modification, any unsatisfied processing targets (U Ojd ) are penalized
in the objective function with a penalty factor ω > 0. Note that the modified objective
function incentivizes any surplus processing rate. In this way, the scheduling model would
possess more flexibility in accounting for the actual processing capabilities of the plant. If
the processing target obtained from the planning model is above the plant capacity, the
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scheduling model would still aim to achieve the target and any difference will be penalized
whereas if the planning model provides a lower target while the plant has enough capacity
to process more available units, then the scheduling model can account for the additional
processing as the difference will be incentivized by the objective function. Note that
possibility of planning model providing a lower target is a feature particular for multijob
plants. As there are no fixed products and since the job paths (recipes) vary depending
upon the customer specifications, it is possible that some tasks may receive more units
to process in actual than what was anticipated or predicted while solving the planning
model. Therefore, providing flexibility for the scheduling model to account for the actual
processing capabilities of the plant becomes relevant when accounting for a multijob batch
plant.
The final scheduling model considered in this study is as follows:
M ax

P P

P

i∈I k∈1..qi t∈1..|ε(P i )|
k

s.t.

5.3

k
y
qi ikt

−ω

P

U Ojd

j∈J

(3.1) − (3.4), (5.13) − (5.14)
x, y ≥ 0
z ≥ 0 and integer

(S1)

Integration of planning and scheduling models

As mentioned in section 5.1, one key challenge in breaking the problem into two and
supplying decisions from the long term planning model as inputs to the detailed scheduling
model is that it may not be most effective unless the planning decisions were accurate.
The approximations considered in the planning model often results in inaccurate capacity
estimations and the resulting planning decisions could be unreasonable or even infeasible.
In order to address this challenge and ensure that the planning decisions are reasonable
and achievable by the scheduling model, a calibration scheme is considered in this study.
Once the planning model is calibrated and consists of estimates that more accurately
reflect the actual plant capacity, the calibrated planning model and the scheduling models
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are integrated using an iterative framework. An iterative integration framework is an
approach that allows two-way interaction between the planning and scheduling models and
also allow different objectives for the two models. Moreover, as discussed previously, one of
the main challenges of this multijob batch plant problem is that the future job demand and
specifications are unknown and difficult to predict. An iterative integration scheme that
allows solving planning and scheduling models separately also provides better prospects
in accounting for the variations in the job arrivals. Hence, the current study considers a
rolling horizon approach [85] for solving the integrated planning and scheduling models.

5.3.1

Calibration scheme

In order to obtain reasonable planning decisions, it is key to ensure that the approximations
considered in the planing model are reasonable. As this study considers a multijob batch
plants with no fixed products/recipes, the processing demand of each task depends upon the
job arrivals and its specifications including the associated samples and job sequences. This
makes it quite challenging to account for the actual sequence effects in the planning model.
Even though approximated sequence effects are considered in the planning problem, due
to the nature of the multijob problem, further measures have to be incorporated to ensure
that the planning decisions are reasonable and achievable. The approximations considered
in the planning model could affect the estimation of the capacity bounds of the tasks and
result in processing targets that are not achievable by the scheduling model. There are
studies available in the literature that consider different approaches to derive more accurate
capacity constraints for the planning model that closely reflect the actual plant capacity
[69, 87]. However, as the current study considers a multijob batch plant where there are no
fixed products or recipes, these approaches would not be applicable in this case. Hence, in
this study, a calibration scheme is applied to update the capacity bounds of the tasks for a
given job distribution. In order to update the bounds in the planning model with respect
to the actual capacity from the scheduling model, the calibration scheme allows the two
models to interact with each other.
The detailed steps involved in the calibration scheme are presented next.
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Figure 5.2: Illustration of the Iterative Calibration Scheme
For a given job distribution for the planning horizon, the following steps are performed
for calibrating the planning model:
(C1) Solve the planning model presented in section 5.2.1 for the entire planning horizon
and obtain the key decisions,i.e., daily processing target (Bjd ) and number of required
workers (N W ).
(C2) Solve the scheduling model (S1) for entire planning horizon using the sequential
scheduling routine. This involves solving each scheduling sub-horizon (day) and carrying over any incomplete jobs to the following scheduling horizon.
The sequential scheduling routine can be considered as partitioning the entire planning horizon into nd smaller sub-horizons and then solving each of these sub-horizons
sequentially. Let αd denotes the dth sub-horizon that needs to be scheduled, where
d ∈ 1...nd . The sequential procedure begins by solving the first sub-horizon (d =
1) assuming the state of the plant as having initial set of jobs, denoted by JBd ,
available at the beginning of the sub-horizon with all the resources available and
empty. Then, solve the model (S1) over the sub-horizon αd to generate a schedule
Scheduled and obtain the corresponding unsatisfied processing targets per task for
the sub-horizon d, i.e., U Ojd (see equation (5.14)). The state of the plant is updated
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using Scheduled and JBd to reflect the current jobs and current machine usage at the
beginning of sub-horizon αd+1 . Any incomplete jobs from sub-horizon αd are transferred to the sub-horizon αd+1 and accounted in the current jobs for αd+1 . If there are
further sub-horizons to schedule, increment d and repeat the process. When d = nd ,
stop and the concatenating (Schedule1 , Schedule2 , . . . , Schedulend ) gives a feasible
schedule for the entire horizon P . Note that each schedule, Scheduled maybe optimal with respect to the corresponding sub-horizon, but the concatenated schedule
may not necessarily be optimal with respect to P as each sub-horizons are scheduled
individually.
(C3) The unsatisfied processing targets from each sub-horizon d are used to update the
upper bounds (U Bjd ) of processing targets in the planning model using constraint
5.15:
U Bjd ≤ Bjd − U Ojd

∀j ∈ J, d ∈ 1..nd

(5.15)

Solve the updated planning model for the entire horizon and obtain the modified
planning decisions including the processing targets and the number of employees.
(C4) Continue steps (C2) - (C3) until U Ojd ≤ tolj or iter ≤ IT ERN U M .
The termination criteria considered here include the value of unsatisfied processing
target for the tasks satisfying a given tolerance limit (tolj ) or a limit on the number of
iterations (IT ERN U M ). Two termination criteria are used due to the possibility that
in some cases a large number of iterations may be required to meet the tolerance limit.
As this study considers a multijob plant and that the processing demands for each
task depend on the specifications of the jobs arrived, there may be tasks that have to
process thousands of units and there may be tasks that have to process only tens of
units. Then, the tolerance limit for these tasks have to be set differently and it may
result in large number of iterations. Hence, a second termination criteria involving
the iteration number is also employed in the calibration scheme. The discussion on
how these parameters are set for the current studies are presented in section 5.4.
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The illustrative representation of the calibration scheme is shown in figure 5.2.
With the above calibration procedure, a planning model that consists of modified processing bounds is obtained based on the processing rates of the scheduling model, thereby
more accurately reflecting the actual processing capabilities of the plant.
Note that the calibration procedure is performed for a given job distribution. However,
in reality, when planning horizons over months are considered, it is difficult to forecast
the future job arrivals. Particularly, when a multijob batch plant is considered where the
processing demands for each task depends on the job specifications, it is important to be
able to account for the new job arrivals. This can be taken into account using a rolling
horizon approach.

5.3.2

Rolling Horizon Approach

Rolling horizon (RH) methods solve the integrated planning and scheduling models in a
sequence of iterations, each of which models only part of the time horizon in detail, while
the rest of the horizon is represented in an aggregate manner. As shown in figure 5.3, in
the first iteration of the rolling horizon approach, a part of the time horizon is solved using
the detailed formulation (scheduling model) while the rest is represented in an aggregate
manner (planning model) and in the second iteration, the second part of the horizon
is solved while decisions for the already solved first part is fixed and the later parts are
represented in an aggregate manner. These iterations continue until the entire time horizon
is scheduled using the detailed formulation. In principle, this approach may produce close
to optimal solutions with a significant reduction of the computational requirements.
When applying the rolling horizon approach for the integration purposes, the overall
time horizon is discretized into periods having endpoints which represent the moments in
time when the planning and scheduling layers directly interact with one another. Note
that the discretization of periods should be in line with the discretization employed in the
planning model. Since the proposed operational planning problem considers the discretization of the planning horizon into weeks and days, there is flexibility in the choice of when
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Figure 5.3: Schematic Representation of Rolling Horizon Framework

to allow the planning and scheduling models to interact via rolling horizon approach. In
this study, the end of the week is considered to be the moments in time when the planning
and scheduling layers directly interact with one another, i.e, for rolling horizon purposes,
the planning and scheduling layers are allowed to interact at the end of every week. Therefore, the number of periods is the same as the number of weeks considered in the planning
horizon (nw ).
The detailed steps in the rolling horizon approach are as follows:
Step 1 Set the first week as the current period, l and solve the calibrated planning problem
with the predicted job distribution. Let the set of jobs based on the predicted distribution be represented as Iw1 ∀w ∈ nw . Obtain the processing targets (Bjd ) and
number of required workers (N W ).
Step 2 Solve the scheduling model for the current period, l using the sequential scheduling
routine explained in (C2) of the calibration scheme. Note that unlike (C2), here,
instead of nd sub-horizons, the scheduling model is solved only for the sub-horizons
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in the current period, l.
As described in (C2), by using the sequential scheduling routine, the scheduling
model can accommodate for new set of jobs JBd for every scheduling sub-horizon.
This allows the scheduling model to accommodate any variations to the predicted
job distribution used in the planning model.
If the current period l is the last week of the planning horizon, stop. Otherwise, go
to Step 3.
Step 3 Now that the current period l is scheduled, update the state of the plant using the
latest information. That is, based on the scheduling results from the current period
w
w
l, fix the processing rates (Bjd
and BBjd
) and update the bounds for the current
period, l using the following:

w
Bjd
=

w
BBjd
=

X X

X

i∈Iw k:P i =j
k

t∈1..|ε(j)|

X X

X

i∈I
/ w k:Pki =j

t∈1..|ε(j)|

yikt
yikt

(5.16)

U Bjd ≤ Bjd − U Ojd
The job distribution is also updated using the latest information available at that
point and also considering the information from the last scheduling sub-horizon of
the current period, l. That is, update the set of jobs to Iwl+1 to reflect any known
variations in the predicted job distribution.
• For all w ∈ nw : w ≤ l, Iwl+1 = Iwl ; That is, for all the weeks until the period l,
the distribution considers the jobs that have already been scheduled.
• For all w ∈ nw : w > l + 1, Iwl+1 = Iw1 ; That is, for all weeks later than period
l + 1, the distribution remains the same as that of the initial predicted distribution.
• For w ∈ nw : w = l + 1, Iwl+1 includes the new jobs arrived for period l + 1 along
with any incomplete jobs from sub-horizon αd , where d refers to the last sub-horizon
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of the current period l. Fix the required number of workers (N W ) to be the same as
that of obtained in Step 1.
With these updated information solve the planning model again; update the current
period index, l; go to Step 2.
Note that in the above algorithm, the required number of workers (N W ) remains a
fixed value as obtained from the first iteration of the planning model and are not modified
in the later iterations because changing the number of required workers frequently would
not be an ideal scenario for the industry.

5.4

Computational Study

The integration framework proposed in section 5.3.2 is used to solve the actual industrial
case study from the ASI sector. The description of the industrial plant and specifications
is provided in section 3.4. As mentioned in the section 3.4, the plant consists of over
180 tasks and multiple identical resources to perform each task. During a typical one
month timespan, the plant receives jobs comprising of over 200 unique paths, with over
100 unique tasks. Over this timespan, they receive several hundred jobs comprising of
more than 20,000 samples. As mentioned previously, the capacities and processing times
of the individual tasks vary greatly. The largest capacity among all tasks is over 1,300
times the size of the smallest capacity, similarly the processing times of the processes vary
from a few minutes to several days. These features differentiate the plant and results in a
large problem to tackle. The economic data included in the computational studies - the
revenue from jobs, utility cost and the labour cost were provided by the industrial plant.
Due to a non-disclosure agreement, the actual data cannot be presented here. Hence, the
normalized process data is presented in the Appendix. The goal is to maximize the profit
by completing the sample analysis within the due date. The due date is one week from the
day the samples were received.
In the next sections, results from multiple computational experiments using this industrial case study are presented. In order to conduct the experiments, the historical data
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from the plant was used. The plant data was collected for months and the paths of the arrived jobs and the samples associated with the jobs were recorded. The detailed discussion
on the experiments and data used are given in the later sections. All the computational
experiments were implemented using Julia 1.0.5 [99] and solved using CPLEX solver in a
i7-3.40GHz Windows machine with 16GB RAM.

5.4.1

Performance Metrics

Before discussing the various experiments and results,the performance metrics used to evaluate the results are presented here. Throughout this section, to analyse the performance
of the plant and to evaluate the benefits in using the proposed framework, two criteria
are considered: percentage completion analysis and profit. Percentage completion analysis
determines the amount of samples that completed analysis within one week of arrival (dw
represents the days in a week). SamplesArrivedid denotes the samples in job i arrived
on a day d and SamplesCompletedAnalysisid denote the samples in job i that completed
processing all the tasks in the path of job i on day d. Then, the percentage completion
analysis is defined as follows:
P d+d
Pw
Percentage completion Analysis =

i∈Id h=d

Samples Completed Analysisih
P
Samples Arrivedid

(5.17)

i∈Id

Total profit is calculated by combining the daily profits (Equation (5.13)).
For detailed analysis of the benefits in using the proposed planning model and the
integration framework, the results obtained from the computational experiments are compared against the direct scheduling approach. The direct scheduling approach corresponds
to solving the scheduling model presented in section 3.1.3 with an additional constraint to
account for the available workers (constraint (5.13)) using a sequential scheduling routine
(section 5.3.1). To make a fair comparison, the number of available workers in constraint
(5.13) for the direct scheduling approach is fixed to be the same as the value used in the cor106

responding instances of experiments performed using the proposed framework. Throughout
this section, the results obtained from the instances of the direct scheduling approach are
presented under the column ’Scheduling Direct’.

5.4.2

Iterative Integration Framework - Analysis

The first part of the integration framework constitutes the calibration of the planning
model. For a planning horizon of cm months (for this case study, the planning horizon is
considered as 2 months), the historical industrial plant data was observed and the jobs
arrived and its specifications were recorded. Using the recorded data, the job distribution
for the planning horizon is obtained and the calibration of the planning horizon is performed
as per section 5.3.1. In order to obtain the job distribution for the 2 months, job paths
were sampled based on the information recorded from the historical data that included the
job paths and their observed frequencies. Sampling the job paths based on their observed
frequencies helps ensure that the considered instance resembles an actual scenario in the
batch plant by accounting for higher number of high frequent job paths compared to the
low frequent paths. The number of samples in each job was selected uniformly at random
between 10 and 50, which was also determined based on the observations from the historical
data. The scheduling horizon considered in the experiments is 8hrs, i.e., in step (C1) of
the calibration procedure, Nj ∀j ∈ J in the planning problem is calculated using S = 8hrs
and the processing time of tasks Φj . Similarly, the length of scheduling sub-horizons, αd
in the step (C2) of the calibration procedure were set equal to 8hrs.
As discussed previously in section 5.3.1, the goal of calibration procedure is to ensure
that the planning model consists of processing estimates that more accurately represent the
actual plant specifications. Note that the calibration is performed using the job distribution
obtained from the historical data. Referring to the discussion in section 5.1, the task
demands could vary from the historical projection with respect to the specifications of the
jobs received. Hence, while performing the calibration procedure, rather than focusing on
modifying the processing bounds in the planning problem until the planning processing
targets (Bjd ) are perfectly satisfied by the scheduling model, a certain level of tolerance is
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allowed for the unsatisfied processing demands, U Ojd (the difference between the processing
target for a task supplied by the planning model and the rate achieved by the scheduling
model) and are defined as tolerance limit, tolj for each task.
In order to set the tolerance limit, tolj and the limit on the iteration number (IT ERN U M )
discussed in section 5.3.1, a set of preliminary experiments were carried out. Based on the
results of the preliminary experiments and the historical data, the bottleneck tasks, the
tasks with higher processing demands and the tasks with lower processing demands were
identified. Bottleneck tasks are those that are processing at a full capacity through out
the scheduling sub-horizon. Tasks with high processing demands are considered those that
process more than 40% of the weekly demands in the plant; for instance, if the plant receives 5000 samples in a week, a task that has to process more than 2000 samples are
considered as high processing demand task. Similarly, low processing demand tasks are
those that process less than 10% of the weekly sample arrivals in the plant. The tolerance
limit (tolj ) set for these tasks in the current study are presented in Table 5.1. The values
of tolj for these tasks were chosen considering the following aspects. Even though the
task demands could vary from the historical projection with respect to the specifications
of the jobs received, the tasks with higher processing demands (as per the historical data)
represents those tasks that are commonly present in the job paths and are more likely to
follow a similar trend in terms of processing demands. For such tasks, a lower tolerance
limit of 4% was set. That is, for a task that has to process 5000 samples in a week, the
unsatisfied demands could be at most 200 samples. For any week, it is highly likely that
there is a variation of 200 samples between the historical projection and the actual samples
based on jobs received. Hence, further reducing the tolerance limit to a lower value may
not be significant. Similarly, considering the observable variations in samples with respect
to the historical projections and actual job specifications, a tolerance limit of 10% and
20% were defined for the medium processing demand tasks and the low processing demand
tasks, respectively. In addition, for the bottleneck tasks, a finer tolerance limit of 2% was
defined as they could have higher impact on the profit function. Based on the preliminary
experiments, it was observed that at least 75% tasks, including the high processing tasks
and the bottleneck tasks satisfied the tolerance limit within 5 iterations. Recall that the
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actual job distributions could vary from the historical distribution and these variations
could be predominant for the low processing demand tasks. Hence, increasing the number
of iterations for achieving the tolerance limit for the low processing demand tasks may not
ensure increased benefits. Therefore, the iteration number limit (IT ERN U M ) was set at 5
for the calibration procedure. Another parameter that was defined based on the preliminary experiments is the penalty factor ω defined in the scheduling model S1 in section
5.2.2. The value of ω was varied from 0.001 to 1 and the sensitivity of the results to the
variations in the value was analysed. Based on the observations, the value was chosen as
0.1.
Table 5.1: Computational parameters - tolerance limit
Processing Demand
Tolerance (tolj )
Specification of tasks
Low processing demand
< 10% of the weekly samples arrived
20%
Medium processing demand ≥ 10% ≤ 40% of weekly samples arrived
10%
High processing demand
> 40% of weekly samples arrived
4%
Bottleneck Tasks
2%
Using the above information and the task specifications (the normalized data for the
task specifications are presented in the Appendix), the planning model was calibrated. The
calibrated planning model thus obtained was used in the second part of the integration
framework, the rolling horizon method.
The calibrated planning model and scheduling model were solved as per the steps
included in section 5.3.2 for a 2 month horizon. The time horizon was decomposed into
periods, with each period being a week. Note that, in the rolling horizon approach, as
the planning model is solved again after scheduling each period, the planning model can
accommodate for any new job arrivals. That is, in the first iteration, the planning problem
is solved with a predicted job distribution (Iw1 ) for the entire planning horizon. Once
the first week (l = 1) is scheduled, the predicted job distribution (Iwl ) is updated to
account for the latest available information. Thus the second job distribution (Iw2 ) for the
planning problem considers the jobs that has already been scheduled in the first week (I11 ),
and the incomplete jobs from the first week along with the newly arrived jobs that are
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available to process in the beginning of the second week, and the predicted jobs for the
1
weeks later than second week (Iw:w>2
). In the second iteration of the RH method, the
second week (l = 2) is scheduled and this is followed by updating the job distribution
for the planning horizon a third time. In this third job distribution (Iw3 ) for the planning
problem, for the first two weeks, it considers the scheduled jobs for the respective weeks
(I11 , I22 ), and the incomplete jobs from the second week along with the newly arrived jobs
are considered for the third week, and the predicted jobs are considered for the later weeks
1
). This process continues until all weeks are scheduled. Due to the updating of the
(Iw:w>3
job distribution after scheduling every week, the planning problem can take into account
the variations in job arrivals as opposed to the predicted job distribution and therefore
provide more effective planning decisions. Note that the above integration procedure was
carried out for a 2 month horizon. The job data may vary when the data for a different 2
month horizon is considered. For instance, the observed job distribution for the months of
June and July could be different from the observed job distribution for March and April.
Hence, to obtain a detailed analysis, the integration procedure (including the calibration
and the rolling horizon method) was repeated for five different 2 month planning horizons.
The evaluating criteria, percentage completion analysis and profit were calculated and the
obtained results are presented in table 5.2 under the column ’Integrated Framework’, where
CP1, CP2, ... ,CP5 represents a different 2 month planning horizon. The results obtained
from the corresponding instance using the direct scheduling approach are also presented
in the table 5.2 under the column ’Scheduling Direct’.
Figure 5.4 plots the percentage completion rates for the 5 instances presented in the table 5.2. For the direct scheduling approach, where there are no processing targets supplied
from the planning model, the average rate of samples that completed the analysis within
a week of its arrival in the plant is 0.794. For the integrated approach, that accounts for
the planning decisions in the scheduling model and allows two-way interaction between
the models, the average rate of samples that completed the analysis within a week of its
arrival in the plant is 0.893. The results show an average increase of 9.8% in the analysis completion rates when the planning and scheduling models are integrated. Figure 5.5
plots the profits for the 5 instances presented in the table 5.2. The average profit gained
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Table 5.2: Iterative Integration Framework - Results
Instance
Instance 1 (CP1)
Scheduling Direct
Integrated Framework
Instance 2 (CP2)
Scheduling Direct
Integrated Framework
Instance 3 (CP3)
Scheduling Direct
Integrated Framework
Instance 4 (CP4)
Scheduling Direct
Integrated Framework
Instance 5 (CP5)
Scheduling Direct
Integrated Framework

Percentage Completion Analysis

Profit

0.783
0.876

3,034,612.2
3,317,631.4

0.801
0.894

3,158,945.6
3,412,204.4

0.779
0.881

2,891,738.9
3,186,696.2

0.812
0.903

3,091,673.9
3,354,466.1

0.796
0.91

3,088,946.5
3,370,040.6

with direct scheduling is $3, 053, 183.4, while the profit is $3, 328, 207.7 from the integrated
framework, implying a 8.27% increase on average in profit. The results shows that there
is benefit in integrating the planning and scheduling models via proposed approach.

Figure 5.4: Percentage completion rates for the different instances
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Figure 5.5: Profit graphs for the different instances
With respect to the number of jobs arrived, the size of the planning and scheduling models also vary. The average number of variables/constraints in the planning and
scheduling model instances considered in the study and the computational time involved
are summarized in table 5.3. Note that, as mentioned in section 5.3.2, for each period, the
scheduling model is solved in a sequential scheduling routine, hence, the average number
of variables for the scheduling model given in the table represents the variables for each
sub-horizon (day).
Table 5.3: Rolling Horizon Approach - Problem size specifications
Avg. number of variables:
Planning
Scheduling (per sub-horizon)
Avg. number of constraints:
Planning
Scheduling (per sub-horizon)
Avg. solving time (sec)

103141
68490
103710
48658
3285

To evaluate the benefits in incorporating calibration of the planning model as a key
part of the integration framework, the integration was also carried out using an uncalibrated planning model for the same planning horizon as of those presented in table 5.2
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and the results are compared. As the planning models are not calibrated, the corresponding instances are represented as P1, P2,..,P5. The results from the computational studies
are presented in table 5.4, where integrated framework (P1) represents the results from
integration of an uncalibrated planning and scheduling models for a 2 month horizon and
the Integrated framework (CP1) represents the results from the calibrated planning and
scheduling models for the same 2 month horizon. Both corresponding instances consider
the same job distribution. The results show that there is an average increase of 2.8% in
the analysis completion rates and 6.6.% increase in terms of profit when the integration
is carried out using the calibrated planning model. Note that the increase in the profit is
significantly higher than the increase in the analysis completion rates. This is due to the
inaccurate estimation of the processing rates and the corresponding required labor hours.
As mentioned in section, 5.3.2 the number of required workers is fixed as the value obtained from the planning model and is not updated during the rolling horizon iterations.
Inaccurate processing estimates in the planning model resulting from overestimation of the
processing capacity of the batch plant results in increased estimate of the required workers.
However, when actual plant capacity and job sequences are accounted in the scheduling
model, the available labor hours is surplus and affects the profits earned. Regarding the
computational time requirements, the total CPU time required to perform integration of
calibrated planning and scheduling model is 15525 seconds on average, whereas the total
computational time required for integration of an uncalibrated planning and scheduling
models is 3285 seconds on average. However, note that the calibration is performed using
historical data. Therefore, calibration can be considered as offline simulations that can be
performed a priori to the rolling horizon method. That is, when solving the integrated
model via rolling horizon method, even if the planning model is calibrated or uncalibrated,
the average solving time is same as that of reported in the table 5.3. Hence, by performing
the calibration of planning model beforehand, the benefits obtained through integration
via rolling horizon can be enhanced.
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Table 5.4: Integration with uncalibrated planning model - Results
Instance
Instance 1
Integrated
Integrated
Instance 2
Integrated
Integrated
Instance 3
Integrated
Integrated
Instance 4
Integrated
Integrated
Instance 5
Integrated
Integrated

5.4.3

Percentage Completion Analysis

Profit

Framework (P1)
Framework (CP1)

0.868
0.876

3,092,172.3
3,317,631.4

Framework (P2)
Framework (CP2)

0.847
0.894

3,209,164.8
3,412,204.4

Framework (P3)
Framework (CP3)

0.856
0.881

2,968,080.8
3,186,696.2

Framework (P4)
Framework (CP4)

0.878
0.903

3,161,545.7
3,354,466.1

Framework (P5)
Framework (CP5)

0.887
0.91

3,177,908.2
3,370,040.6

Sensitivity Analysis

In order to analyse the sensitivity of the integration approach with the length of the
planning horizon, the variation in results were analysed with respect to change in the length
of planning horizon. The results from the computational experiments with variation in the
planning horizon are presented in the table 5.5. The results show that the benefits of using
the integrated approach increases with increase in the length of the planning horizon. It
can be noted that the benefits in terms of profit increases from a 3.84% to 8.53% when the
length of planning horizon increases from 2 weeks to 8 weeks. A similar trend can be noted
for the percentage completion increases where the average benefits increases from 2.7% to
9%. Increase in the length of time horizon enables more interaction between the planning
and scheduling models and provide increased scope for modifying the planning decisions
to reflect the actual plant specifications and thus the benefits increases with increase in
the length of the horizon.
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Table 5.5: Sensitivity Analysis with the length of planning horizon
Instance
8 weeks
Scheduling
Scheduling
6 weeks
Scheduling
Scheduling
4 weeks
Scheduling
Scheduling
2 weeks
Scheduling
Scheduling

5.5

Percentage Completion Analysis

Profit

Direct
With RH-Planning

0.783
0.876

3,034,612.19
3,317,631.42

Direct
With RH-Planning

0.788
0.861

2,546,742.60
2,746,998.81

Direct
With RH-Planning

0.791
0.82

1,491,863.20
1,579,192.55

Direct
With RH-Planning

0.785
0.812

842,221.87
875,854.69

Chapter Summary

An iterative framework to integrate an operational planning and scheduling models for
large scale multijob industrial operations was presented. The key feature of the study
is that the proposed framework considers multijob batch plants were there are no fixed
products or recipes and the job recipes vary with respect to the customer specifications.
The proposed planning model considered the jobs arrived and supplied daily processing
profile including decisions such as labour time requirements and the processing targets
to the scheduling model and the models are integrated to obtain realizable and profitable
plant/system performance using a iterative integration approach - Rolling Horizon method.
Before implementing the rolling horizon approach, a calibration scheme was employed for
the planning model to ensure that the model utilizes reasonable estimates of plant information to obtain the key planning decisions. An iterative framework involving the
rolling horizon method was incorporated to integrate the calibrated planning model and
the scheduling models that account for the variations in the job distribution assumed for
the planning model. The computational results show an average increase of 9.8% in the
analysis completion rates and 8.27% in terms of profit when the models are integrated via
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RH approach. An analysis of the benefits in calibrating the planning model was conducted
by comparing the results when integrated the scheduling model with calibrated and uncalibrated planning model respectively. The obtained results show that there is an average
increase of 2.8% in the analysis completion rates and 6.6% increase in terms of profit when
the integration is carried out using the calibrated planning model. A sensitivity analysis
was also conducted to analyse the performance of the proposed framework with variations
in the length of the planning horizon. The analysis results show that the benefits (in
terms of profits and process completion rates) increases with increase in the length of the
planning horizon.
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Chapter 6
Conclusion
In this PhD thesis, novel approaches and models were developed to address some of the
existing gaps in the literature. In this section, the summary of the main contributions of
this thesis is presented along with a discussion on the possible directions for future research.
In chapter 3, a novel two-stage stochastic programming approach was developed for
scheduling of batch operations under type II endogenous uncertainty. One of the key
challenges in literature when modelling type II endogenous uncertainties were associated
with non-anticipativity enforcement. As these uncertainties belong to the endogenous category where the time of realization of the uncertain parameter is dependent on the model
decisions, enforcing non-anticipativity usually required introduction of auxiliary binary
variables and defining explicit non-anticipativity constraints. Due to the modelling and
computational complexity resulting from the introduction of auxiliary binary variables, the
studies available in the literature that accounted for such type II uncertainties were limited.
The proposed two-stage approach account for such type II uncertainties without introducing any auxiliary binary variables or defining explicit non-anticipativity constraints. Along
with the stochastic model, this chapter also includes the proof which shows that careful formulation of the constraints enables implicit non-anticipativity enforcement in the proposed
approach.
In chapter 4, the two-stage stochastic approach was modified and a node-based mul117

tistage stochastic approach for scheduling batch operations under type II endogenous uncertainty was developed. The proposed multistage approach enforces non-anticipativity
implicitly while also addressing two major limitations of the previously proposed two-stage
approach. Unlike the two-stage approach, the multistage approach allows multiple realizations for the uncertain parameter throughout the time horizon and also consider the
possibility of multiple tasks that are uncertain in the same sequence (job)). The proposed approach was validated using multiple case studies including an actual industrial
case study and two case studies from the literature. The computational studies using these
case studies depicts significant benefits in terms of VSS (Value of Stochastic Solution).
Each case study exhibited significant increments in the VSS as the number of stages was
increased. A comparison study was also conducted between the node-based approach and
the conventional binary variable approach (from the literature). The results from the study
shows up to 85% reduction in computational time while using the node-based approach in
comparison to the binary variable approach.
In chapter 5, An iterative integration framework was proposed based on rolling horizon
approach to enable the interaction between the planning and scheduling models for a
multijob multitasking batch plant. The effective integration of a planning and scheduling
model greatly depends on a planning model that easily interfaces with the scheduling model
and provide it with the required input parameters. The main drawbacks of the existing
planning models for process industries in the literature includes that it often ignores the job
sequence effects and model the plant information using the bottleneck tasks and also that
the planning models often fail to provide daily processing profiles to the scheduling model.
Considering these limitations in the literature, a long term planning model was developed
for a multijob multitasking batch plant that considers approximated sequence constraints
and provides key planning decisions including daily processing profiles to the scheduling
model. The study further proposes a calibration scheme and an iterative integration scheme
to ensure that the estimated information used in the planning model are reasonable and to
ensure that the latest job arrivals are accounted for in the planning model. The proposed
framework was validated using an actual industrial case study and the computational
results show an average increase of 9.8% in the analysis completion rates and 8.27% in
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terms of profit when the models are integrated via rolling horizon (RH) approach.
Regarding the future work, there are a few potential aspects that can be explored. One
of those aspects include exploring the possibilities for extending the proposed stochastic
approach for scheduling under type II endogenous uncertainty to other endogenous uncertainties with unknown time of uncertainty realization that cannot be accounted for in
the model using the flow balance constraints (e.g. task processing times). As the proposed approach does not require auxiliary binary variables or explicit non-anticipativity
constraints (NACs), if this approach could be adapted to other type II and type I endogenous uncertainties, it would be vastly beneficial in terms of computational costs and
applications.
The main goal of the studies conducted in chapters 3 and 4 was to exhibit the applicability and benefits of the proposed two-stage/multistage approach to an industrial
application. It is possible that if the considered number of jobs, stages and the nodes
were further increased, there maybe an even larger increase in terms of the VSS. However,
increasing the number of jobs or the number of stages or number of realizations (nodes)
considered in each time-period by a large number may also increase the computational
cost substantially. In such cases, efficient decomposition or relaxation strategies may be
required to solve such larger instances. Therefore, as future work, developing efficient
decomposition strategies/relaxation strategies for solving even larger industrial instances
would allow widen the adaptability of the proposed approach.
Chapter 5 focuses on developing an integration framework to solve the long term planning and scheduling models for a large scale multijob batch plant where there are no fixed
products/recipes and where the job specifications including recipe depends on the customer
specifications. Some of the features that could be considered in the scheduling model in
order to increase the efficiency of the plant operations include manual allocation. Current
framework provides decisions such as number of required workers to operate the tasks for
the considered planning horizon; incorporating manual allocation and assigning the workers to the tasks could help provide better insights of the operational requirements of the
plant and also better analysis of the economic aspects of the plant. In addition, incorporating uncertainty modelling into the integration framework for considering uncertainty in
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scheduling/planning parameters would further enhance the adaptability of the proposed
approach.
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Appendix A
Normalized process data of the
actual industrial plant
The normalized data for the 189 tasks in the scientific services facility are presented below
in Table A.1.

Table A.1: Normalized process data used in experiments.
Begin of Table
Tasks

Capacity

Processing time

Resources

Labor time

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

0.09991
0.005901
0.005401
9.90E-05
0.049905
0.0049
0.0049
0.0049

0.001389027
0.005853755
0.047524556
0.1427721
0.037106856
0.018553428
0.099116976
0.018553428

2
3
1
4500
4
10
2
6

0.015
0.06
0.45
0
0.375
0.188
1
0.188
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Continuation of Table A.1
Tasks

Capacity

Processing time

Resources

Labor time

9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36

0.0049
0.0002
0.0049
0.0049
0.0049
0.010901
0.0049
0.0041
0.0041
0.0029
0.021502
0.002
0.0007
0.0047
9.90E-05
0.0006
0.005801
0.0039
0.0039
0.0029
0.0007
0.005301
0.0029
0.0026
0.0026
0.0025
0.0025
0.0025

0.019744022
0.000694513
0.019744022
0.014783213
0.004861593
0.107054271
0.009822403
0.003869431
0.003869431
0.1011013
0.029665641
0.014783213
0.01875186
0.060918742
0.016469888
0.1427721
0.209346165
0.165095744
0.744022224
0.035618613
0.053477528
0.050501042
0.005853755
0.011310646
0.040579423
0.013791051
0.013791051
0.013791051

2
1
3
1
3
1
1
2
2
4
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
2
40
2
1
4
1
1
1
1
1
1

0.2
0.008
0.15
0.05
0.015
0.1
0.04
0.04
0.06
0.12
0.032
0.095
0.045
0.01
0.015
0.24
0.182
0.3
0.18
0.07
0.03
0.06
0.045
0.055
0.06
0.06
0.06
0.02
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Continuation of Table A.1
Tasks

Capacity

Processing time

Resources

Labor time

37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64

0.0024
0.0023
0.0026
0.019902
0.010101
0.008101
0.030403
0.014901
0.010201
0.012401
0.012401
0.0011
0.005801
0.0019
0.005901
0.0005
0.0039
0.005901
0.0029
0.047905
0.043904
0.009901
0.0049
0.0011
0.0029
0.0007
0.021502
0.043104

0.012402024
0.013791051
0.010814565
0.011806727
0.011806727
0.000892946
0.011806727
0.02371267
0.005853755
0.017759698
0.017759698
0.005853755
0.008830241
0.001885108
0.005853755
0.005853755
0.005853755
0.005853755
0.005853755
0.017759698
0.02371267
0.041571584
0.098124814
0.01329497
0.00287727
0.026689156
0.011806727
0.021728346

1
1
1
1
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
2
3
2
1
1
2
1
3
4
2

0.04
0.025
0.12
0.12
0.01
0.12
0.24
0.06
0.18
0.18
0.06
0.09
0.02
0.06
0.06
0.06
0.06
0.06
0.18
0.24
0.42
0.01
0.045
0.03
0.15
0.12
0.22
0.22
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Continuation of Table A.1
Tasks

Capacity

Processing time

Resources

Labor time

65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92

0.043904
0.0029
0.007101
0.006701
0.005101
0.0029
0.000099
0.0017
0.0001
0.005901
0.0041
0.0041
0.008301
0.0005
0.0041
0.0017
0.0041
0.0041
0.0017
0.0041
0.0041
0.0013
0.0029
0.012701
0.012701
0.000099
0.000099
0.014901

0.021728346
0.005853755
0.014287132
0.026193075
0.048516718
0.066871713
0.024208751
0.048020637
0.001885108
0.005853755
0.006349836
0.000892946
0.005853755
0.032642127
0.004067864
0.001389027
0.001389027
0.007838079
0.007838079
0.004067864
0.004067864
0.047524556
0.006647485
0.072923901
0.00625062
0.000892946
0.1427721
0.1427721

4
5
1
1
1
1
2
1
2
1
2
2
1
2
2
2
2
2
2
1
2
1
1
4
2
1
1
2

0.06
0.005
0.005
0.01
0.02
0.005
0.005
0.015
0.06
0.005
0.01
0.01
0.252
0.042
0.005
0.005
0.01
0.01
0.042
0.042
0.192
0.007
0.02
0.064
0
0
0.06
0.035
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Continuation of Table A.1
Tasks

Capacity

Processing time

Resources

Labor time

93
94
95
96
97
98
99
100
101
102
103
104
105
106
107
108
109
110
111
112
113
114
115
116
117
118
119
120

0.0025
0.0025
0.0024
0.0025
0.0026
0.017902
0.023902
0.011301
0.011501
0.071907
0.047905
0.071907
0.016702
0.029903
0.137914
0.035904
0.011101
0.013401
0.008101
0.008101
0.007301
0.051605
0.026903
0.026303
0.020602
0.001
0.0029
0.0029

0.012798889
0.012798889
0.013890267
0.011806727
0.042563746
0.038595099
0.1427721
0.314912194
0.017362834
0.072824685
0.04663161
0.070443496
0.017759698
0.024704832
0.138307372
0.025498561
0.124516321
0.113106459
0.025101697
0.142573668
0.126996726
0.159142772
0.077884711
0.133842643
0.136819129
0.000198432
0.000892946
0.000892946

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
10
10
10
10
10
10
2
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
1
5
6
1
1

0.035
0.035
0.025
0.025
0.12
0.06
0.025
0.105
0.03
0.03
0.03
0.03
0.03
0.03
0.195
0.12
0.12
0.15
0.12
0.12
0.024
0.021
0.012
0.9
0.003
0.01
0.01
0.03
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Continuation of Table A.1
Tasks

Capacity

Processing time

Resources

Labor time

121
122
123
124
125
126
127
128
129
130
131
132
133
134
135
136
137
138
139
140
141
142
143
144
145
146
147
148

0.001
0.001
0.047905
0.053205
0.014301
0.035904
0.071907
0.009901
0.008901
0.005301
0.0011
0.005301
0.005301
0.0015
0.0015
0.005301
0.0025
0.005301
0.0025
0.005301
0.009501
0.009501
0.014301
0.010101
0.010101
0.010101
0.005901
0.0013

0.00287727
0.000595297
0.047524556
0.047524556
0.047524556
1
1
0.041571584
0.029665641
0.012798889
0.124913186
0.102093462
0.012798889
0.026193075
0.029665641
0.019744022
0.075404306
0.007838079
0.030459371
0.008830241
0.064688957
0.006845917
0.020438536
0.090981248
0.04038099
0.04038099
0.005853755
0.166583987

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
4
3
4
1
1
1
1
1
2

0.007
0
0
0
0
0.42
0.3
0.062
0.062
0.062
0.062
0.167
0.167
0.062
0.02
0.08
0.02
0.09
0.003
0.07
0.074
0.264
0.224
0.224
0.015
0.045
0.45
0.15
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Continuation of Table A.1
Tasks

Capacity

Processing time

Resources

Labor time

149
150
151
152
153
154
155
156
157
158
159
160
161
162
163
164
165
166
167
168
169
170
171
172
173
174
175
176

0.0013
0.0007
0.0007
0.0007
0.005901
0.0021
0.0007
0.000099
0.0017
0.0026
0.0021
0.0019
0.000099
0.000099
0.005901
0.005901
0.005901
0.043904
0.043904
0.0023
0.0015
0.0023
0.0005
0.0019
0.0011
0.0031
0.000099
0.000099

0.04454807
0.041571584
0.018255779
0.001389027
0.00287727
0.002381189
0.003075702
0.0000992162
0.029665641
0.113007243
0.005853755
0.089195357
0.001488243
0.000099
0.105566028
0.105566028
0.105566028
0.160631015
0.166583987
0.056454013
0.158646691
0.02371267
0.038595099
0.006052188
0.012302808
0.008830241
0.000099
0.000099

2
2
1
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
4
4
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
6
1

0.005
0.015
0.03
0.025
0.032
0.002
0.036
0.42
0.06
0.06
0.001
0.001
0.75
0.75
0.75
0.06
0.12
0.09
0.16
0.24
0.03
0.06
0.01
0.082
0.001
0.001
0.015
0.001
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Continuation of Table A.1
Tasks

Capacity

Processing time

Resources

Labor time

177
178
179
180
181
182
183
184
185
186
187
188
189

0.0014
0.000099
0.000099
0.000099
0.000099
0.0011
0.000099
0.000099
0.0005
0.000099
1
0.09991
0.09991

0.001389027
0.000099
0.00079373
0.000099
0.000892946
0.016569104
0.001389027
0.000099
0.00208354
0.000099
0.000892946
0.1427721
0.1427721

1
1
1
1
3
1
1
1
5
2
1
1
1

0.01
0.001
0.01
0.024
0.015
0.001
0.012
0.001
0
0.081
0.009
0.076
0.016

End of Table
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Appendix B
Multistage Approach Supplementary Information
B.1

Multistage Model - Performance Comparison

To provide better insights on the model performance, detailed discussions on computational
time of binary variable model and node based model are provided here. For the comparison
purposes, the same instance of 10 jobs and a scheduling horizon of 24hrs are solved using
the binary variable approach and node based approach (presented in section 4.3.2). The
number of stages are varied from two to five. Variations in the model computational time
with increase in the number of stages for the instance are presented in Table 4.4 and the
values are plotted in Figure B.1. As shown in Figure B.1, with increase in number of stages,
the computational time also increases for both approaches. However, the increase in the
computational time for the binary variable approach tend to follow an exponential behavior
and the actual CPU times are much higher than the proposed node based approach. The
exponential increase in the computational time for the binary variable approach shows
that the approach is not preferable for large multistage problems. Hence, the proposed
node based approach where the computational time requirements are lesser than the binary
variable approach emerge as a potential solution to handle large multistage problems.
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Figure B.1: Variations in computational time with increase in stages

B.2

Transformation of STN to Graph representation

Discussions on transformation from an STN representation to graph representation is presented in this section. While transforming a representation from STN to graph, one of
the key factor is the components involved in the network representation. As discussed in
section 4.4, STN representation also involves explicit representation of the units (states)
in contrast to the graph representation that involves representation of tasks and the incoming/outgoing streams. In order to provide better understanding, the transformation
is explained using the case study presented in section 4.5.3. The case study in figure 4.9
includes 5 products with 5 unique recipes. Each product is considered as a different job
and is represented in Figure B.2. The figure includes the network graph representation of
the problem (Figure B.2 (a)) and the job-wise graph representation (Figure B.2 (b)). The
graph representation of each job includes the tasks and the incoming/outgoing streams
associated with the task.
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B.3

Binary Variable Model

In this section, the multistage model is presented that was used to compare against the
proposed model in Section 4.5.5. Note that the goal was to develop a basic model using
standard integer programming modeling techniques to enforce non-anticipativity. In what
follows, a detailed description of such model is presented
The idea is that, from the proposed model, all features added for the purposes of
enforcing non-anticipativity are removed, keeping the rest of the variables and constraints.
Specifically, the decision variables in the proposed model were retained, with the following
modification:
n
• Variables xnikt and yikt
are still defined for n ∈ Nm , but only for times in time period m,
′
i
that is, for t ∈ ε (Pk )m .
The main idea is that while taking decisions about time period m and a node in Nm , we
should only be looking at the variables for times within that time period.
The objective function and constraints (3.1)-(3.6) also remain the same, since these
have no effect on non-anticipativity. Constraints (4.2) and (4.3) are replaced by:
n
n
Wikt
= yikt
+ yikt

, ∀m ∈ M, n ∈ Nm , i ∈ I, k ∈ 1, . . . , qi , t ∈ ε′ (Pki )m

n
Vikt
= xnikt + xikt

, ∀m ∈ M, n ∈ Nm , i ∈ I, k ∈ 1, . . . , qi , t ∈ ε′ (Pki )m

Constraints (4.4) are replaced to reflect the new expression of (W, V ) variables as follows.
n(t−1)

n
n
Vikt
+Wikt
= Vikt−1 +

X

X

n(r)

ρnik′ k Wik′ r

, ∀m ∈ M, n ∈ Nm , i ∈ I, k ∈ 1, . . . , qi , t ∈ ε′ (Pki )m

−
k′ ∈NG
(Pki ) r∈θ(i,k,k′ ,t)

Constraints (4.5) and (4.6) are removed since these were the constraints used to enforce
non-anticipativity implicitly in the proposed model. Finally, constraints (3.2) are kept.
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With only the above constraints, the proposed model would not enforce non-anticipativity.
For that purpose, the following variables were added:
• Binary variables (Lnikt ) are introduced to check if non-anticipativity must be enforced for
the k-th task in path of job i ∈ I, for a node whose parent node is n at time point t, for all
m ∈ M , n ∈ Nm−1 (Note that here these variables are defined for every task k as this study
considers a non-uniform time discretization, where the total number of time points for each
task may vary with respect to the time step defined, as mentioned in Section 3.1.2).
• Binary variables (Eijn ′ t ) are also introduced to identify when an imperfect task Pji′ is
finished between times t − 1 and t. Note that j ′ represent the index of an imperfect task
of a job i (i.e., Pji′ ∈ ℑi )
With these variables, one can define “Big-M type” constraints to say that all the model
decision variables must be equal until the time of uncertainty realization. The binary variable Lnikt takes a value 1 when the uncertainty is realized; hence all the model decisions for
task k must be equal when Lnikt = 0.
The constraints that define when these binary variables become true or false are as
follows:

n(r)

Cj ′ Rj ′ Eijn ′ t −Wij ′ r ≥ 0 ∀m ∈ M, n ∈ Nm , i ∈ I, j ′ ∈ qi : Pji′ ∈ ℑi , t ∈ ε′ (Pji′ )m , r ∈ θ(i, j ′ , j ′ , t)
(B.1)

n(r)

Eijn ′ t − Wij ′ r ≤ 0 ∀m ∈ M, n ∈ Nm , i ∈ I, j ′ ∈ qi : Pji′ ∈ ℑi , t ∈ ε′ (Pji′ )m , r ∈ θ(i, j ′ , j ′ , t)
(B.2)

p(n)

∀m ∈ M, n, n′ ∈ Nm : p(n) = p(n′ ), i ∈ I, k = 1, . . . , qi ,

j ′ ∈ qi : Pji′ ∈ ℑi , t = ε′ (Pki )m 1 , t′ ∈ ε′ (Pji′ )m : ε(Pji′ , t′ ) = ε(Pki , t)

Likt ≤ Eijn ′ t′
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(B.3)

p(n)

p(n)

∀m ∈ M, n, n′ ∈ Nm : p(n) = p(n′ ), i ∈ I, k = 1, . . . , qi ,

j ′ ∈ qi : Pji′ ∈ ℑi , t ∈ ε′ (Pki )m \ ε′ (Pki )m 1 , t′ ∈ ε′ (Pji′ )m : ε(Pji′ , t′ ) = ε(Pki , t)

Likt ≤ Likt−1 + Eijn ′ t′

p(n)

p(n)

∀m ∈ M, n, n′ ∈ Nm : p(n) = p(n′ ),

i ∈ I, k = 1, . . . , qi , t ∈ ε′ (Pki )m \ ε′ (Pki )m 1

Likt ≥ Likt−1

p(n)

Eijn ′ t′ ≤ Likt

(B.4)

∀m ∈ M, n, n′ ∈ Nm : p(n) = p(n′ ), i ∈ I, k = 1, . . . , qi ,

j ′ ∈ qi : Pji′ ∈ ℑi , t ∈ ε′ (Pki )m , t′ ∈ ε′ (Pji′ )m : ε(Pji′ , t′ ) = ε(Pki , t)

(B.5)

(B.6)

Constraints (B.1) include the binary variables (Eijn ′ t ) that are forced to take a value
n(r)
1 when the imperfect task finishes a batch of units, i.e., when Wij ′ r variables for an
imperfect task are non-zero. Constraints (B.2) ensure that the variables Eijn ′ t take a value
n(r)
1 only when the Wij ′ r variables are non zero. Constraints (B.3) - (B.5) define that the
actual binary variables Lnikt take a value 1 if and only if an imperfect task has already
finished processing a batch of samples (i.e., uncertainty has already realized). Constraints
(B.3) enforce that the binary variable Lnikt takes a value 1 at the first time point of a time
period only if variable Eijn ′ t′ is equal to 1. Constraints (B.4) define that variable Lnikt can
take a value 1 only when either Lnikt−1 or Eijn ′ t′ is equal to 1. Constraints (B.5) ensure that
once uncertainty is realized the value of Lnikt−1 remains 1 for the rest of the time period.
Constraints (B.6) define that variable Lnikt−1 takes a value 1 whenever variable Eijn ′ t′ is
equal to 1.
′

When Lnikt is equal to zero, the nodes n and n that share the same parent node remain
indistinguishable and hence the corresponding decisions are equated through constraints
(B.7) - (B.10).
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′

p(n)

n
n
Wikt
≤ Wikt
+ Ck Rk Likt

∀m ∈ M, n, n′ ∈ Nm : p(n) = p(n′ ), i ∈ I, k = 1, . . . , qi , t ∈ ε′ (Pki )m
(B.7)

′

p(n)

n
n
− Ck Rk Likt
≥ Wikt
Wikt

∀m ∈ M, n, n′ ∈ Nm : p(n) = p(n′ ), i ∈ I, k = 1, . . . , qi , t ∈ ε′ (Pki )m
(B.8)

′

p(n)

n
n
Vikt
≤ Vikt
+ Ai Likt

∀m ∈ M, n, n′ ∈ Nm : p(n) = p(n′ ), i ∈ I, k = 1, . . . , qi , t ∈ ε′ (Pki )m
(B.9)

′

p(n)

n
n
Vikt
≥ Vikt
− Ai Likt

∀m ∈ M, n, n′ ∈ Nm : p(n) = p(n′ ), i ∈ I, k = 1, . . . , qi , t ∈ ε′ (Pki )m
(B.10)
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Figure B.2: Transformation from STN to graph representation
(a) Network

(b) Job-wise
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